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Ciro Lo Muzio

ARCHAEOLOGY
OF CENTRAL
PREISLAMIC ASIA

THE WORK
To the amateur, Central Asia is a vast, unknown territory
which is divided between the now independent former Soviet republics, and the autonomous province of Xinjiang. The cradle of barbarism, a perpetual
source of imaginary threat and historical sources of IMondadori Università
ran, India and China, Central Asia has been a land of arHandbooks
th
chaeological study since the late 19 century, and o● Pages: VIII-472 + 32 colors
ver the decades it has seen an increasing involvement
● Price: € 44,00
of the international scientific community. This volume presents the main themes of the cultural histo● 978-88-6184-412-4
ry of the region, from prehistory to the eve of the
All rights available
Arab conquest: the Bronze and Iron Age cultures; material evidence of the Greek presence; the impact of
nomadism; local religious traditions and the spread of
Buddhism; the flowering of visual arts, especially mural painting, in Samarkand and other cities of the region, as well as in Buddhist monasteries dotted along the Silk Road in Xinjiang.

THE AUTHOR
Ciro Lo Muzio is Associate Professor of Archaeology and History of Art of India and Central Asia at
the University of Rome, La Sapienza. From 1995 to 2009 he was a member of the Uzbek-Italian Archaeological Mission (Wisdom) in the oasis of Bukhara, Uzbekistan. Most of his scientific work is dedicated
to the pre-Islamic Central Asian and Gandhara iconography, with particular interest in the genesis of
mural painting in these regions and the dissemination of iconography from the Greco-Roman world,
Iran and India in Central Asian art.
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Giorgio Bejor - Maria Teresa Grassi
Stefano Maggi - Fabrizio Slavazzi

ART AND
ARCHAEOLOGY
OF THE ROMAN
PROVINCES
THE WORK
The Mediterranean and Europe: a vast territory, rich
in cultures, traditions and religions, each one different
from the other. Then, while maintaining their own particular features, they begin to follow similar paths, a
moment marked by their entry into the Roman world,
which incorporated them all. This was the beginning of
the development of the current cultures on both sides of the Mediterranean Sea and across Europe. The
authors follow the historical and artistic development
of various phenomena, starting from the annexation of
each province (from the 3rd century BC to the early 1st
century AD) , through to the moment that profoundly
changed the Empire’s internal structure (the partition
under Diocletian between 296 and 305 AD, and the
foundation of the New Rome by Constantine in 324).

Mondadori Università
Handbooks
Pages: X-370
Price: € 29,00
● 978-88-6184-072-0
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHORS
Giorgio Bejor is Professor of Greek Archaeology and Art History at the University of Milan and lecturer at the Italian Archaeological School of Athens. He has overseen excavations and research in Tuscany, Calabria, Sicily, Sardinia (Nora), Greece (Gortyn), Turkey and Syria.
Maria Teresa Grassi is Professor of Roman Provincial Archaeology at the University of Milan and Director of the Italo-Syrian Archaeological Mission in Palmyra (PAL.M.A.I.S.).
Stefano Maggi is Professor of Classical Archaeology at the University of Pavia, where he also heads
the Interdepartmental Research Center for Teaching Classical Archaeology and Ancient Technology.
Fabrizio Slavazzi is Professor of Roman Archaeology and Art History at the University of Milan. His archaeological research covers Northern Italy, Greece and southern Turkey.
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Chiara Visconti

A CENTURY
OF CHINESE
ARCHAEOLOGY

History of the discipline from
the beginning of the twentieth
century to the present
THE WORK
From the first scientific excavations, in the 1920s, to
the discoveries made in recent times, archaeology is
reshaping the image of ancient China. A controversial discipline since its introduction in the Middle Kingdom, archaeology was influenced by the historical eMondadori Università
vents of the Chinese twentieth century, sometimes
Handbooks
suffering and often contributing to political move● Pages: XVI-224
ments and cultural debate. On the one hand, the ar● Price: € 19,00
tifacts unearthed have surprised the whole world, on
the other, the use of the archaeological source – so● 978-88-6184-462-9
metimes functional exercise of power – the research
All rights available
techniques in the field, and the methods adopted in
the classification and presentation of data, remains an
issue as problematic as ever and are discussed. This
volume offers a path along which, through the history of the discipline and studies, it presents the reader some of the major discoveries that have been
made, and provides him with the tools to understand the problematic nature from contemporary issues and interpretations of these findings, along with the evolution of areas of interest and new reasearch trends.

THE AUTHOR
Chiara Visconti is a researcher at the University of Naples “L’Orientale”, where she teaches Archaeology and Art History of China and Japan. She has always supported teaching the archaeological, participating in excavation missions in Italy, Nepal and China.
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Giorgio Bejor - Marina Castoldi
Claudia Lambrugo

GREEK ART
NEW EDITION

THE WORK
This book deals with the multifaceted and fascinating
discipline that is Greek art, providing the necessary
tools for understanding without excessive specialist terminology. The creative process is captured in its
most significant and formative episodes: following a
Mondadori Università
brief historical overview, there is extensive discussion
Handbooks
of the architectural languages, figurative expressions,
● Pages: XVI-494
craft demonstrations in ancient Greece, from its ori● Price: € 36,00
gins to the encounter-clash with Rome, highlighting
the comparison between different artistic genres. In
● 978-88-6184-296-0
light of the constant evolution of the studies into the
All rights available
progress of archaeological excavations, it has been
decided to reserve ample space to the more recent
works discovered. This new edition, while conscious
of the latest research, also takes into consideration
the exhibitions held at the New Acropolis Museum in Athens and the Verghina Museum.

THE AUTHORS
Giorgio Bejor is Professor of Greek Archaeology and Art History at the University of Milan and lecturer at the Italian Archaeological School of Athens. He has conducted excavations and research in Tuscany, Calabria, Sicily, Sardinia (Nora), Greece (Gortyn), Turkey and Syria.
Marina Castoldi is a researcher and lecturer in the Archaeology of Ancient Greece at the University
of Milan. She works on the field in Magna Graecia, at Metaponto.
Claudia Lambrugo is a researcher in Classical Archaeology and Professor of Greek Archaeology and
History at the University of Milan. She has participated in several research projects in Sicily, Greece,
and Gortyn (Crete).
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Federica Manoli

HANDBOOK OF
MANAGEMENT
AND CARE
OF MUSEUM
COLLECTIONS
THE WORK
Museum work involves primarily activities related to
the preservation, protection, use and transmission to
future generations of museum collections, of any type,
consisting mainly of material objects. This work requires
multidisciplinary skills ranging from the scientific field to
Le Monnier Università
subjects related to conservation, exhibition, shipment,
Essays
insurance and legal issues, up to the more technical as● Pages: XIV-290
pects of buildings housing the collections. The book
● Price: € 21,00
analyses these areas in a systematic way, bringing together best practices, guidelines and procedures that the
● 978-88-00-74542-0
national and international community have developed
All rights available
in recent decades with the aim of promoting shared
standards and practices. The handbook is a valuable tool
for students specialising in Museology: its checklists
and summaries may furthermore prove useful to those
who already work in the museum environment, such as architects, lighting engineers, photographers
and transporters.

THE AUTHOR
Federica Manoli has a degree in Literature and Philosophy with History of Art and specialized in Museology and Museography. After initially working as a restorer of paintings, from 2001 she worked at
the Poldi Pezzoli Museum in Milan, mainly dealing with the management and care of the collections.
Of note are her contributions to the theme of conservation of collections in The Daily Backstage of a
House-Museum. Information for ordinary and extraordinary maintenance, with A. Ciaramella, I. Paoletti and V. Puglisi (Theme 2012) and Masterpieces out of the Museums. Guidelines to Promote Cultural Heritage of the Lombard Regional System bodies, edited by P. Petraroia (Regione Lombardia 2013).
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Irene Baldriga

THE RIGHT
TO BEAUTY

Education of artistic heritage,
sustainability and citizenship
NEW
THE WORK
The present volume is a collection of the talks given
by the author on the occasion of a cycle of seminars
on the themes of education of artistic heritage, didactic experimentation and valorization of the history of art. The talks propose a coherent and dynamic
Le Monnier Università
vision of art history, a vision that is open to the presTools
ent and able to argue in favor of the mobilization of
● Pages: XVI-176 + 16 colors
resources for the social and economic relaunch of Ita● Price: € 16,00
ly and Europe. Knowledge of the artistic heritage suggests feelings of belonging and helps inclusion, plu● 978-88-0074-875-9
rality and democratic co-responsibility. Far from the
All rights available
old-fashioned perception of art history as an elitarian
discipline, today it could become a powerful tool towards development and social cohesion, and a precious source of individual nurturing since it treasures
the citizens’ need for beauty. This book which offers theoretical chapters and analytical parts, aims to
be a manifesto for a cultural and educational policy that puts artistic heritage at the core of both individual and collective spirituality.

THE AUTHOR
Irene Baldriga, PhD in History of Art, works as a school headmaster. She is the president of ANISA
(the Italian Association of Teachers of History of Art). She has been actively involved in the defense and valorization of the teaching of art history, both in Italy and Europe, and she is interested in training and didactic and methodological experimentation. A specialist in Renaissance and Baroque art, she is also interested in museography and cultural mediation. She is the author of over
forty articles and essays, her publications include L’occhio della Lince. Arte, Scienza e Collezionismo, 1605-1630 (Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 2002) and the handbook Dentro l’Arte. Contesto,
Metodo, Confronti (Electa Scuola, 5 volumes, 2016).
Particularly active in the context of the cultural relations between Italy and France, in 2015 she was
awarded by the French government the title of Palmes academiques Chevalier.
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Massimiliano Papini

ROMAN ART

THE WORK
“Let others melt and mould the breathing bronze to
forms more fair, -aye!, / Out of marble bring features
that live; let them plead causes well, / Or trace with
pointed wand the cycled heaven, / And hail the constellations as they rise, / But thou, o Roman, learn with
Mondadori Università
sovereign sway / To rule the nations. Thy great art shall
Handbooks
be, / To keep the world in lasting peace, to spare hum● Pages: VIII-568 + 32 colors
bled, / Foe, and crush to earth the proud.” These are
● Price: € 54,00
the prophetic words of Anchises to his son, Aeneas,
at the end of the descent into hell in the sixth bo● 978-88-6184-386-8
ok of the Aeneid. What we call today “works of art”
All rights available
were therefore not perceived as an ancestral tradition
by the Romans, so much so, that it can be doubted
that “Roman” art ever existed. Yet, their visual creations were great and immense within the boundaries
of the Empire and this handbook, edited by Massimiliano Papini and written in collaboration with different experts in Roman archaeology, aims to offer a synthesis of these historical, cultural and social
phenomena. After an overview of the main components of the public and private spaces of the City,
the first chapters are organized in chronological order (from the 10th century BC to the 6th-7th century
AD), to move on to chapters that examine in more depth subjects, materials and contexts of use: historical representations, portraiture, Greek ornaments, copies and re-workings of original Greek works,
‘decorative arts’ and ‘luxuries’, ceramics, glass, painting, mosaic and funerary artefacts.

THE AUTHOR
Massimiliano Papini is Associate Professor of Greek and Roman Archaeology and Art History at the
Sapienza University, Rome. His main field of study is Ancient Art History, with numerous interests in
the field of Greek and Roman Archaeology; and from 2012 he has been a corresponding member of
the German Archaeological Institute. As well as numerous essays in specialized journals and exhibition
catalogues, he has published several monographs, including Buried cities and ruins in the Greek and
Roman world (Roma-Bari, 2011) and Phidias. The man who carved the gods (Roma-Bari, 2014).

THE OTHER AUTHORS
Matteo Cadario is Associate Professor of Greek and Roman Archaeology and Art History at the University of Udine. He is primarily interested in sculpture and Hellenistic and Roman iconography, with
particular attention to the images of emperors and private citizens.
Paolo Carafa is Associate Professor of Greek and Roman Archaeology and History of Art at the Faculty
of Humanities, Sapienza University, Rome. His scientific work is dedicated to the fields of architecture, topography and urban landscapes of Rome. He has also studied Etruria in the Etruscan and Roman periods,
the Basilicata of the Roman period and the urban landscapes of other ancient Italian cities. He coordinates research on the Palatine, in the Suburbs of Rome and lower valley of the Tiber and the Sybarites.
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Silvia Fortunati (Sapienza University, Rome) is principally engaged in the technical and stylistic study
of Roman painting, with particular focus on preserved painted fragments.
Elena Ghisellini is Associate Professor of Greek and Roman Archaeology and History of Art at the Department of Literary, Philosophical and Art History, University of Rome Tor Vergata. Her main field of
interest is Greek and Roman sculpture, particularly with regard to Alexandria.
Eugenio La Rocca is Professor of Greek and Roman Archaeology and History of Art at the Faculty of
Humanities, Sapienza University, Rome and former Superintendent of Cultural Heritage of the City of
Rome. His numerous scientific papers relate to figurative problems of culture in Greek and Roman times, on the relationship between art and political ideology, on the topography and on the Hellenistic
cities and main monuments of Rome, as well as on the theme of landscape in Antiquity.
Annalisa Lo Monaco (Sapienza University, Rome) has among her main scientific interests religious life
in the Greek and Roman world, the contacts between Greece and Rome during the late-Republican
Age and various aspects and themes of imperial ideology in Rome and in the provinces. As a scientific
coordinator and co-curator, she has contributed to important exhibitions in Rome.
Clementina Panella is Professor of Methodology and Techniques of Archaeological Research at the
Faculty of Humanities, Sapienza University, Rome. She has conducted important excavations in Italy
and abroad: Ostia, Carthage, Rome, Porticus Liviae, area of the Meta Sudans in Piazza del Colosseo and
the north-eastern slopes of the Palatine. Her research involves the urban problems of archaeology, the
historical topography of Rome and material culture (with special reference to craft productions of the
Hellenistic and Roman world and commercial relations between Italy and the provinces in the Imperial
Age and Late Antiquity) and the methods of approach of applied sciences (geophysics, geoarchaeology, computer science) to the study of multi-layered archaeological sites.
Anna Maria Riccomini (Department of Musicology and Cultural Heritage, University of Pavia, based
in Cremona) is mainly engaged in ancient sculpture and various aspects of the history of archaeology,
such as the re-use of ancient marbles in the Middle Ages and the study of the drawings in ancient
collections, studying the transformations and re-use of ancient monuments in the post-ancient age
(Mausoleum of Augustus), archival research for the documentation of excavations of archaeological sites (Veleia); archaeological studies into the Grand Tour travel diaries.
Lucia Saguì is a researcher at the Faculty of Humanities, Sapienza University of Rome. Her main research
interests are related to the experience gained in large excavations, including Carthage, Sette finestre, Ostia
Antica, Rome (Balbi Crypt and the north-eastern slopes of the Palatine). These and other archaeological
contexts have inspired her work on handicrafts of Roman and early Middle Ages, in particular ceramics and
glass, with emphasis on methodological, typological, historical, artistic, historical and economic aspects.
Stefano Tortorella is Professor of Greek and Roman Archaeology and History of Art at the Faculty of
Humanities, Sapienza University, Rome. His scientific interests include various aspects of production,
circulation and decoration of Imperial-age ceramics, architectural terracotta from the late-Republican
to the middle Imperial periods, and late ancient architecture. He is responsible for the reorganization
of the classical section of the National Museum of Damascus, a project supervised by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Cooperation and Development.
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Romolo Loreto

THE ORIGINS
OF THE ARABS

A voyage into the archeology
of Saudi Arabia
NEW
THE WORK
Saudi Arabia occupies the largest part of the Arabian
Peninsula, a land that is usually associated with vague
images of vast deserts, green oases and nomad Bedouins who cross enormous distances riding dromedaries. The Romans used to call the peninsula Arabia DeMondadori Università
serta, yet echoes from a fairy tale past emerge from
Handbooks
the texts of the Old Testament and classical authors,
● Pages: XVI-288 + 16 colors
who write about big tribes and caravan cities. Today,
● Price: € 25,00
archeology is able to reconstruct the role that this region had in the context of the ancient Middle East,
● 978-88-6184-472-8
unveiling its problems and the richness of its historical
All rights available
and cultural heritage. The mysteries are finally being
solved and we are discovering the history of the populations that have inhabited Arabia from the prehistoric times to the advent of Islam, tied to the events
that happened in Mesopotamia, the East, South-Arabia and the Roman world.

THE AUTHOR
Romolo Loreto is an archeologist. He teaches Archeology and History of Art of the Ancient Near East
at “L’Orientale” University in Naples. From 2002 to 2010 he collaborated in the excavations that were
led by the Italian archeological mission in Yemen. Since 2011 he is the director of the Archeological
Mission in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia, under the patronage of the University ‘L’Orientale’ in Naples,
the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research —
program SIR, Scientific Independence of Young Researcher. He has been the director of the Archaeological Mission of the University “L’Orientale” in Oman since 2013. He is the author of several scientific
publications.
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Ennio Di Nolfo

THE ATLANTIC
WORLD AND
GLOBALISATION

Europe and the United States:
history, economy and politics
THE WORK
A close interdependence exists between the European
Union and the USA: this issue is the subject of debates
in the European Parliament. This volume discusses the
uncoupling between the planned economy and the
capitalistic economy and the way in which Western
Mondadori Università
countries experienced the Cold War. Bipolar confronEssays
tation was accompanied by dialectics within the At● Pages: X-214
lantic system. The fall of the USSR changed global re● Price: € 16,00
lationships, without affecting the interdependence of
capitalistic production methods. On the other hand,
● 978-88-6184-355-4
new problems arose, such as the USA’s domination
All rights available
and the growth of new forces, like China and India.
These were indeed challenges for the Atlantic system,
which still prevail today, but in perspective they may
be overwhelmed by competition from Asia. These are
reasons for a new Atlantic agreement, which will create an economic-political subject playing a central
role in the global economy. Three chapters of this essay discuss the importance of the theme in political and statistical terms and with a reconstruction of negotiating phases.

THE AUTHOR
Ennio Di Nolfo (1930-2016) was emeritus professor of History of International Relations at Florence University and president of Inter-University Machiavelli Centre for International History. He published a
series of very successful volumes, including: Mussolini e la politica estera italiana 1919-1933 (Mussolini
and Italian foreign policy 1919-1933 (Padua, 1960); Europa e Italia nel 1855-56 (Europe and Italy 1855-56)
(Rome, 1967); Vaticano e Stati Uniti 1939-1952. Dalle carte di Myron C. Taylor (The Vatican and the United States 1939-1952) (Milan, 1978); Le paure e le speranze degli italiani 1943-53 (The hopes and fears
of the Italians 1943-53) (Milan, 1986, Acqui storia Award); Dagli Imperi militari agli Imperi tecnologici. La
politica internazionale nel XX secolo (From military empires to technological empires. International
Politics in the 20th century) (Rome-Bari, 2002, Sissco Award 2003); Storia delle Relazioni internazionali dal 1918 ai giorni nostri (The history of international relations from 1918 to the present) (Rome-Bari,
2008); Prima lezione di Storia delle relazioni internazionali (First lesson of the history of international
relations) (Rome-Bari, 2006); La Gabbia infranta. Gli Alleati e l’Italia dal 1943 al 1945 (The shattered cage. The Allies and Italy from 1943 to 1945) (co-author M. Serra); La Guerra Fredda e l’Italia (1941-1989)
(Italy and the Cold War: 1941-1989) (Florence, 2010); Il Disordine internazionale (International Turmoil)
(Milan, 2012). He combined his activity as a historian with intense political journalism as a commentator with numerous newspapers.
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Italo Fiorin

BEYOND THE
CLASSROOM

The pedagogical proposal
of Service Learning
NEW
THE WORK
Service Learning is a widespread pedagogical strategy in the USA and Latin America, whereas it is still little-known in Europe. The interest of the didactical
proposal of Service Learning lays in its formative potential, since it is able to link scholarly education to
Mondadori Università
real-life problems. It thus enables the development
Handbooks
of competences that are required by school and uni● Pages: XIV-226
versity and, at the same time, it ties them to social● Price: € 19,00
ly significant applications, thus developing social responsibility. The first part of the volume examines
● 978-88-6184-482-7
the cultural and pedagogical foundations of Service
All rights available
Learning. Then, the methodological bases of the project and its aims are explained. Several empirical
examples, drawn from real cases from different contexts in italian schools and universities, are discussed.
The volume concludes with an anthological section that allows the reader to dive into some of the
fundamental ideas of Service Learning and to correctly frame its proposal in a coherent theoretical
and ethical perspective.

THE AUTHOR
Italo Fiorin is the chair of the quality training course ‘Educating to Encounter and Solidarity’ (EIS) of
LUMSA University in Rome, where he teaches General Didactics and Special Pedagogy and Didactics.
He coordinates the scientific committee of the Italian Ministry of Education on the topic of National Guidelines for Primary and Elementary School.
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Pejman Abdolmohammadi
Giampiero Cama
Foreword by Lucio Caracciolo

CONTEMPORARY
IRAN

Domestic and international
challenges of a strategic country
THE WORK
Iran is a key country. Its position, its status and its cultural heritage mean that it exercises notable influence
on the stability of the world and the Middle Eastern
region. A nation with a complex and, at times, contradictory identity (between East and West, moderMondadori Università
nity and tradition), it has exerted this function with a
Essays
certain degree of ambivalence through history. Its fo● Pages: XVI-280
reign policy, in fact, has been for many years also a re● Price: € 21,00
flection of changes taking place in its borders. Currently, Iran is an Islamic Republic, a curious example of a
● 978-88-6184-406-3
“hybrid Regime”. Its dynamics, moreover, have often
All rights available
anticipated very important and wider developments
at the global level. As, for instance, the Khomeini revolution of 1979 kicked off the diffusion of political
Islamism, the 2009 green wave preceded the “Arab
Springs” of two years later. This volume intends to offer readers a lively, but at the same time indepth, tool to understand this nation, which is enigmatic and not easily decipherable, but is also one
of the most decisive for our future.

THE AUTHORS
Pejman Abdolmohammadi is a researcher of Persian origin who teaches History and Institutions of
Middle East Countries at Genoa University and who is a Lecturer in Political Science/Middle Eastern
Studies at the John Cabot University in Rome. Among his recent works: La Repubblica Islamica dell’Iran: il pensiero politico dell’ayatollah Khomeini (The Islamic Republic of Iran: the Political Thought of
the Ayatollah Khomeini) (De Ferrari 2009) and Soccer Breeds Nationalism and Anti-regime Protests in
Iran in “Washington Post” (June 2014).
Giampiero Cama teaches Political Science and International Relations at Genoa University. He has primarily been concerned, from a comparative perspective, with political institutions of democratisation
processes. Among his recent works: Banca d’Italia (The Bank of Italy) (il Mulino 2010) and Guerre, conflitto distributivo, istituzioni. La nascita della democrazia in Europa (War, the Conflict of Distribution,
Institutions. The Birth of Democracy in Europe) (ECIG 2012).
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Sandro Bernardini

CRISIS
OR DECLINE?

Reflections on the Western
model of development

THE WORK
The size and the persistence of the current crisis require a radical reconsideration of the Western development model. The twenty-first century seems
to be in the midst of a “perfect storm”: on one side the contractions of morality and education unMondadori Università
dermine citizen qualities; on the other the expansion
Essays
of development exacerbates the trend of increasing
● Pages: VIII-208
environmental pollution, an increasingly exaspera● Price: € 16,00
ted division between rich and poor countries, an ever increasing gap between the rich and the poor. The
● 978-88-6184-458-2
result is a vicious spiral whose point of equilibrium
All rights available
brings into play scenarios which we were not prepared for or predicted: immigration and culture of rejection, malnutrition and obesity, refusal/inability to see
our world in very poor condition. It seems almost an
impossible challenge, but if willing, human intelligence will gather and, as usual, prevail.

THE AUTHOR
Sandro Bernardini (Rome, 1947) is Professor of Sociology at the University “La Sapienza” of Rome and
Director of the Department of Social and Economic Sciences. He directed the Science-Society page
of the newspaper «Avanti!» from 1980 to 1983. He promoted, and from 1981 to 2001, held the post of
editor at the preparation of Sociology Institute of the Italian Encyclopedia, founded by G. Treccani.
From 2015 to date he has published: Sociological Hermeneutics (Rubbettino, Soveria Mannelli, 2015); A
Long March. The Construction of Humanity from Hominid to Sapiens. From Them to Us (Rubbettino,
Soveria Mannelli, 2015); Lessons of Sociology: Vico and Kant (Armando, Rome, 2016).
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Mario Giro

THE DIFFICULT
GLOBALISATION
Rethinking cohabitation
in the age of emotions

NEW
THE WORK
Globalisation is in crisis, but it won’t end. It is often
studied under the perspective of hard-power: geopolitics, economic strategies, alliances between political powers. Without neglecting these factors, this
book aims to describe and interpret globalization
Mondadori Università
from a different angle: cultural phenomena, the imEssays
pact of emotions (and particularly fear), difficult situa● Pages: VI-154
tions among the young, religions and societies, pop● Price: € 12,00
ulist passions, the loss of influence of democracy,
urban phenomena… The book argues that society
● 978-88-6184-626-5
itself, in its mesmerizing complexity, is looking for
All rights available
an answer that prescinds from power and looks at
the democratic processes. If the confusion and uncertainties remain, the worldly ‘civil’ societies represent a soft-power that is growing more and more
widespread and difficult to interpret. The volume suggests some analyses, both from the north and
the south. Far from claiming exhaustivity, it avoids simplifications.

THE AUTHOR
Mario Giro (Rome, 1958) was vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs in Italy from 2016 to 2018. A member of
the Comunità di Sant’Egidio, he is an expert on Africa, Islam, and mediation. He has worked in several international cooperation projects in Algeria (1994-1995), Kosovo (1998-1999), DRC and Burundi
(2000), Ivory Coast (2002-2011), Liberia (2004-2005), Togo (2003), Darfur (since 2004), Northern Uganda (2006-8), Guinea (2007-2011), Niger (2011), Libya (dal 2011), Central African Republic and Mali. He has
published Algeria in ostaggio (‘Algeria under hostage’, with Marco Impagliazzo, 1997), Gli occhi di un
bambino ebreo (‘The eyes of a jewish child’, 2005) and Noi terroristi. Storie vere dal Nordafrica a
Charlie Hebdo (‘We the terrorists. Real-life stories from North Africa to Charlie Hebdo’, 2015). In 2010
he was awarded the prize for Preventive Peace by the Chirac Foundation.
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Luca Mocarelli - Mauro Rota
Donatella Strangio

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

A journey with more castaways
than sailors?
NEW
THE WORK
A meditation on the processes of economic development demands, first and foremost, an answer to two
crucial questions: why isn’t the whole planet developed? And why, among developed areas, have some
undertaken the process earlier than others? It is impossible, for the economic historian, to provide a definitive answer: too many variables and complex interactions are at stake. Explanations must therefore
privilege logical categories over chronological ones,
and theories that link history to economics. This volume provides therefore the reader with a multidisciplinary toolbox (drawing from history, economics, politics, social sciences and the analysis of institutions)
towards an orientation in a complex field of studies
that proves resistant to univocal interpretations.

Mondadori Università
Handbooks
Pages: VIII-152
Price: € 14,00
● 978-88-6184-456-8
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHORS
Luca Morelli is Professor of Economic History at the Department of Economics, Quantitative Methods and Enterprise Strategy at the University of Milan-Bicocca, where he teaches Economic History
and Economic History of Turism. His research interests include the scarcity of resources in the longterm, the history of labour and of urban economies, the economic and social history of the Alpine area, the evolution of the market of cereal between the modern and the contemporary age.
Mauro Rota is research fellow of Economic History at the Department of Methods and Models for
Territory, Economy and Finance (Memotef) of the Faculty of Economics of Sapienza University, Rome.
He has worked as a visiting researcher at the Department of Economics of Warwick University (UK).
His areas of expertise include long-term development, war economy, Italian economic development
and the trends of real wages in the modern and contemporary ages.
Donatella Strangio is professor of Economic History at the Department of Methods and Models for
Territory, Economy and Finance (Memotef) of the Faculty of Economics of Sapienza University, Rome,
where she teaches Economic History, History of banks and financial crises, History of the Enterprise.
She has worked as a visiting researcher at the London School of Economics and at the Maison des
Sciences de l’Homme, Paris. Her research interests include: institutions and economic development in
the long-term, history of finance, Italian and international migrations, Italian colonization and the decolonization process.
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Maurizio Guandalini - Victor Uckmar
(edited by)

GULF&MED

THE FINANCIAL MARKET,
INVESTMENTS
AND ISLAMIC FINANCE
Hub Italy, business for growth
THE WORK
The volume is a blog of many experiences (of companies, institutions, experts) stimulating the Italian System
in the Gulf and the Mediterranean. It’s the core business of Italy who looks towards the future, seizing the
showcase of Expo 2015, in Milan, and Expo 2020, in DuMondadori Università
bai, to remain proactive in the face of aggressive interEssays
national competitors. This is a game of risk with strict
● Pages: XX-300
timing. Gulf nations generate wealth through oil, but
● Price: € 24,00
this is not a stable model; so they feed their own financial system through a diversification of investments.
● 978-88-6184-331-8
The one who does it best, will get the greatest results.
All rights available
In the period 2011-2035, Gulf countries will generate
earnings of 18 trillions dollars, two and a half times
that recorded in the period 1979-2010. A flow of capital available for Gulf countries to invest in necessities,
products, services, technologies and anything else Italian businessmen will be able to and will know
how to offer. The book is a comprehensive guide to assist those who intend to do business with
these countries. A situation that is pushing hundreds of companies, according to data from Italian acceptances to major trade shows in Gulf area countries, to evaluate the possibility of commercial and
industrial outlets. Furthermore, Italy could play a strategic geopolitical role, from the Mediterranean to
the Gulf, also thanks to its traditional relationships, for example, with the Arab world. The objective is
twofold: exporting Italian companies, and attracting investments, particularly from the Gulf, in Italy. To
effectively achieve this aim, Islamic finance must have a primary role. In superficial terms, this is identified exlusively with Gulf countries that fund Western companies, and invest throughout the world.
Progress has been made in France and Great Britain, especially in legislation. Great Britain is the first
Western country to issue Sukuk, which is a sovereign bond according to Sharia law. London intends
to contend with Malaysia and Middle Eastern countries, and to be main hub of Islamic finance in the
West, yet why is it so quiet in Italy?

THE AUTHORS
Maurizio Guandalini is one of the most trusted independent global finance analysts. He’s a lecturer,
an international events organizer for the Istud Fundation, a journalist, a columnist and a news analyst
for TV shows; he has written over 20 essays.
Victor Uckmar is Professor Emeritus at the University of Genoa, President of the Center for Business
Taxation Research at the Bocconi University of Milan and he teaches International Tax Law. He is a lawyer and he’s one of the greatest and well known Italian experts on tax law and he holds lots of national and international positions.
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Angelo Baglioni

THE HOLE
IN THE NET

Rules and control in finance

NEW
THE WORK
This volume stems from a single question: ten years
from the financial crisis, what has been done to solve
the problems of the banks? An answer is offered
through an examination of the most recent regulations in finance: from the chaotic capital requirements
Mondadori Università
regulations to the weak bonds on the matter of the
Essays
millionaire salaries of managers, from the European
● Pages: VI-170
banking union and the small-savers guarantees, to the
● Price: € 13,00
ill-famed securitization of state-owned assets to the
shadow banking system. The answer is a discomforting
● 978-88-6184-654-8
one. Authorities have produced an overload of regulaAll rights available
tions that they can’t apply. The rules are complicated
and yet ineffective: their complexity hides an incapability to control the behavior of the disciplined subjects. The net is thick, and yet full of holes: exceptions,
loopholes, interpretive ambiguities. As a result, the system has not been made secure.

THE AUTHOR
Angelo Baglioni is Professor of Political Economics at the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Milan. He is a member of the Scientific committee of the Laboratory of Monetary Analysis and of the
editorial board of the website of economical information lavoce.info. From 1988 to 1997 he worked
as an economist for the Research Office of the Banca Commerciale Italiana (now Intesa Sanpaolo) as
the head of the section Intermediari Finanziari. His areas of expertise include monetary and financial
economics. He is the author of several articles published in international journals. His books include
Banche di nebbia and The European Banking Union. A Critical Assessment. He graduated from Bocconi University and obtained a master’s degree in Economics at the University of Pennsylvania.
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Leandro Conte - Valerio Torreggiani

INSTITUTIONS,
CAPITALS
AND CURRENCY
History of contemporary
financial systems
(1797-2011)

NEW

THE WORK
This book traces the history of the financial systems
from the last decades of the 18th century to the contemporary crisis of sovereign debts. In order to fight
the uncertainty and the transition costs that come
with commercial exchanges, communities have estaMondadori Università
blished rules and institutions meant to contrast unHandbooks
certainty; a share of capital has been destined to the
● Pages: XVIII-286
reproduction of income; agreements have been esta● Price: € 24,00
blished on currency in order to measure its value. This
book examines the historical evolution of the differ● 978-88-6184-420-9
ent structures that institutions, capital and currencies
All rights available
have taken over time, thus tracing the rises, falls and
crises of the different financial systems. Five typologies are analyzed: mercantile, industrial, national (both
its structure during the interwar period and during the
American hegemony after 1944) and eventually globalised. The history of this process of economic
change is part of our identity.

THE AUTHORS
Leandro Conte teaches Economic History and History of Financial Systems at the Department of Economics of the University of Siena. He is the author of several publications on the topic of the history of Italian finance and banking and he is a member of the editorial board of «The Journal of European Economic History».
Valerio Torreggiani is research fellow in Economic History at the Department of Philosophy, Communication and Performance Studies of Roma Tre University. He has published in the field of history of
economic and juridical thought in the contemporary age.
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Marco Brunazzo

INTEGRATED
DIFFERENTIATION
The European Union
and its future perspectives

NEW
THE WORK
Sixty years from its foundation, the very existence of
the EU is being questioned. Several factors have contributed to the deep pessimism concerning the Union:
the explosion of one of the worst economic crises
since the beginning of the 20th century, the divisions
Mondadori Università
on the topic of migrations, the rise of populism. MoreEssays
over, Brexit has shown that the process of European
● Pages: X-198
integration is not irreversible. Over the years, the num● Price: € 16,50
ber of members of the EU has grown, and the competences of the Union have become more significant.
● 978-88-6184-614-2
Yet, it has also become more complex. This book deals
All rights available
with a particular aspect of this complexity: that of differentiated integration. Different members opt for a
different level of integration on different subjects; and
this integration can take different models. In order to
avoid disintegration, the EU must face up to the challenges of differentiated integration or, even better, integrated differentiation.

THE AUTHOR
Marco Brunazzo is Associate Professor of Political Science at the Department of Sociology and Social
Research at the University of Trento. His research focuses on the topics of European integration, political participation, local government. He is the author of Le regioni italiane e l’Unione europea (‘Italian
Regions and the EU’, Rome, 2005), Come funziona l’Unione europea (‘How the EU Works’, Rome-Bari,
2009), Experiencing the European Union (Soveria Mannelli, 2012).
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Raffaele Marchetti

ITALIAN HYBRID
DIPLOMACY
How the government
and civil society change
the world together

NEW
THE WORK
In the context of the international system, the role of
Italy is usually less significant than that of other leading
countries. Nevertheless, in some cases in the last forty years Italy proved a leader within the international
community. This book scrutinizes these cases: it aims
Mondadori Università
to understand the conditions and the mechanisms
Essays
that allow Italy to impose itself as a power that can
● Pages: VI-202
make a change in the context of international law. Italy
● Price: € 15,00
has made up for its lack of military and economic
power with a combination of strategy and tactic who● 978-88-6184-3691
se strengths lays in the public-private partnerships and
All rights available
in the synergies between governmental, non-governmental and civil action. Based on the analysis of sources as well as on interviews and conversations with the
protagonists of the events (officials, experts, activists,
but also all the Ministries of Foreign affairs of the last fifteen years), the book suggests a new interpretation of the role of Italy in international affairs, in the wider context of global governance. The
book examines eight international campaigns, on the topics of freedom of religion, peace in Mozambique, the International Criminal Court, moratorium on death penalty, the prohibition of female genital mutilation, the cancellation of debt, the confiscation of criminal assets, and humanitarian corridors.

THE AUTHOR
Raffaele Marchetti teaches International Relations and International Public Policies at the Department of Political Sciences and at the School of Government of LUISS Guido Carli University in Rome.
His main research interests are global politics, non-governmental actors and security issues. His most
recent publications include Cybersecurity. Hacker, spie, terroristi e le nuove minacce del web (‘Cybersecurity. Hackers, Spies, Terrorists and the Threats Posed by the Web’, LUISS University Press), Partnership in International Policy Making: Civil Society and Public Institutions in Global and European Affairs
(Palgrave), Global Strategic Engagement: States and Non-State Actors in Global Governance (Lexington Books), La politica della globalizzazione (‘The Politics of Globalisation’, Mondadori Università).
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Francesco Giorgino

JOURNALISMS
AND SOCIETY

Information, politics, economy
and culture
NEW
THE WORK
In the age of globalization, complexity, individualism
and personal communication, a meditation on the social role of information requires first and foremost an
analysis of the interconnection of politics, economics,
finance and culture (the latter intended as the availaMondadori Università
ble knowledge in different fields). This essay offers an
Essays
analysis of the role of mediation of journalisms in con● Pages: XII-484
temporary society. The core arguments are four. First,
● Price: € 32,00
that despite the evolution of traditional models (from
citizen journalism to data journalism, from brand jour● 978-88-6184-546-6
nalism to all news) only information can pursue certain
All rights available
horizons of meaning. Second, concerning the relationship between journalism and politics, that in order to
improve democracy within a country one must focus
on quality rather than on quantity. Third, that information must play an impartial role between politics and the economy, thus helping to limit finance's
abuse of power. The fourth and last argument is that today the acquisition of knowledge by the public (not merely active, but inter-active) is largely dependent on multi-medial content, and that this fact
enlarges the responsibility of the media.

THE AUTHOR
Francesco Giorgino (Andria, 1967), professional journalist since 1967, is the anchor of the evening news
on Rai1, Italy’s main national TV channel. A scholar in the fields of Social Sciences, Sociology of Communication and Journalism, he has been teaching for several years at the Departments of Political, Social and Communication Sciences of Sapienza and LUISS Universities, both based in Rome. He is the
author of over ten essays. His selected publications include: Intervista alla prima Repubblica (‘An interview to the First Republic’, 1994), L’un contro l’altro armati. Dieci testimonianze sulla guerra civile (‘Set Armed Against Each Other. Ten Stories of Civil War’, 1994), Gli eredi di Sturzo. Cinquant’anni di
DC raccontati da democristiani e postdemocristiani (‘The Heirs of Sturzo. Fifty Years of Christian Democracy as Told by Demochristians and Postdemochristians’); Dietro le notizie. Il mondo raccontato
in novanta righe e sessanta secondi (‘Behind the News. The World Told in Ninety Lines and Sixty Seconds’, 2004); Scrivere l’attimo ovvero il telegiornale (‘Writing the Moment, or the News on TV, 2004);
Giornalisti agli arresti redazionali? Il newsmaking in Italia, ricerca su selezione e gerarchizzazione
delle notizie (‘Journalists at News Arrests? Newsmaking in Italy, a Research On the Selection and Hierarchization of the News’, 2005); Buoni propositi. I cattolici nella società postmoderna (‘Good Intentions.
Catholics in the Postmodern Society’, 2007); Newsmaking e linguaggi del giornalismo (‘Newsmaking
and the languages of Journalism’, 2009); La tv nel complesso sistema dei media (‘TV in the Complex
System of the Media’, 2010); Il Neogiornalismo televisivo (‘New Journalism and the TV’, 2011); Elogio della sociologia della comunicazione (‘In Praise of the Sociology of Communication’, 2016). He is present
on the most popular social media. His personal website is www.francescogiorgino.it.
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Maurizio Guandalini - Victor Uckmar
(edited by)

MADE IN
ITALYGREEN

Food&Sharing Economy

THE WORK
Looking back to go forward (when bread was polenta).
The return to agriculture is simply putting into the
field the good old practices. «Who owns the land,
owns the country», is the guiding principle of environmentalist Wendell Berry, a promoter of good, clean,
Mondadori Università
and ethical food. And then we had Expo 2015, in MiEssays
lan, energy for life, feed the planet, food in its various
● Pages: XX-476
manifestations, the sharing economy and everything
● Price: € 24,00
revolves around it. A whole, indivisible, package. It’s
a movement, an evolution, a transformation, held in
● 978-88-6184-404-9
the big belly of the green economy. The Green New
All rights available
Deal goes wherever there is lifestyle. What you eat.
the house you live in, how you move, how you dress,
schools, towns, districts, street lighting, trash, social
relationships: all these things are green. A smart city
with stupid citizenship cannot exists. And a smart technology is useless without a community that
knows how and wants to use it. The future utopia will be that of living elegantly within our means. It’s
an unstoppable flow, a «Green Attack», because it comes in an historic period ready for these extraordinary changes, eagerly awaited. «Sustainable» means «future-ready». Smart cities, car sharing, ecological districts, gardens, social town planning, agricultural and biological energy, the crisis and evolution
of renewable energy, optical fibre, healthy eating, food waste, land value, new farmers who bet on agriculture without chemicals, high/low, new/old are covered in this book with accurate studies, reports, case studies, experiments, often unpublished, in order to provide to the reader a picture as accurate as possible of Italy’s future. Authors are representatives of companies, institutions, professionals, witnesses best equipped and capable of telling the change. They were asked to contribute with
input, ideas in order to originate a viral effect, setting a common strategic framework for new projects.
The volume will thus serve as a catalyst for change. A map to orientate, to work, to design our future.
The only will, and spirit, is change direction and bring out a soul, to reassure ourselves that the situation is not a grave one.

THE AUTHORS
Maurizio Guandalini is one of the most trusted independent global finance analysts. He is a lecturer,
an international events organizer for the Istud Fundation, a journalist, a columnist and a news analyst
for TV shows; has writen over 20 essays.
Victor Uckmar is professor emeritus at the University of Genoa, President of the Center for Business
Taxation Researches at the Bocconi University of Milan and he teaches International Tax Law. He is a
lawyer and one of the greatest and well known Italian experts on tax law and he holds lots of national and international positions.
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Raffaele Marchetti

THE POLITICS
OF
GLOBALISATION

THE WORK
This book offers a critical synthesis of internationalist thought on global transformations and analyses the
most important consequences, from the change in
the political cleavages, from right against left, to globalists versus localists, which increasingly characterize
Mondadori Università
Italy. The object of the analysis relates to the new
Essays
complex, multilevel context within which contempo● Pages: XII-212
rary politics is divided. The text supports the liberal
● Price: € 16,00
constructivist thesis that globalization over the last
three decades represents a process qualitatively diffe● 978-88-6184-256-4
rent from earlier waves of internationalization, a pheAll rights available
nomenon promoted by the transatlantic alliance,
which later was also proven to favour the emerging
powers. This process has a profound impact on the
type of policy that we can practise today, and on the
role of the players able to influence public choices that affect our lives. Particular attention is therefore devoted to the analysis of new transnational players and dynamics that characterize the global
governance understood as a crucial hub for national life and as a place of origin of the possible future scenarios of world order.

THE AUTHOR
Raffaele Marchetti is Professor of International Relations in the Department of Political Science and
at the School of Government at LUISS. His research focuses on issues related to globalization, world
order, civil society, and global democracy. Among his publications are: Manuale di politica internazionale (UBE, 2010) (A Handbook of International Politics); Global Democracy: For and Against. Ethical
Theory, Institutional Design, and Social Struggles (Routledge, 2008). He has also edited Contemporary
Political Agency: Theory and Practice (Routledge, 2012), Global Democracy: Normative and Empirical
Perspectives (Cambridge University Press, 2011), Civil Society, Ethnic Conflicts, and the Politicization of
Human Rights (United Nations University Press, 2011); Conflict Society and Peacebuilding (Routledge,
2011), European Union and Global Democracy (CPI, 2009).
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Manuel Anselmi

POPULISM

Theories and problems

THE WORK
This book provides an introduction to and analysis of
the principal issues regarding populism, a political question that continues to be current and represents not
only a global challenge for contemporary democracies, but also an independent field for political reflection. The first part illustrates the major theories on the
topic (Germani, Shils, Laclau and Canovan, etc.), along
with the most significant trends in the contemporary
debate. The second part, on the other hand, presents
some crucial points of the social analysis of populism, such as polarization and social disintermediation.

Mondadori Università
Essays
Pages: VI-106
Price: € 9,00
● 978-88-6184-499-5
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Manuel Anselmi is a research assistant in Sociology of
Political Phenomena at the University of Perugia and
teaches the course in Democracy and Development in Latin America at the “Guido Carli” LUISS University. His main areas of research are Latin American politics and the analysis of contemporary populisms. Together with Paul Blokker, he coordinates the national research network on Populisms and
Global Politics of the section of Political Sociology of the Associazione Italiana di Sociologia (Italian
Association of Sociology). He works with the Observatorio de Venezuela, Universidad del Rosario di
Bogotà (Venezuela Observatory at the University of Rosario de Bogotà). He has been a visiting professor at the University of Kentucky, FLACSO Ecuador and a visiting scholar at the University of Salamanca, the Fordham University, New York, the Loyola University, New Orleans and the Universidad
Nacional Experimental Simón Rodríguez di Barquisimeto. His publications include: Chávez’s Children:
Ideology, Education, and Society in Latin America (Lexington Books, 2013); with Stefano Anastasia and
Daniela Falcinelli, Populismo penale. Una prospettiva italiana (CEDAM, 2015), (Penal Populism. An Italian perspective).
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Marina Ciampi

SOCIOLOGY

The fundamental concepts

NEW
THE WORK
Sociology can be presented from different angles. One
can choose to trace the history of sociological thought;
to present, in a handbook, the different theoretical and
empirical approaches; to focus on the discussion of
specific issues (perhaps in a multidisciplinary perspective), or to opt for an etymological dictionary. All these
lenses allow to look at social reality and to reflect upon
it: yet none of them can prescind from the fundamental concepts, that is to say, the epistemological foundations of sociology. In this book, the author examines, in
a paradigmatic and diachronic perspective, some of the
fundamental concepts of the discipline. Their cognitive
and definitional value is scrutinized and discussed. This
book is designed for students or curious readers willing
to gain deeper and specialist insight of the discipline.

Mondadori Università
Handbooks
Pages: VIII-168
Price: € 14,00
● 978-88-6184-594-7
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Marina Ciampi is research fellow at the Department of Social Sciences and Economics of Sapienza University in Rome, where she teaches ‘Fundamentals of Sociology’ and ‘Contemporary Social Research’. Her areas of expertise include sociological theory, methodologies for visual analysis and issues in urban renovation. Her publications include Fondamenti di sociologia visuale (‘Fundamentals
of Visual Sociology’, ed., 2015) and Forme dell’abitare. Un’analisi sociologica dello spazio borghese
(‘Shapes of Living Spaces. A Sociological Analysis of the Bourgeois Space’, Rubettino, 2011).
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Renzo Guolo

THE SOCIOLOGY
OF ISLAM
Religion and politics

THE WORK
The political and religious tensions that run through Islam are at the core of this book, which focuses on
contemporary issues such as: authority and leadership; divisions between the different branches, Sunni and Shiite, Islam and its different approaches to socio-religious organization; the emergence of political
Islam, with its neo-traditionalist and radical members; the attempt to construct, with different outcomes
and forms, an “Islamic State” in Shiite and Sunni contexts; the jihadism of Al Qaeda and Isis; the phenomenon of fighters from Western countries, second or
third generation immigrants and converts, who play a
role in these organizations. The analysis is conducted
with a sociological and political approach.

Mondadori Università
Handbooks
Pages: XII-228
Price: € 19,00
● 978-88-6184-450-6
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Renzo Guolo teaches Sociology of Islam and Sociology of Politics at the University of Padua. Among
his most recent publications: L’ultima utopia (Milano, 2015) (The Last Utopia), Chi impugna la croce
(Roma-Bari, 2011) (The Wielder of the Cross), Generazione del fronte (Milano, 2008) (Generation of the
Front), L’Islam è compatibile con la democrazia? (Roma-Bari, 2007) (Is Islam compatible with Democracy?), La Via dell’Imam (Roma-Bari, 2007) (The Way of the Imam), Il partito di Dio (Milano, 2004)
(The Party of God), Il fondamentalismo islamico (Roma-Bari, 2002) (Islamic Fundamentalism). He is a
columnist for the newspaper La Repubblica.
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Maria Caterina Federici
Angelo Romeo (edited by)

SOCIOLOGY
OF SECURITY
Theories and issues

NEW
THE WORK
The conditions of uncertainty and insecurity in contemporary society require the social sciences to carry
out both a theoretical and an empirical analysis. This
book is designed as an introduction to the study of
security in a sociological perspective. It offers both
Mondadori Università
an overview of the most relevant theories that have
Handbooks
dealt with the issue of security and an analysis of the
● Pages: X-230
most important related topics, such as risk, terrorism,
● Price: € 18,00
violence, education, complexity, and communication.
The volume also deals with problems in the percep● 978-88-6184-574-9
tion of security and risk, in reference to the issues of
All rights available
integration, environment, criminality, the labour market, human rights and European policies. It is the first
handbook that, through a series of approaches, develops with a scientific and rigorous method the implications of a problem that has an influence on every aspect of social actions.

THE AUTHORS
Maria Caterina Federici teaches General Sociology and Sociology of security at the University of Perugia. She is the coordinator of the Research Center on Human Security (CRISU) and the chair of the
Bachelor’s Degree in Sciences for Investigation and Security. She has worked at the universities of Roma La Sapienza, Parma, Aix-en-Provence. She has recently edited La sicurezza umana: un paradigma
sociologico (‘Human Security: a Sociological Paradigm’ Milano, 2013), Vilfredo Pareto, l’immaginazione
sentimentale. Residui del Trattato di sociologia (‘Vilfredo Pareto, the Sentimental Imagination. The Remains of the Treatise on General Sociology’, Milano, 2016), Sviluppo locale e sicurezza. Lo studio di un
caso di area in crisi industriale (‘Local Development and Security: a Case Study in an Area of Industrial
Crisis’, Roma, 2017, with A. Romeo).
Angelo Romeo teaches Sociology at the University of Perugia and at the Faculty of Social Sciences of
the Pontificia Università Gregoriana. His most recent publications include: Socialmente pericolosi. Le
storie di vita dei giovani nei quartieri spagnoli di Napoli (‘Socially Dangerous. The Life Stories of the
Young in the Spanish Quarters of Naples’, Milano, 2014); the translation of two inedited works by Erving
Goffman; Sviluppo locale e sicurezza. Lo studio di un caso di area in crisi industriale (‘Local Development and Security: a Case Study in an Area of Industrial Crisis’, Roma, 2017, withM. C. Federici);
Posto, taggo, dunque sono? Nuovi rituali e apparenze digitali (‘I post, I tag, therefore I Am? New Rituals and Digital Appearances’, Milano, 2017).
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Angelo Romeo (edited by)

SOCIOLOGY
OF THE BODY
NEW
THE WORK
In recent years, the study of the body has attracted
different disciplines, especially after gender studies
and the development of new technologies have profoundly questioned the traditional paradigms. Starting
from an introductory approach to the theme, this
Mondadori Università
book analyses the body in its relation to some spaces
Handbooks
of social action. The theoretical framework is inte● Pages: X-166
grated with practical case-studies from the examined
● Price: € 14,00
contexts. The main purpose of the book is to offer
an overview of the subject; it is designed for stu● 978-88-6184-612-8
dents but also for scholars in the fields of sociology
All rights available
of sports, fitness and wellness and of aesthetics of the
body from a sociological perspective. The body is analyzed in its relation to gender issues, sports, media and
the web, fashion, mass consumptions, the publishing
industry and art. The sociological analysis is informed by the most recent theoretical debates and by the
ongoing researches, thanks to the contributions of several academics well-versed in different domains.

THE AUTHOR
Angelo Romeo teaches Sociology at the University of Perugia and at the Pontificia Università Gregoriana. He has been visiting professor at the University of Barcelona and visiting researcher at the University of Geneva. In his work, he focuses on qualitative research and on youth; his recent publications
include: Socialmente pericolosi. Le storie di vita dei giovani nei quartieri Spagnoli di Napoli (‘Socially Dangerous. Life Stories of the Young in Naples’ Spanish Quarters, Mimesis, 2014); Posto, taggo dunque sono? Nuovi rituali e apparenze digitali (‘I Post, I Tag, therefore I Am? New Rituals and Digital
Appearances’, Mimesis, 2017); Sociologia della sicurezza. Teorie e problemi (‘Sociology of Security.
Theories and Problems’, with M.C. Federici, Mondadori Università, 2017). He is a member of the scientific committee of the section “Sociological Theories and Social Transformations” of the Italian Association of Sociology.
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Italico Santoro

TOWARDS
GLOBAL
DISORDER?

The West, the others
and the future of the world
THE WORK
The world is experiencing a period of great turbulence.
Many balances have gone haywire. There are growing
political, economic and military tensions. These exacerbate the main global problems of population explosion, mass migration, terrorism, climate change and
Mondadori Università
financial instability. The process of globalisation has hit
Essays
a crisis: with markets tending to fragment and nationa● Pages: XVI-240
listic tendencies growing stronger. Is it possible to ree● Price: € 20,00
stablish order before the situation deteriorates further?
It will not be easy. Emerging countries are in trouble.
● 978-88-6184-495-7
Europe is divided internally. The United States seems
All rights available
reluctant to make new international commitments.
Yet only a cohesive West that is open to dialogue with
“others”, and is able to set aside the cyclical declinist
thesis and revive its liberal-democratic values, will take
the leading role and necessary responsibilities in order to face an uncertain future and successfully overcome the challenges of the twenty-first century.

THE AUTHOR
Italico Santoro trained in the offices of a bank and oversaw international relations for a major business
organization. He has worked in newspapers, weeklies and magazines such as La Voce Repubblicana
(The Voice of the Republican), of which he was co-director, Il Mondo (The World), Nord e Sud (North
and South), Settanta (Seventy), L’Acropoli (The Acropolis), Nuova Antologia (New Anthology). He is
a member of Parliament and a member of the Budget Committee, and has participated in numerous
foreign assignments. Since 2010 he has organized annual seminars on international issues for the Spadolini Foundation and has ensured the publication of: The US and Europe in New Global Governance, 2010; The Mediterranean between East and West, 2011; Italy at the Time of Globalization: Economic Politics and International Relations, 2012; Europe and the US: the Challenge of the Transatlantic
Market, 2013; The New Energy Balances: Economic Effects and Geopolitical Reflections, 2014; Conversations on Europe: its Limits, its Freedoms, 2015.
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Milena Santerini

STRANGERS
TO CITIZENS

Intercultural education
and the global world
NEW
THE WORK
In today’s world, the fear of globalisation and future
often enhance anti-historical responses such as the
construction of walls. Nevertheless, in our more and
more plural society, the project of intercultural education is growing stronger and constantly promotMondadori Università
ing dialogue among different ethnical, cultural, soHandbooks
cial and political views. Migrations, a key phenome● Pages: VI-266
non in the contemporary aging and demographically
● Price: € 21,80
changing European scenery, have different facets in
everyday life: from “second generation” students in
● 978-88-6184-576-3
schools to refugees from calamities and wars, from
All rights available
migrant elderly care workers and lonely adolecents
to invisible and yet indispensable workers. Far from
erasing or relativizing differences, intercultural dialogue produces sensitivity and the capacity to live together in the awareness of a shared destiny, and it turns into citizens those whom we thought of as
strangers.

THE AUTHOR
Milena Santerini is professor of Pedagogy at the Department of Pedagogical Sciences at Sacred Hearth
University in Milan. As a member of the italian parliament, she has worked on education, immigration,
opposition to racism and hate speech. Among her published works Intercultura (“Interculture”, 2003),
La scuola della cittadinanza (“The school of citizenship”, 2010), Educazione morale e neuroscienze
(“Moral education and neurosciences”, 2011).
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Valentina Bartolucci - Giorgio Gallo

UNDERSTANDING
CONFLICT,
BUILDING PEACE
NEW
THE WORK
Today, talking about conflict and peace is more urgent
than ever. We all want to live in a peaceful world, and
yet we are the constant spectators of ever more violent and complex wars. Every day, we are shown horrors and massacres by the media. The present volume
Mondadori Università
is a guide to the understanding of the complex dyEssays
namics of contemporary violent conflicts. With an
● Pages: XVI-288
interdisciplinary approach and an international per● Price: € 22,00
spective, this book is designed for scholars and peace
operators who need to address conflicts and lack the
● 978-88-6184-588-6
necessary conceptual and analytical tools. It stems
All rights available
from the strong belief that the same species that invented war can invent peace, and must try to build it
day after day. Through different approaches, the volume aims at showing that the positive resolution of
conflicts and a sustainable peace are not just a hope, but a necessity for the survival of humanity and
the planet we inhabit.

THE AUTHORS
Valentina Bartolucci is research fellow at the Interdepartmental Centre for Peace Studies of the University of Pisa. She teaches Sociology of Conflict and Peace and Systemic Approach to the Analysis
of Conflicts at the University of Pisa. She has been a visiting student and researcher in Bradford, Derby and Paris. In the year 2013/2014 she was Fulbright Research Scholar at the University of Arizona, and
she was awarded the Veronesi Scholarship for the year 2015/2016.
Giorgio Gallo, Professor of Operative Research, has recently worked on the topics of the ethics of science and technology and on the applications of the Systems Theory to the resolution of conflicts. At
the University of Pisa, he is among the co-founders of the Interdepartmental Centre for Peace Studies
and of the Bachelor’s Degree program in Peace Studies.
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Camilla Poesio

ALL IS RHYTHM,
ALL IS SWING

Jazz, fascism and Italian society

NEW
THE WORK
Jazz music made its way to Europe at the beginning of
the 20th century, but reached Italy only in the Twenties, during the rise of the fascist regime. A product
of the USA (towards which the regime showed a lovehate relationship), jazz music arrived with the ocean
Le Monnier
liners returning from New York, with emigrants, big
History Papers
orchestras on tour, dance, but especially radio and
● Pages: VIII-184
cinema. In some places it was made popular by rich
● Price: € 14,00
American tourists, such as the composer Cole Porter,
who used to spend his holidays in Venice. Italians, and
● 978-88-0074-887-2
especially the young, loved the new music, and soon
All rights available
listening to jazz came to mean behaving differently and buying new consumer products. At the same
time, the Church was deeming these rhythms as immoral and dangerous, and, more importantly, Mussolini’s totalitarian regime demanded complete control over the lives of its citizens, deciding what
music could be listened to, where, and with what restrictions and permissions. Torn between prohibitions, censorship, nationalist and racist externalizations on one side, and, on the other, attempts of
Italianization and drives towards modernization, American music was able to survive and put down
roots. This books traces the history of the impact of jazz on Italian society from the early years of
the fascist regime to the end of WW2.

THE AUTHOR
Camilla Poesio obtained her PhD in Contemporary History at Ca’ Foscari University in Venice, in
co-tutorship with Freie Universität, Berlin. She has undertaken research activities both in Italy and
abroad (Venice, Rome, Berlin, Bielefeld, Paderborn, European University Institute). Her research focuses mostly on Italian fascism, political violence, private and public memory, and jazz. Her publications include: Reprimere le idee, abusare del potere. La milizia e l’instaurazione del regime fascista
(Aracne, 2010); Il confino fascista. L’arma silenziosa del regime (Laterza, 2011); Oltre il 1945. Violenza,
conflitto sociale, ordine pubblico nel dopoguerra europeo (Viella, 2017).
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Marco Pignotti

THE APOLITICAL
MULTITUDE

Political cultures and mass vote
in the Giolittian age
(1904-1913)
NEW
THE WORK
In 1913, Italy had the sixth greatest ratio of voters to
inhabitants, thus overtaking England and France. Nine
million of citizens were called to vote, half of them
were illiterate. The élite, both conservative and progressive, looked down at them as hooligans or thugs,
Le Monnier
and considered them an apolitical multitude. On the
History Papers
other hand, the extension of the right to vote irre● Pages: VIII-312
versibly changed the public scene, and ended up in● Price: € 24,00
fluencing every subject that had dominated it up to
that moment. The eruption of the excluded onto the
● 978-88-0074-861-2
scene forced the whole system to question several
All rights available
issues: legitimacy, the need for a bourgeois party, the
relationship between executive and legislative power,
the imperativeness of the parliamentary mandate,
the communicative strategy and, lastly, the costs of
the political apparatus. These themes were crucial not only for intellectuals and academics, but also
for the ‘invisibles’ of the Italian Parliament: all the notables whose presence had always been functional for the stability of the institutions.

THE AUTHOR
Marco Pignotti, professor of Contemporary History at the University of Cagliari, currently teaches
History of communication and Social and Political History of the 20th century. He has studied mostly
the Risorgimento and the relationship between the italian State and the Vatican. His publications on
the topic include: Potestà laica e religiosa potestà. Il concordato fra il Granducato di Toscana e la
Santa Sede del 1851 (Le Monnier, 2007); Una nazione da inventare (Nerbini, 2011) and Lealtà ecclesiastica e politica unitaria. Luigi Amat di San Filippo: vita e politica di un cardinale di Pio IX (AM&D, 2012).
On the subject of political and institutional history in the liberal age, he has published Candidati notabili elezioni. Lotta politica e municipale nella Liguria giolittiana (FrancoAngeli, 2001).
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Leonardo Capezzone

ARAB
MIDDLE AGES

A medieval Islamic history
(XII-XV centuries)

THE WORK
This book propose an intellectual approach to the
study of medieval Islamic history. The Arab Middle Ages, of which this is a historical description, are parallel to what we call the Latin Middle Ages: territories
and peoples united by a language in which the proMondadori Università
cesses of transition and change, religious and cultuHandbooks
ral expressions, moments of hegemony and political
● Pages: X-294 + 16 colors
and economic decline were all conceived, written and
● Price: € 24,00
transmitted. In a perspective of comparison between
the medieval histories of the Latin Christian and Arab● 978-88-61-84-410-0
Islamic Middle Ages, the emphasis is on the major theAll rights available
matic features through which these worlds perceived
themselves in their own contexts and were affected
by other cultural contexts with which they had contact to build over a period of nine centuries – from late antiquity to the threshold of the modern age – their religious, political and historical conscience.

THE AUTHOR
Leonardo Capezzone is Professor of History of Islamic Countries at the Sapienza University, Rome and
Visiting Professor at the University of Chicago. He has published: La trasmissione del sapere nell’islam
medievale (Transmitting Knowledge in Medieval Islam), (Roma, 1998); L’islam sciita. Storia di una minoranza (Shia Islam: History of a Minority (con M. Salati, Roma, 2005); Fuori dalla città iniqua. Legge
e ribellione nella filosofia politica dell’islam medievale (Outside of the Iniquitous City: Law and rebellion in the political philosophy of medieval Islam) (Roma, 2010).
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Patrizia Arena - Arnaldo Marcone

AUGUSTUS AND
THE CREATION
OF THE PRINCIPATE
The dynastic problem

NEW
THE WORK
This book collects of selected and translated sources
on the subject of the order of succession after Augustus. By collecting these sources, the authors aim
to demonstrate some fundamental contradictions in
the organization of the Principate: the succession to
the throne after the death of an Emperor was always
problematic. The chapters focus on the most relevant members of the imperial family, and show how
Augustus used his family bonds and his institutional
privileges in order to choose a successor. The sections dedicated to dynastic conspiracies aim to show
the role of the female members of the family in such
plotting. These phenomena ultimately appear as tentatives of opposition to Augustus’s plans for his succession, and they can be interpreted as schemes to
eliminate unwanted successors.

Le Monnier
Tools
Pages: X-198
Price: € 17,00
● 978-88-00-74799-8
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHORS
Arnaldo Marcone teaches Roman History at Roma Tre University. With Le Monnier he has published a
selection of his works on Late Antiquity (Di Tarda Antichità. Scritti scelti, 2007) and a collection of essays on modern historiography of the ancient world (Sul mondo antico. Scritti vari di storia della storiografia moderna, 2009). He is the editor of a volume on the emperor Julian (L’imperatore Giuliano.
Realtà storica e rappresentazione, 2015). With Giovanni Geraci, he is the author of a Roman History
(most recent edition 2016).
Patrizia Arena obtained her PhD in Ancient History. She currently teaches Roman History and Latin
epigraphy at the Orientale University in Naples. Her main areas of expertise include the formation of
the imperial ceremonial, the different forms of political ritual, the Res Gestae Divi Augusti, and work
in the Roman world. Her publications include: Feste e rituali a Roma. Il principe incontra il popolo nel
Circo Massimo (2010) and Augusto. Res Gestae. I miei atti (2014).
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Nicola Tranfaglia

A BRIEF HISTORY
OF UNITED ITALY
(1848-2013)

THE WORK
Written with great clarity and aimed at all readers,
this book gives a clear account of the political, social,
cultural and economic events of Italy in the spring of
1848, which characterized most European countries
at that time, and was immediately called the "springtime of peoples", up to the current crisis of the Republic which, in the last election, saw the election of
an ungovernable Parliament and the two major political parties forming the Letta-Alfano government, marked by the so-called "broad alliances". Characters and
episodes from Italian history, pre- and post-unity flow
through the author's summary, issues that have already
been addressed in his previous volumes.

Mondadori Università
Essays
Pages: VIII-440
Price: € 24,50
● 978-88-6184-265-6
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Nicola Tranfaglia (born Naples, 1938) is Professor Emeritus of the History of Europe and Journalism at
the University of Turin, where he currently teaches History of the Mafia in the Faculty of Humanities.
He was a Member of the Italian Parliament in the XV Legislature and Parliamentary Advisor in the nineties for the Commission on the Mitrokin deal. Director of several large collective works such as Il mondo contemporaneo (The Modern World) (ten volumes, New Italy-Laterza), La storia della stampa italiana (The history of the Italian press) (seven volumes, Laterza) and, together with Massimo Firpo, La
storia (History) (fourteen volumes, Utet-Garzanti), he has focused on forty years of fascism, anti-fascism, terrorism, mafia and many other aspects of Italian and European history. Among his most recent
books are: La sentenza Andreotti (The Andreotti Verdict) (Garzanti, 2001); Fascismi e modernizzazione
in Europa (Fascism and Modernization in Europe) (Bollati Boringhieri, 2001); Ministri e giornalisti (Ministers and Journalists) (Einaudi, 2003); La stampa del regime (The Press of the Regime) (Bompiani, 2005);
Perché la mafia ha vinto (Why Mafia Won) (Utet libreria, 2008); Vent’anni con Berlusconi (Twenty Years with Berlusconi) (Garzanti, 2009); Vita di Alberto Pirelli (The Life of Alberto Pirelli) (Einaudi, 2010);
Populismo autoritario (Authoritarian Populism) (Dalai editore, 2010); Carlo Rosselli e il sogno di una
democrazia sociale moderna (Carlo Rosselli and the Dream of a Modern Social Democracy) (Dalai editore, 2010); La colpa (Guilt) (with Anna Petrozzi) (Dalai editore, 2011); Il fascismo e le guerre mondiali
(Fascism and the World Wars) (Utet libreria, 2011); La mafia come metodo (Mafia as a method) (Mondadori Università, 2012).
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Roberto Cristofoli

CALIGULA

A short life in political
turmoil (from 12 to 41 AD)

NEW
THE WORK
This book is a political biography of Caligula. Ancient
literary sources, ideologically close to the hostile senatorial aristocracy, are often unreliable in their reconstruction of the facts: through an examination of the
most relevant events in Caligula’s career and of his poLe Monnier Università
litical strategies, the book aims at re-establishing the
Studies
correct cause-effect dynamics. Caligula’s actions and
● Pages: X-190
words have often been distorted by hostile historiogra● Price: € 16,00
phy. Such is the case, for instance, of the well-known
episode of the horse that was made consul: far from
● 978-88-0074-911-4
being an expression of Caligula’s madness, such a gesAll rights available
ture was meant as a provocation towards the aristocracy. The volume offers a thorough overview of Caligula’s childhood in Germany and Orient; of his boyhood in Rome during the dark rivalry between Tiberius
and Seianus on one side, and his mother Agrippina Maior on the other; of his relocation to Capri with
Tiberius; of his ascent to the throne in 37 AD; of his sudden illness; of the years of his reign, among hidden dangers; up to his death in a complex conspiracy.

THE AUTHOR
Roberto Cristofoli (1970) is professor of Roman history at the University of Perugia. His main areas of
expertise include the late Roman republic, the early principate, and the relation of emperors to political propaganda during the reign of Constantine. His most important books include: Dopo Cesare. La
scena politica romana all’indomani del cesaricidio (Napoli 2002); Costantino e l’Oratio ad Sanctorum
Coetum (Napoli 2005); Antonio e Cesare. Anni 54-44 a.C. (Roma 2008); Cicerone e l’ultima vittoria di
Cesare. Analisi storica del XIV libro delle Epistole ad Attico (Bari 2011). He is one of the promoters of
the research project Dalla repubblica al principato (‘From the Republic to the Principate’). In the context of the 23rd I edition of the Premio Anassilaos Arte Cultura Economia Scienze, he was awarded the
“Salvatore Calderone” prize for his research activities.
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Anna Maria Medici - Arrigo Pallotti
Mario Zamponi

CONTEMPORARY
AFRICA

THE WORK
Since the beginning of the nineteenth century many
political, economic and social transformations in Africa have redefined the relationship between this continent and the rest of the world. This book analyses
the main stages of the history of Africa, with a focus
on policy and institutional changes that were made in
the nineteenth century, the imposition of colonial rule
and the birth of independent States. The articulation,
the crisis and the redefinition of the nation-state building models, as well as the promotion of economic
development in the later stages to independence are
also taken into consideration, in order to shed light on
the historical roots of phenomena such as armed conflict and poverty, and the prospects of the democratization processes on the continent.

Le Monnier Università
Syntheses
Pages: X-518
Price: € 39,00
● 978-88-00-74387-7
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHORS
Anna Maria Medici is Associate Professor of History and African Institutions at the University of Urbino. Contemporary societies of North Africa and the Middle East are the objects of her historical research and publications. She explores political and social issues, institutional structures and the historiographical debate over the Mediterranean.
Arrigo Pallotti is Associate Professor of History and African Institutions at the University of Bologna.
His research interests include the decolonization of southern Africa and the processes of democratization in Africa, on which he has published numerous articles in Italian and international journals, he
has also edited the publication of certain volumes.
Mario Zamponi is Associate Professor of African History at the University of Bologna, where he is
Coordinator of the Master's Degree in Local and Global Development. His research interests and publications cover different topics of history, politics and development issues in contemporary Africa.
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Salvatore Lupo - Angelo Ventrone

THE
CONTEMPORARY
AGE
NEW
THE WORK
The 19th and 20th centuries must be considered strongly intertwined with the contemporary age: the understanding of those times is essential for the interpretation of the present. From this perspective, this book
discusses Italy, Europe, the Other West (the Americas),
Le Monnier Università
the Orient (Asia), and the other continents. It discussSyntheses
es ideologies and religions; the affirmation of the na● Pages: XII-580
tion-State and the competition between different po● Price: € 32,00
litical and economic systems; the passage from a rural
society to an industrial one, and then to a postindus● 978-88-0074-638-0
trial one; the consolidation and crisis of European heAll rights available
gemony. The final chapters focus on the emergence of
new political powers and the consequent upheaval of
the former political and economic hierarchies. These
transformations are examined through the lenses of
the actual and exemplary lives of those who had to deal with the problems and challenges of their
times: women and men, aristocrats and farmers, entrepreneurs and blue-collar workers, statists and ordinary citizens, victims and executioners, winners and losers.

THE AUTHORS
Salvatore Lupo is professor of Contemporary History at the Department of Humanities of the University of Palermo. He is the founder and the co-editor-in-chief of the journal ‘Meridiana’. He has published several studies on the history of Italy in the liberal, fascist and republican ages, on the history
of Sicily and Southern Italy, and on the history of Sicilian and American mafia. Some of his books have
been translated into several languages. His publications include Storia della mafia dall’Unità a oggi (‘A
History of Mafia From National Unification To the Present’, 1993) and Il fascismo. La politica in un regime totalitario (‘Fascism. Politics in a Totalitarian Regime’, 2000). His most recent book is The Two Mafias. A Transatlantic History, 1882-2008 (Palgrave MacMillan, 2015).
Angelo Ventrone is professor of Contemporary History at the University of Macerata. His research interests include political cultures, political parties and communication, and political violence. His publications include: Il nemico interno. Immagini e simboli della lotta politica nell’Italia del ‘900 (‘The Internal Enemy. Images and Symbols of Political Struggle in Italy During the 20th century’, Donzelli, 2005), La
cittadinanza repubblicana. Come cattolici e comunisti hanno costruito la democrazia italiana 19431948 (‘The Republican Citizenship. How Catholics and Communists Built Italian Democracy: 1943-1948’,
Il Mulino, 2008), «Vogliamo tutto». Perché due generazioni hanno creduto nella rivoluzione 1960-1988
(‘«We Wwant Everything». Why Two Generations Believed in The Revolution’, Laterza, 2012), Grande
guerra e Novecento. La storia che ha cambiato il mondo (‘The Great War and the 20th Century. The
History That Changed the World’, Donzelli, 2015).
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Lucio Caracciolo - Adriano Roccucci

CONTEMPORARY
HISTORY
From a Eurocentric world
to a world without a center

NEW
THE WORK
Over the last two centuries, the world has become
more and more interconnected and interdependent:
it has taken a new shape. This volume examines social change, the evolution of political systems, cultural
production, and modernization processes in their reMondadori Università
lation to geopolitical dynamics and interaction pheSyntheses
nomena on a global scale. The traditional Eurocen● Pages: XIV-754
tric narration has been made obsolete by the plurality
● Price: € 38,00
of geopolitical areas, cultural universes and historical
itineraries that shape the contemporary world. The
● 978-88-0074-473-7
very understanding of European and Italian history is
All rights available
thus enriched by a new framing within a wider global context. This volume offers an accurate and wide
toolbox of notions and interpretations for the study
of contemporary history and for the understanding of
the contemporary world, from the second half of the 19th century, characterized by the ‘Worldly Europe’ as the protagonist, up to the present days, where the world appears to not have a center anymore. It is enriched by a wide cartographic apparatus.

THE AUTHORS
Lucio Caracciolo is the editor in chief of the Italian geopolitics magazine “Limes”. He teaches Strategic
Studies at LUISS-Guido Carli University in Rome and Geopolitics at San Raffaele University in Milan.
His publications include Alba di Guerra Fredda (‘The Dawn of the Cold War’, 1986) and America versus America (2011). He is Head of Geopolitics at Macrogeo, an organization for macroeconomical and
geopolitical analysis based in London.
Adriano Roccucci teaches Contemporary History at the Department of Philosophy, Communication
and Performance Studies at Roma Tre University. His research interests include the crisis of the liberal state in Italy at the beginning of the XX century, the history of contemporary Russia, Soviet Russia’s
foreign policies towards Western Europe and the relation between nation and religion in Central and
Eastern Europe. His publications include Roma capitale del nazionalismo 1908-1923 (‘Rome, Capital of
Nationalism 1908-1923’, 2001) and Stalin e il patriarca. Chiesa ortodossa e potere sovietico 1917-1958
(‘Stalin and the Patriarch. The Orthodox Church and Soviet Power: 1917-1958’, 2011). He is the editor in
chief of “Il mestiere di storico”, the journal of the Italian Society for the study of Contemporary History.
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Laura Guazzone

A CONTEMPORARY
HISTORY OF
THE ARAB WORLD
Arab countries from the Ottoman
Empire to the present
THE WORK
The contemporary history of the Arab World since
the early nineteenth century to the end of 2015 is analysed here from two perspectives: that of the Arab
regional system, with its interactions with the international system, and that of individual Arab countriMondadori Università
es. The common problems thus represent the context
Handbooks
in which they interact with the specific trajectories of
● Pages: XX-556 + 32 colors
the history of each country, and they are analysed in● Price: € 38,00
dividually in thirteen standalone chapters. The extensive opening chapter explores the main transver● 978-88-6184-366-0
sal themes of the contemporary history of the Arab
All rights available
World: the troubled entry into modernity; the end of
empires and the birth of nationalism; European colonial rule; the emergence of modern states and the Arab regional system; the development of political Islamic movements; the origin of the conflict over Palestine and its impact on the Arab World; the age
of revolutions and statism; the oil revolution; the inclusion of Arab authoritarian regimes in neo-liberal globalisation; the explosion of overwhelming protests during the Arab Spring, transformed later by
the authoritarian reaction into new, devastating sectarian conflicts and the deconstruction of the regional order.

THE AUTHOR
Laura Guazzone teaches Contemporary History of Arab Countries in the Italian Institute of Oriental
Studies Department at the University of Rome La Sapienza and is Scientific Advisor to the Mediterranean-Middle East Programme of the Institute of International Affairs (IAI, Rome). Her research focuses on contemporary history, political institutions and international relations of the Arab countries of
North Africa and the Middle East. Among the recent publications of which she is the author or co-author: Introduzione al Mondo arabo contemporaneo (2007) (Introduction to the Contemporary Arab
World); The Arab State and Neo-Liberal Globalisation (2009); Il conflitto israelo-palestinese 1993-2010
(2010) (The Israeli-Palestinian conflict); Storia ed evoluzione dell’islamismo arabo (2015) (The History
and Development of Arabic Islamism).
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Roberto Peruzzi

DIPLOMATS,
BANKERS
AND MANDARINS
Financial and diplomatic
origins of the end
of the Celestial Empire
THE WORK
The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895 was a turning point
of international relationships. The defeated Chinese
Empire had to accept degrading conditions, including
the payment of enormous war reparations that generated a complex diplomatic and financial game, whose
Mondadori Università
stake was the possibility to place political and econoEssays
mic pressure on the country through its indebtedness.
● Pages: VIII-232
The affair of repairs was paradoxical: the Japanese,
● Price: € 18,00
winners, increased the perception of a ‘betrayed victory’ because of Western intervention; Great Britain,
● 978-88-6184-436-0
the financial centre of the ‘first globalisation’, was huAll rights available
miliated on the very field on which it was dominating
by a brilliant Russian financial initiative sustained by
Parisian business Houses; China, defeated, used the indebtedness as a diplomatic instrument to take advantage from the rivalry between foreign powers. From these events arose some ‘paradigms’ of foreign
and financial Chinese policy, that still characterize China’s action in international system.

THE AUTHOR
Roberto Peruzzi taught and still teaches History of International Relationships, History of Western Asia, History of contemporary China and International Relationships at Bologna, Florence, Padua and Venice Universities. He deals with diplomatic and financial relationships between the People’s Republic
of China and Europe. Among his publications: Diplomazia e finanza alle origini del lungo XX secolo, in
M. Campus (edited by), Sviluppo, crisi, integrazione. Temi di storia delle relazioni internazionali per il
XXI secolo (Bruno Mondadori, 2012), Le relazioni finanziarie tra il Regno Unito e la Repubblica popolare cinese, 1949-1974, in C. Meneguzzi e G. Samarani (a cura di), La Cina di Mao, l’Italia e l’Europa negli
anni della Guerra Fredda, 1949-1974 (Il Mulino, 2014).
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Marco Manfredi

EMOTIONS, POPULAR
CULTURE AND
TRANSNATIONALISM
The origins of anarchic culture
in Italy (1890-1914)

NEW
THE WORK
This book explores the channels that shaped anarchic
culture in Italy between the end of the XIX century and the
Giolittian age. The ‘imagined community’ represented
the most important cohesive factor of the libertarian movement; thus showing the importance of a
Le Monnier
shared imagery in the context of the lack of organizaHistory Papers
tion that characterized an experience that was, by defi● Pages: XVI-224
nition, hostile to any sort of bureaucratic regulation. Re● Price: € 17,00
search, conducted on a wide range of documents and
materials, has shown how libertarian leaders systemati● 978-88-0074-767-7
cally exploited the languages of theatre, poetry and
All rights available
music, in a frame of significant contaminations with
popular culture. At the same time, several motives
were borrowed from the avant-garde movements,
that were sensible to the political and social role of the
arts. These contaminations were encouraged by the typically anarchist experiences of exile and emigration, which facilitated the circulation of cultural influences and new communicative styles. The
prevalence of emotional languages, the identification with popular culture, and a vocation to transnationalism were thus crucial elements for the formation of a subversive cultural imagery in Italy in the
years between the 19th and the 20th century.

THE AUTHOR
Marco Manfredi, PhD, currently teaches Contemporary History at the University of Pisa. He collaborates with the Institute of the Resistance and the Contemporary Age in Livorno. He has studied the
history of Italy at the beginning of the 19th century, publishing extensively on the protagonists and
events of the Restoration and the Risorgimento. His research interests have recently shifted toward
the topic of the history of italian anarchism. His most recent publications on this last topic include:
Italian Anarchism and Popular Culture: History of a Close Relationship, in I. Favretto, X. Itcaina (eds.),
Protest, Popular Culture and Tradition in Modern and Contemporary Western Europe (Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), Il neutralismo anarchico, in F. Cammarano (a cura di), Abbasso la guerra! Neutralisti in piazza alla vigilia della Prima guerra mondiale in Italia (Anarchic Neutralism in Down With War! Neutralist
Demonstrations in Italy At the Eve of First World War, ed. by F. Cammarano, Le Monnier, 2015).
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Marco Cuzzi

FROM THE
RISORGIMENTO TO
THE NEW WORLD
Italian masonry during
the First World War

NEW
THE WORK
Italian freemasonry was one of the protagonists of
the Great War, ever since its endorsement of intervention on the side of the Triple Entente. From May
1915, Italian freemasons mobilized, along with their
lodges, in the political struggle on the internal front
Le Monnier
with actions of propaganda and solidarity, allyng
History Papers
themselves with the authorities to identify defeatist
● Pages: X-406
elements, turning into a sort of ‘civil militia’. To the
● Price: € 28,00
eyes of the freemasons, the Great War represented
the fulfillment of the Risorgimento, and its evolution
● 978-88-0074-684-7
into a “New World” dominated by democracy and
All rights available
harmony among countries. But nationalism would become more and more radical among freemasons, and
at the end of the conflict they would find themselves
deeply transformed, just like the liberal State they had
helped to found. Through an analysis of the available (and largely inedited) documents, this book is
meant as a contribution towards the understanding of that particular time in Italian history, reconstructing the complicated dynamics of the national masonic Obediences.

THE AUTHOR
Marco Cuzzi teaches Contemporary History at the University of Milan. His areas of expertise include
history of fascism and the events related to the issue of the Italian eastern border. He has studied the
history of Italian freemasonry for several years, and he is a member of numerous scientific committees.
His publications include: L’occupazione italiana della Slovenia (‘The Italian Occupation of Slovenia’,
USSME, 1998), L’internazionale della Camicie nere. I CAUR (‘The International of the Blackshirts’, Mursia, 2006), Antieuropa: il fascismo universale di Mussolini (‘Anti-Europe: the Universal Fascism of Mussolini’, M&B Publishing, 2007), Vivere ai tempi della Repubblica sociale italiana (‘Living at the Times of
the Italian Social Republic’, Compagnia della Stampa, 2008), Istria, Quarnero, Dalmazia. Storia di una
regione contesa (‘Istria, Quarnero, Dalmatia. History of a Contended Region’, LEG, 2009), Sui campi di
Borgogna. I volontari garibaldini nelle Argonne (‘In the Fields of Bourgogne. The Volunteers of Garibaldi in the Argonne’, Biblion, 2015) and Cibo di guerra. Sofferenze e privazioni nell’Italia dei conflitti
mondiali (‘War food. Suffering and Deprivations in Italy During the World Wars’, BIM, 2015).
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Mauro Corsaro - Luigi Gallo

GREEK HISTORY

THE WORK
This textbook was developed from the teaching experience of the two authors and edited with the intention of providing three years of material for university
students with a text that is comprehensive and updated without being scientifically weighed down by specializations. It is clear and smooth in its exposition of
the essential and most significant aspects of the long
and varied history of the Greek world, from the beginnings of the second millennium up to the time of
its absorption into the orbit of the Roman hegemony.
The discussion is divided into a series of brief chapters
accompanied by rich cartographic and iconographic
material and numerous explanatory insets, rendering it
particularly suitable for those embarking on the study
of the discipline for the first time.

Le Monnier Università
Syntheses
Pages: XII-340
Price: € 24,00
● 978-88-00-86086-4
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHORS
Luigi Gallo who carried out his studies at the Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa, is a professor of Greek
History at the Faculty of Arts at the University of Naples Orientale. Author of about eighty publications, he has focused on the economic and social history of the Greek world, political institutions
and aspects of the phenomenon of colonization. He collaborated on the collective work I Greci (The
Greeks) published by Einaudi and on Storia della società italiana (History of Italian society) published
by Teti editore. In June 2008 he was awarded by decree of the President of the Republic, the honor of
"Officer of Merit of the Italian Republic”.
Mauro Corsaro who completed his studies at the University of Catania and the Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa, is Professor of Greek History at the Faculty of Arts and Philosophy at the University of
Catania. His main scientific interests are in the relations between the Greeks and Persians during the
classical age, the social and economic history of the Hellenistic world and Greek epigraphy. He collaborated among other things, on the collective work I Greci (The Greeks) published by Einaudi.
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Antonio Fiori

THE HAWK'S
NEST
The world and power
in North Korea

THE WORK
What usually comes to mind when you think of the
People’s Democratic Republic of Korea, known as
North Korea, is the image of a poor country, isolated and in the hands of a bloodthirsty regime, violent, ruthless and, above all, irrational in its behavior.
Le Monnier
However this perspective is an extreme simplification
Inside history
of a munch more complex, multi-faceted reality and,
● Pages: XII-284
most importantly, does not take into account the rea● Price: € 16,00
sons that gave rise to some of North Korea's behavior.
In this volume we reject the hypothesis that North
● 978-88-00-74582-6
Korea is an “irrational provocateur”; in contrast, focuAll rights available
sing on the historical evolution of foreign policy of the
past three decades, it assumes a dual perspective: that
of the perceived “external threat”, originating the constant provocateurs signals from Pyongyang, and that
of the “internal threat” represented by the uncertainty of succession for the leadership of the country.

THE AUTHOR
Antonio Fiori is Associate Professor at the School of Political Science, University of Bologna , where
he teaches International Relations of East Asia. He is an expert on inter-Korean relations; he studied
and lived at length in Asia, particularly in the Republic of Korea, and annually he holds a course of Korean Politics and Foreign Policy at the Hankuk University of Foreign Studies in Seoul. Among his works
we remind the volumes The East Asia (Il Mulino, Bologna, 2010) and The Chinese Challenge to the Western Order (FBK, Trento, 2014).
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Matteo Gerlini

THE HIJACKING OF
THE ACHILLE LAURO
AND ITS UNEXPECTED
AND SURPRISING
CONSEQUENCES
THE WORK
The hijacking of the cruise ship Achille Lauro marked
the start of the worst and most sensational crisis in
diplomatic relations between the United States and
the Italian Republic, which both sides eventually
agreed to leave behind them as much as possible. The
lack of deposited documentation did the rest, leaving
many events concealed or only half-mentioned. Today, it is possible to look more deeply into what a bizarre terrorist attack set in motion and into what a
tough political confrontation was able to reconstruct:
not only the Italian government’s position vis-à-vis
terrorism – the basic content of its agreement with
the leadership of the PLO is finally emerging – but also the calling into question of Italy’s commitment towards the deployment of what were known as Euromissiles that NATO was preparing to carry out.

Mondadori Università
CIMA
Pages: VIII-248
Price: € 19,00
● 978-88-6184-527-5
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Matteo Gerlini has conducted research and lectured at the University of Florence. He has been a visiting fellow at the European University Institute, and a researcher for the University of Maryland. He
studies the history and politics of nuclear technology, collaborating with the Joint Research Centre of
the European Commission and with the Pompeu Fabra University. He has written a number of essays
on the foreign policy of the Italian governments of the Eighties with regard to the Israeli-Palestinian
peace process, as well as essays on nuclear issues in the Middle East, and the electrification of Italy. He
is the author of Sansone e la guerra fredda. La capacità nucleare israeliana fra le due superpotenze,
Firenze, 2010 (Samson and the Cold War. Israel’s Nuclear Capability Between the Two Superpowers).
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Laura Guazzone (edited by)

HISTORY
AND EVOLUTION
OF ARABIC ISLAM
The Muslim Brotherhood
and the others
THE WORK
What is Islamism? How is it defined and distinguished
by similar, but at the same time different, phenomena, such as Salafism or Jihadism? What are the specific
positions of Islamists on fundamental questions such
as statehood, the economy and women’s rights? How
and why have these positions evolved in different Arab
countries? What has been the outcome of Islamist involvement in so-called Arab Springs, especially in Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt? What is the role of Islamism
in Arabic world today? Is Muslim Brotherhood still the
leading Islamist organization? This book is the result
of a research work that involved a multidisciplinary
team of scholars belonging to the major Italian research centers specialized in the Arabic world and
contemporary Islam, and provides the reader with useful insights and original documentation.

Mondadori Università
Essays
Pages: XVI-368
Price: € 26,00
● 978-88-6184-438-4
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Laura Guazzone is associate professor of Islamic Countries at the Italian Institute of Middle Eastern
Studies of La Sapienza University in Rome and Science Advisor of the Mediterranean – Middle Eastern
Program of the Institute of International Affairs (Iai, Rome). Her research relates to contemporary history, political institutions and international relationships of North Africa and Middle Eastern Arabic
Countries. Among her recent works, of which she is author and co-author: Introduction to the Contemporary Arab World (2007), The Arab State and Neo-Liberal Globalization (2009), The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict 1993-2010 (2010), History and Evolution of the Arab Islamism (2015).
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Giulia Guazzaloca

HISTORY OF
GREAT BRITAIN
(1832-2014)

THE WORK
The so-called British model, which has appeared in
different guises over the ages and circumstances, has
always found its way into public and political debate
in Italy. Why does Great Britain appear to be the home
of political stability? How was it possible to establish
such a solid bipartisan system, the foundation of democracy there? Why have extremist and anti-system
parties (such as the BUF in the 30s and the wide array
of communist groups) found it so hard to gain support? This volume answer this question providing a lively picture of the history of Britain over the last two
centuries, a history of successes and defeats, political
struggles and social tensions, ideological battles and
economic crises, wars and reconstructions: this book
offers a more in-depth understanding of england and,
indirectly, Italy.

Le Monnier
History Papers
Pages: VIII-376
Price: € 26,00
● 978-88-00-74385-3
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Giulia Guazzaloca teaches Contemporary History at the School of Political Sciences, University of Bologna, and is part of the editorial staff of the magazine “Ricerche di Storia Politica”. She deals with Italian and British political history. Among her works: End of Century. Italians and British intellectuals
and the crisis in the nineteenth and twentieth century (Princeton, 2004); Contemporary history. From
the nineteenth to the twenty-first century (with F. Cammarano, M.S. Piretti, Le Monnier, 2009); Monarchy and political legitimacy in Europe in the nineteenth and twentieth century (Rubbettino, 2009
curatorship); One and divisible. RAI television and parties during the years of state monopoly 19541975 (Le Monnier, 2011).
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Riccardo Brizzi - Nicola Sbetti

HISTORY OF THE
FIFA WORLD CUP
(1930-2018)
Politics, sports, globalisation

NEW
THE WORK
Far from being merely a sports event, the FIFA World
Cup bears important political repercussions. Some episodes of propagandistic instrumentalization of this
competition are well-known, such as Mussolini’s celebration of Italy’s victories in the Thirties or Videla’s
Le Monnier
celebration of Argentina in 1978. Others are less faInside history
mous, such as the celebrations for the qualification of
● Pages: VI-266
Iran in 1998, when several women were jubilating in the
● Price: € 16,00
streets, defying conventions and prohibitions, or Didier Drogba's plea to cease fighting and organize free
● 978-88-0074-869-8
elections in the Ivory Coast when the country, devAll rights available
astated by civil war, qualified for Germany 2006 FIFA
World Cup. This volume narrates the story of the FIFA
World Cup from its first edition, Uruguay 1930, to Russia 2018, showing how it raised its status from that of
a sports competition to that of a global event with a role in the media, in the economy, and — most
of all — in politics.

THE AUTHORS
Riccardo Brizzi is Professor of Contemporary History at the University of Bologna. He has been visiting professor at several European universities (in 2017/2018 he was a visiting professor at Sciences Po
Paris and Sciences Po Lyon). He is a member of the editorial board of the journal “Ricerche di storia
politica” (‘Researches in Political History’) and of the SISSCO. Among his several books, he co-authored
with Michele Marchi Storia della Francia Repubblicana (‘A History of the French Republic’, Le Monnier, 2011).
Nicola Sbetti is research fellow at the University of Bologna. In his research, he focuses on the history
of sports in relation to international politics. He is a member of SISSCO, SISS and RERIS. He has published several articles in national and international journals. With Le Monnier he has published Giochi
di potere. Olimpiadi e politica da Atene a Londra (1896-2012) (‘Power Games. Politics and the Olympics From Athens to London: 1896-2012’).
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Romano Pietrosanti

IMRE NAGY,
A COMMUNIST
HUNGARIAN

Life and martyrdom
of a leader of October 1956
THE WORK
This is the first biography of Imre Nagy (the prime minister of the Hungarian revolution of October 1956)
published in Italy. His life is carefully followed from his
birth in 1896 in southern Hungary to his membership
and conversion to communism in 1917, a belief which
Le Monnier
he never abandoned throughout his life along with his
History Papers
strong Hungarian national consciousness. Nagy expe● Pages: XX-476
rienced activism in the party, exile to Moscow, retur● Price: € 28,00
ning to his homeland following the war and taking up
government positions, before rising to the head of go● 978-88-00-74530-7
vernment in June 1953. His new course of reform was
All rights available
opposed and disrupted in the spring of 1955. Nagy
thus found himself in the opposition. The revolutionary outbreak of 23 October 1956 brought him back into government. However, it ended tragically with the
invasion of Soviet forces on November 4, 1956, and his imprisonment and execution on June 16, 1958.
Nagy’s rehabilitation on June 16, 1989 marked the birth of a new Hungary. This book gives an account
of the important relationship between Nagy and the PCI, led by Togliatti.

THE AUTHOR
Romano Pietrosanti (Rome, 1963) has been a priest in the diocese of Terracina-Latina-Sezze-Priverno
since June 1988. He gained a Doctorate in Philosophy from the Gregorian University in 1994 and graduated from Rome Tor Vergata in 2003. The author has taught philosophy at the Institute of Theology
at the Pontifical College Leoniano of Anagni since 1988/1989 and at the Angelicum University in Rome since 2009. He has published L’anima umana nei testi di San Tommaso (The Human Soul in the
Writings of St. Thomas), ESD, Bologna, 1996, and approximately ten articles on philosophical issues in
professional journals.
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Stefano Luconi

THE
«INDISPENSABLE
NATION»

A history of the United States
from its origins to the present-day
THE WORK
Originally developed from European colonies founded
in the seventeenth century in North America close to
the Atlantic, the United States has risen to world primacy in less than four centuries. Having extended its
boundaries to the Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico duLe Monnier Università
ring the nineteenth century, it has been transformed
Syntheses
from an agricultural country to an industrial power
● Pages: VIII-280
which intends not only to conquer the international
● Price: € 19,00
market, but also to propagate its own social, political
and economic model worldwide in the name of spre● 978-88-00-74648-9
ading the ideals of freedom. Because of slavery (aboAll rights available
lished only in 1865) and the subsequent discrimination
of African American, this conquest proved particularly
painful, given a strong domestic opposition. Appointing itself the representation of democracy against authoritarianism and totalitarianism in the twentieth century, the United States has enjoyed a decade
of seemingly unchallenged hegemony at the end of the century, but today is facing a crisis of its leadership, the explosion of internal contradictions and the emergence of new international challenges.

THE AUTHOR
Stefano Luconi teaches History of North America at the Universities of Florence and Naples "L'Orientale", as well as History of the United States of America and Sources and Contemporary Research Methods at the University of Padua. Within this topic, he mainly focuses on the dynamics of the electoral
system from the early post-war period, immigration (with particular reference to the political behaviour and the ethnic identity transformation of Italian Americans), interethnic relations, racial issues
and foreign policy. His most recent publications include Gli afro-americani. Quattro secoli di storia
(CLEUP, 2015) (African Americans: Four centuries of History) and curating, along with Mario Varricchio,
Lontane da casa. Donne italiane e diaspora globale dall’inizio del Novecento a oggi (Accademia University Press, 2015) (Far From Home. Italian Women and the Global Diaspora From the Beginning of
the Twentieth Century to the Present).
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Emma Schiavon

INSIDE THE WAR

Italian women from 1915 to 1918

NEW
THE WORK
The First World War triggered deep economic, political and cultural changes in European societies. So far,
the impact of the war has been mostly studied in relation to the front and the lives of the soldiers. Yet, the
most durable changes took place at the core of the
involved countries, and women were, consequently,
the protagonists of such transformations. This book
offers the first complete synthesis on the lives of Italian women during WWI: from farmers to nurses, from
white-collar workers to migrants, from laborers to
widows, every woman was deeply transformed by the
“total war”, where the decisive factor for victory was
the capacity to produce weapons and foodstuffs, and
to assist soldiers and women workers.

Mondadori Università
Inside history
Pages: VI-218
Price: € 14,00
● 978-88-0074-777-6
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Emma Schiavon has been a long-time scholar of the Italian internal front and the role of women during
WWI. On this topic she has published the book Interventiste nella Grande guerra. Assistenza, propaganda, lotta per i diritti a Milano e in Italia (1911-1919) (‘Women in Favor of Military Intervention During
WWI. Assistance, Propaganda, Fights For Civil Rights in Milan and Italy (1911-1919)’, Le Monnier, 2015). She
has studied the violence perpetrated and suffered by women in relation to different war contexts. She
has also studied Italian suffragism and published extensively on the topic. Her publications include the
book Torino 1911. Il primo congresso pro suffragio femminile a cinquant’anni dall’Unità (‘Turin 1911. The
First Congress in Favor of Women’s Vote, Fifty Years From Italian Unification’, Biblink, 2012).
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Lorenzo Verderame

INTRODUCTION
TO THE CULTURES
OF ANCIENT
MESOPOTAMIA
NEW
THE WORK
Deciphering of the most ancient written documents
has brought to light a civilization that had been forgotten for millennia. The present volume introduces the
reader to the cultures of Mesopotamia in their mesmerizing complexity. The elements of the collective
Le Monnier Università
imagination associated with Mesopotamia — such as
Syntheses
astrology, the Tower of Babel, the Garden of Eden —
● Pages: XII-196
are here presented in an exhaustive synthesis. Funda● Price: € 16,00
mental conceptual frameworks such as geography and
astronomy, perception and measuring of time, physical
● 978-88-0074-646-5
and metaphysical aspects of the human are explored
All rights available
and the political events that marked the historical evolution of the area are also examined. The volume focuses on material culture, society and religion, as well
as on aspects of everyday life such as food and sexual
practices, personal hygiene and care, clothing habits, the perception of evil and the fear of death.

THE AUTHOR
Lorenzo Verderame teaches Sumerian and Akkadian Languages and Literatures at Sapienza University
in Rome. He is the author of several books and scientific articles on different aspects of the cultures
of ancient Mesopotamia; among his publications, the first six chapters of the compendium of astrology Enûma Anu Enlil (2002) and several volumes in the edition of neo-Sumerian documents. His areas
of expertise include public administration and material culture in 3rd millennium Mesopotamia and different aspects in Mesopotamian religion and literature. In his research activities, he collaborates with
several academic and non-academic institutions, such as the British Museum and the Yale Babilonian Collection, where he coordinates the edition of neo-Sumerian texts and ancient-Babilonian letters
respectively. Since 2014, he is the epigraphist of the Italian archeological mission in Nina (Tell Surghul)
in southern Iraq. With Le Monnier Università, he has published Letterature dell’antica Mesopotamia
(“Literatures of Ancient Mesopotamia”, 2016).
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Federico Donelli

ISLAM
AND PLURALISM
Religious cohabitation
in the Ottoman Empire

NEW
THE WORK
For over four centuries, the Pax Ottomana was the distinctive feature of the most durable among Middle
Eastern empires: the Ottoman Empire. Today more
than ever, it is relevant to investigate the formula that
made possible the peaceful coexistence of different
Le Monnier Università
cultures, languages and ethnicities in such a vast terStudies
ritory. New projects, analyses and policies towards a
● Pages: XVIII-270
mediation between the West and Islam are required
● Price: € 22,50
and urgent. By tracing the history of the ottoman empire, this book argues that such coexistence was made
● 978-88-0074-843-8
possible by a combination of different factors: Islamic
All rights available
legalism, Turco-Mongol customary practices, Sufism
and the Bizantine Christian tradition. The millet, a nonterritorial community organization, represented the
institutional translation of the Ottoman approach to
coexistence and proved to be the most-used method of allowing the members of the three big religious communities (Jewish, Christian-Orthodox and Armenians) to become an active and fundamental
part of the life of an Empire whose subjects were mostly Muslim.

THE AUTHOR
Federico Donelli is research fellow at the Department of Political Sciences of the University of Genoa.
In his work he focuses mostly on international relations in the Middle East, with particular attention to
modern Turkey and its foreign policy.
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Elvira Migliario - Leandro Polverini
(edited by)

ITALIAN
CLASSICISTS AND
THE GREAT WAR
NEW
THE WORK
At the beginning of the 20th century, Italian intellectuals
had to face the new European political structure and
decide where they stood. The choice was particularly
painful for the scholars in Classics, who were often,
whether directly or indirectly, trained at the school of
the great German scholars. The beginning of the Great
War was traumatic, and led to a deep split with those
who deemed Italian intervention a necessity. This volume collects the papers that were presented in May
2015 at a workshop held in Trento. Exactly a hundred
years from Italian intervention in the Great War, the
purpose of the conference was to explore the cultural motivations, ideological orientations and program
evaluations that led the majority of Italian scholars in
the domain of Classics to support Italian intervention,
against a minority that supported neutrality.

Le Monnier
History Papers
Pages: VI-250
Price: € 21,60
● 978-88-0074-783-7
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHORS
Elvira Migliario teaches Roman History at the University of Trento. Her research focuses on the agrarian
and territorial history of Roman Italy, rhetoric and historiography of the Imperial Age, ethno-geographic classical literature, the history of the ancient Alps and the history of the studies on the Roman
Empire (L’impero romano fra mito ed esperienza storica, in Minoranze negli imperi, ‘The Roman Empire Between Myth and Historical Experience’, in ‘Minorities Within Empires’, Bologna 2012; Il dibattito
storiografico e politico sulla romanità nelle Alpi Orientali, ‘The Historiographic and Political Debate
on Romanity in the Oriental Alps’, in «Studi Trentini. Storia», 2015).
Leandro Polverini has been professor of Roman History at the universities of Siena, Perugia, Roma La
Sapienza and Roma Tre. He is a member of the National Institute for Roman Studies. In his research, he
has focused on Roman History, ancient and modern historiography, and the history of culture. Among
his most recent essays, two focus on the political history of the 20th century: Moderno e antico nel
primo cinquantenario dell’Unità d’Italia (‘The Modern and the Old in the First Fifty Years of United
Italy’, in «Studi romani», 2013) and La riorganizzazione fascista degli studi storici e l’Istituto italiano per
la storia antica (‘The Fascist Reorganization of Historical Studies and the Italian Institute for Ancient
History’, in «Studi storici», 2016).
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Silvio Labbate

MEDITERRANEAN
ILLUSIONS:
THE EURO-ARAB
DIALOGUE
THE WORK
The oil shock of 1973 forced the European Community
to rework its relationship with oil-producing countries and, more generally, with southern Mediterranean
countries. The connection between oil imports and
financial initiatives thus became the cornerstone of
a dialogue on behalf of the old industrialized continent in an effort to secure energy supplies. The initiative almost immediately became an important testing
ground for a Community foreign policy called upon to
build a broader Mediterranean strategy in the context
of the new prominence of the southern hemisphere.
Before long, however, the difficulty of resolving intracommunity differences, the heavy constraints of the
Cold War and the inability to solve the Arab-Israeli
Conflict, showed evidence of the limits of a project
that would not produce the desired results.

Le Monnier
History Papers
Pages: XII-308
Price: € 22,00
● 978-88-00-74717-2
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Silvio Labbate (born Taranto, 1977) is a researcher in the Department of History, Society and Human
studies at the University of Salento. He holds a PhD in the History of International Relations from La
Sapienza Rome University. He has focused on the Cold War in the Middle East, with particular interest
in the issue of petrodollars and Italian energy policies. He is the author of the book, Il governo dell’energia. L’Italia dal petrolio al nucleare (1945-1975) (The Energy Government: Italy From Oil to Nuclear
energy) and, together with Daniele Caviglia, has edited Al governo del cambiamento. L’Italia di Craxi tra rinnovamento e obiettivi mancati (The Government of Change. Craxi's Italy Between Renewal
and Missed Targets); he has written essays and reviews for several magazines including Clio, Ventunesimo Secolo, Nuova Rivista Storica, The European Review of History and Journal of European Integration History.
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Filippo Triola

THE NATURAL
ALLY
The relations between
Italy and West Germany
after WW2 (1890-1914)

NEW
THE WORK
The study of the relations between Italy and Germany after WW2 provides one of the keys to understand the contradictions of contemporary Europe.
Italy was among the leading supporters of the renaissance of a German nation freed from Soviet influLe Monnier
ence: the two countries had to be a part of the same
History Papers
system of political and economical relations. Starting
● Pages: VI-282
from an analysis of the Italian point of view on the
● Price: € 21,00
‘German issue’, but taking the reciprocal perspectives
into account, this book reconstructs the political and
● 978-88-0074-817-9
economic matrices that informed the relations beAll rights available
tween the two countries in the years between the
end of WW2 and the first half of the Fifties. These
ten years were crucial for the establishment of the
geopolitical conditions that would shape the relations between Italy and the Federal Republic of Germany during the Cold War.

THE AUTHOR
Filippo Triola obtained his PhD in Contemporary History at the University of Bologna, were he is
currently research fellow at the Department of Political and Social Sciences. In his research activities, he focuses mostly on the topics of Italian and German contemporary history and the history of the relation between Italy and Germany in the 19th and 20th centuries. He is a member of SISSCO (the Italian society for the study of contemporary history) e Siscalt (the Italian society for the
contemporary history of the German area). He is a member of the editorial board of the journals
«Il mestiere di storico» and «Ricerche di storia politica». Since 2016 he has been Visiting Professor at
Freie Universität in Berlin.
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Valeria Deplano

OUR HOMELAND
IS A FOREIGN LAND
Libyans, Eritreans and Somalis
in postwar Italy (1945-1960)

NEW
THE WORK
By the end of WW2, the new Italian elite was confronted with the transformation of Italy from a colonizing country into a postcolonial one. Politicians and
officials had to address, among other issues, the presence of a (small) number of people who had migrated
from the former colonies: Libyans, Eritreans and Somalis, mostly former soldiers, but also civilians. They
had to manage new applications for citizenship, to
deal with the first migrations, to solve the everyday
life issues that were posed by the fall of the empire:
retirement pensions and overdue salaries to be paid,
family relations between former colonizers and colonized to be managed. This book tells the story of how
politicians and officials dealt with these problems, deciding, for the first time in the new republican context,
who could be considered Italian and who couldn’t.

Le Monnier
History Papers
Pages: X-214
Price: € 16,00
● 978-88-0074-785-1
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Valeria Deplano, PhD in Modern and Contemporary History, teaches Contemporary History of Mediterranean Countries at the University of Macerata. She collaborates with the Department of History,
Cultural Heritage and Territory of the University of Cagliari. Her research focuses on the history of Italian colonialism and its cultural and political implication s on fascist and republican Italy. She is a member of InteRGRace (the Interdisciplinary Research Group on Race and Racisms) and of other research
groups on the topic of the memory of colonialism. She is the author of L’Africa in casa. Propaganda e
cultura coloniale nell’Italia fascista (‘Africa at Home. Propaganda and Colonial Culture in Fascist Italy’,
Le Monnier, 2015) and the editor of Quel che resta dell’impero. La cultura coloniale degli italiani (‘The
Remains of the Empire. The Colonial Culture of Italians’, Mimesis, 2014, coeditor A. Pes); Subalternità
italiane. Percorsi di ricerca tra letteratura e storia (‘Italian Subalternities. Researches Between Literature and History’, Aracne, 2014, coeditors L. Mari e G. Proglio); Costruire una nazione. Politiche rappresentazioni e discorsi che hanno fatto l’Italia (‘Building a Nation. The Policies, Representations and Discourses that Made Italy’, Ombre Corte, 2013, coeditor S. Aru).
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Umberto Tulli

A PARLIAMENT
FOR EUROPE
The European Parliament
and the struggle
for its election (1948-1979)

NEW
THE WORK
At the moment of its creation, the European Parliament was just one of the numerous supranational institutions that characterized the international scene after World War II. Just as the other institutions, it wasn’t
invested with large powers, nor was it elected directly
Le Monnier
by the citizens. Nevertheless, campaigns for its elecHistory Papers
tion soon started. This book traces the history of the
● Pages: VI-202
struggles for the introduction of the European vote,
● Price: € 16,00
and of the different political meanings that these fights
assumed over time. It examines the perspective of Eu● 978-88-0074-877-3
ropeist activists, who aimed at building a European
All rights available
federation centered on the Parliament, and their
struggle against those who defended a federalist vision of European integration. It analyses the emergence of a clear lack of democracy within the EEC, and the
attempt to resolve it through the introduction of the vote. This book shows, eventually, how the first
election of the European Parliament (1979) was imagined as a tool to consolidate the intergovernative
nature of the ECC and to encompass the European parliament.

THE AUTHOR
Umberto Tulli (1982) obtained his PhD in History and International Relations at the Italian Institute of
Human Sciences in 2011. He has been awarded scholarships at the University of Bologna and the Olympic Studies Center of the International Olympic Committee (Lausanne).
Since 2014, he is research and teaching fellow at the University of Trento, where he collaborates with
the Jean Monnet Module for the History of European integration and teaches a course on the topic of
the history of the foreign policy of the USA.
He is the author of the books Breve storia delle Olimpiadi (‘A Short History of the Olympics’, Rome,
2012) and Tra diritti umani e distensione. L’amministrazione Carter e il dissenso in Urss (‘Between Human Rights and Détente. The Carter Administration and Dissent in the USSR’, Milan, 2013), and of several articles and essays published in both national and international journals.
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Massimiliano Panarari

POWER AND
INFORMATION

Theories of communication
and the history of political
manipulation in Italy
(1850-1930)

NEW

THE WORK
The origins of modernity lay in the acceleration of
communication and in the diffusion and intensification of the media's actions. It is a process that characterizes the whole contemporary West: the USA depicted as highly productive, and European countries
Le Monnier
each with their own peculiarities.
History Papers
This book has a twofold purpose: it aims, on the one
● Pages: VI-170
hand, to investigate the transformations of commu● Price: € 14,00
nication (between journalism, evolution of the public opinion, the political systems and propaganda) in
● 978-88-0074-574-1
Italy after the Unification and up to the Thirties. On
All rights available
the other, it aims to retrace the history of some of
the fundamental issues in the relationship between
systems of power, public communication and political
subjects, scrutinizing the innovations that arrived in Italy from abroad. The book thus offers a multidisciplinary analysis of the processes of mediatization
and manipulation in the late nineteenth century and in the first decades of the twentieth, integrated
by a critical overview of the most relevant theories in the field of communication that were elaborated in the second half of the 20th century.

THE AUTHOR
Massimiliano Panarari teaches Campaigning and Consent Organization at LUISS Guido Carli University in Rome, Political Marketing at LUISS School of Government and Power and Information at Bocconi University in Milan. His research interests include the sociology of communication and of cultural processes, political communication, political theory, mass media and popular culture. He writes for
the newspapers ‘La Stampa’, ‘Il Piccolo’, ‘Finegil’, ‘D di Repubblica’, ‘Giornale di Brescia’ and ‘Il Venerdì
di Repubblica’. He is the author of the book L’egemonia sottoculturale (‘The Subcultural Hegemony’,
Einaudi, 2010) and coauthor (with F. Motta) of the book Elogio delle minoranze. Le occasioni mancate
dell’Italia (‘In Praise of Minorities. Italy’s Missed Occasions’, Marsilio, 2012). He coedited (with M. Laudonio) the book Alfabeto Grillo (‘Grillo Alphabet’, Mimesis, 2014). He has published articles on the journals ‘Il Mulino’, ‘Problemi dell’informazione’, ‘Contemporanea’ and reviews on ‘ComPol’ and ‘Ricerche di
Storia politica’. He was a member of the scientific committee of the project ‘La Grande Trasformazione 1914-1918’ (‘The Great Transformation 1914-1918’) led by Fondazione Giangiacomo Feltrinelli-Università Luigi Bocconi, and scientific advisor on the research stream on ‘Informazione e propaganda nella
Prima guerra mondiale’ (‘Information and propaganda during the first world war’, 2015).
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Davide Faoro (edited by)

THE PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
IN ROMAN ITALY

From the 1ST century BC
to the 3RD century AD

NEW
THE WORK
The volume discusses roman institutions in Italy in
the period between the reigns of Augustus and Diocletian. It is divided into two sections that discuss respectively the city of Rome and Italy, intended as the
group of autonomous communities that composed
Le Monnier Università
the terra Italia. The first part of the book examines
Syntheses
urban institutions and offices, their evolution within
● Pages: XIV-226
the autocratic framework of the Principate, as well as
● Price: € 19,00
the newly created functions and offices. Cities, colonies and municipalities are then discussed through an
● 978-88-0074-805-6
analysis of both the most common institutions and
All rights available
the most unfrequent and least attested ones. Public
priesthoods, both urban and municipal, are then analyzed; particular attention is paid to subaltern positions, both of freemen and slaves. The central topic
of the book is the Princeps: the first chapters focus
on his prerogatives and power, while also dealing with the analysis of the interaction between Roman
and municipal institutions. The purpose of this book is to offer a concise and yet complete review of
the subject, enlightened by the most recent studies and discoveries. A practical and documented explanation of specific institutions is preferred over a purely theoretical approach. For this reason, every
section comes with a wide apparatus of sources, both literary and epigraphic, and an up-to-date bibliography of the most relevant academic works on the subject.

THE AUTHORS
Davide Faoro (Lamon, 1977) has worked as a researcher at the universities of Udine, Trento and Bologna. He is currently Research Fellow at Montaigne University in Bordeaux, France within the ERC project “Patrimonium”.
Camilla Campedelli (Verona, 1979) has worked from 2008 to 2015 on the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum at the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences. She is the general secretary of the Association
Internationale d’Épigraphie Grecque et Latine.
Alberto Dalla Rosa (Pordenone, 1980) is maître de conférences at Montaigne University in Bordeaux,
France, where he coordinates the ERC project “Patrimonium”. He has been research fellow at the universities of Kohln, Milan and Paris.
Franco Luciani (Treviso, 1981) has been a research fellow at the universities of Neuchâtel (Switzerland),
Venice and Trento in the years 2011-2016. Since October 2016, he has been Marie Skłodowska-Curie Fellow at Newcastle University (UK).
Antonio Pistellato (Mirano, 1978) has taught Roman History and Latin Literature. He has taken part in
several research programmes, both national and international. He is currently research fellow at Università Ca’Foscari in Venice.
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Mario Tesini - Lorenzo Zambernardi
(edited by)

THE REMAINS
OF MAO
The apogee and removal
of a western myth

NEW
THE WORK
In the political and ideological history of the 20th century, no episode compares to the sudden ascent and
triumph of the Maiost myth between the Sixties and
Seventies, nor to its removal over the subsequent
years. It is hard to explain, today, how Mao’s Little
Red Book could circulate in an estimated number of
billions of copies and dominate the intellectual debate in the European capitals (starting from Paris), in
an age of political action and movements diffused all
over the world. The purpose of this book is to scrutinize the phases of this myth and its implications,
showing that – despite his nationality – it was ultimately a western myth.

Le Monnier
History Papers
Pages: VIII-304
Price: € 22,00
● 978-88-00-74789-9
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHORS
Mario Tesini is Professor of History of political thought at the Department of Humanities, Social
Sciences and Cultural Enterprise of the University of Parma. He is a member of the faculty of the
PhD course in Political Study at Sapienza University, Rome.
Lorenzo Zambernardi teaches International Politics at the University of Bologna, at the campus located in Forlì. He is the author of I limiti della potenza (Il Mulino, 2010) and the editor of Scenari di
transizione (Il Mulino, 2012).
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Luigi Guarna

RICHARD NIXON
AND THE ITALIAN
POLITICAL PARTIES
(1969-1972)
THE WORK
This book is the result of a long and accurate research
in American, British and Italian archives, and presents
the first study entirely dedicated to the relationship
between the USA and Italy during the first Nixon administration: a decisive period for the conjuncture of
Mondadori Università
Italian and international history, rich in dramatic eEssays
vents like the Piazza Fontana massacre, the Golpe Bor● Pages: XII-340
ghese, the 1968 youth revolt, the electoral gains of the
● Price: € 25,00
MSI, the division of Socialist Unified Party, which ended with the crisis of centre-left and the fleeting re● 978-88-6184-434-6
turn to centrism with Giulio Andreotti’s governments.
All rights available
By retracing the facts of this period, the author reflects on some questions that are decisive for the
comprehension of contemporary Italian history: what
role did the US actually play in national politics, and
what impact did the authorization of the new program of illegal financing, strongly desired by the new
ambassador to Italy, Graham Martin, have on Italian political parties?

THE AUTHOR
Luigi Guarna, reseacher in History of International Relations at Florence University, is Temporary Research Associate at the Political Science Department of the same University. He cooperates with the
Program of Oral History of Italian Foreign Policy and he is the author of contributes on relationships
between Italy and USA after the Second World War. In 2006 he won the Premio Optime of the Industrial Union of Turin.
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Giovanni Geraci - Arnaldo Marcone
With the collaboration
of Alessandro Cristofori

ROMAN HISTORY
EDITIO MAJOR

THE WORK
This volume is an extended version of the popular
textbook Storia romana (Roman History), now in its
fourth edition, which has been greatly revised and reorganized. This book traces Roman history from the earliest evidence of the most ancient Italic peoples to
Le Monnier Università
the fall of the Western Roman Empire, as well as coSyntheses
vering the early stages of the Romano-Germanic king● Pages: XVIII-590
doms and the Byzantine Empire. The political history
● Price: € 38,00
of Rome is outlined following the long parable of a city that, from its struggles to maintain independence
● 978-88-00-74699-1
and assert its hegemony in Latium, came to dominate
All rights available
the Mediterranean and Europe, and to leave an indelible mark on history. Each chapter has an introduction
to the principal ancient sources which allow the reader to retrace the events dealt with. In the appendix
there is a bibliography for those who wish to further their knowledge of the topics addressed, and an
up-to-date review of some of the most interesting websites for the study of the Roman world. Chronological outlines, diagrams, family coats of arms and a large section of maps help the reader to follow the historical narrative. The book comes together with a volume of Sources for Roman History,
by the same team of authors, aimed at those who want more direct contact with texts and important
documents to recall the history of the Roman world throughout its long evolution.

THE AUTHORS
Giovanni Geraci, former Professor of Roman History at the University of Bologna, has studied mainly
the legal systems, institutions and political and administrative structures of the Roman world. He has
published critical editions of Greek and Latin inscriptions and Greek papyri from the Hellenistic and
Roman periods and from Late Antiquity.
Arnaldo Marcone teaches Roman history at the University Roma Tre. With Le Monnier, he has published a collection of his writings dedicated to Late Antiquity, Di Tarda Antichità. Scritti scelti (2007)
(Of Late Antiquity. Selected Writings), and another of his works on modern historiography in the ancient world, Sul mondo antico. Scritti vari di storia della storiografia moderna (2008) (On the Ancient
World. Various Vritings of the Modern History of Historiography). In 2015 he published a monograph
on Augustus (with Salerno Editrice).
Alessandro Cristofori is Associate Professor of Roman History at the University of Bologna. He worked initially on the political and social history of Roman Africa and software applications for antiquity studies. In more recent years, he has dedicated himself to research on social history in Roman Italy,
through the study of epigraphic documentation.
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Giovanni Geraci - Arnaldo Marcone
With the collaboration
of Alessandro Cristofori
and Carla Salvaterra

ROMAN HISTORY
FOURTH EDITION

THE WORK
Written at university and for university, this book
traces Roman history from the earliest evidence of the
most ancient Italic peoples to the fall of the Western
Roman Empire, and also covers the early stages of the
Romano-Germanic kingdoms and the Byzantine EmpiLe Monnier Università
re. The political history of Rome is outlined following
Syntheses
the long parable of a city that, from its struggles to
● Pages: XVI-368
maintain independence and assert its hegemony in
● Price: € 25,00
Lazio, came to dominate the Mediterranean and Europe, and to leave an indelible mark on history. The
● 978-88-00-74695-3
narrative sections are preceded by a short chapter in
All rights available
which some basic introductory notions are provided
for the study of Roman history. In the appendix there
is a bibliography for those who wish to deepen their
knowledge of the topics addressed, and up-to-date
review of some of the most interesting websites for the study of the Roman world. Chronological frameworks, diagrams, family coats of arms and a large cartography section help the reader to follow the
historical narrative. The book comes together with a volume of Sources for Roman History, by the same team of authors, aimed at those who want more direct contact with texts and important documents to recall the history of the Roman world throughout its long evolution.

THE AUTHORS
Giovanni Geraci, former Professor of Roman History at the University of Bologna, studied mainly the
legal systems, institutions and political and administrative structures of the Roman world. He has published critical editions of Greek and Latin inscriptions and Greek papyri from the Hellenistic and Roman periods and from Late Antiquity.
Arnaldo Marcone teaches Roman History at the University Roma Tre. With Le Monnier, he has published a collection of his writings dedicated to Late Antiquity, Di Tarda Antichità. Scritti scelti (2007)
(Of Late Antiquity. Selected Writings), and another of his works on modern historiography in the ancient world, Sul mondo antico. Scritti vari di storia della storiografia moderna (2008) (On the Ancient
World. Various Writings of the Modern History of Historiography). In 2015 he published a monograph
on Augustus (with Salerno Editrice).
Alessandro Cristofori is Associate Professor of Roman History at the University of Bologna. He worked initially on the political and social history of Roman Africa and software applications for antiquity studies. In more recent years, he has dedicated himself to research on social history in Roman Italy,
through the study of epigraphic documentation.
Carla Salvaterra is a researcher in Roman History at the University of Bologna. She has mainly focused
on the political history and administrative problems of the Roman provinces of the East, with particular attention to Egypt in the age of the Principality.
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Giordana Pulcini

SECURITY,
BALANCE AND
VULNERABILITY
The control of strategic
arms in the United States
at the end of the détente

NEW

THE WORK
During the seventies, the US and the USSR set limits
to the growth of their respective arsenals through the
SALT agreements (Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty),
thus attaining nuclear parity. The crisis of the détente
brought forth a new rise in tensions among the two
Mondadori Università
superpowers, and the negotiations for the limitaCIMA
tion of strategic arms were interrupted. Through the
● Pages: VIII-200
study of a wide array of documents from the US, this
● Price: € 16,00
book aims to reconstruct the reasons for the failure
of the control of arms at the end of the seventies.
● 978-88-6184-538-1
It argues that the rise within the US of a movement
All rights available
of opposition to the SALT weakened and eventually
compromised the trust in the agreements. The study
of this internal debate is fundamental in order to understand the development of American nuclear policy by the end of the seventies, as well as the position that the US took within the international system by the end of the Cold War.

THE AUTHOR
Giordana Pulcini teaches History of the relations between Europe and the United States at the Department of Political Science of Roma Tre University. Her research, conducted in American, Italian and
Indian Archives, dealt mostly with the relations between the two blocks during the détente, and on
the evolution of the nuclear policy of the US during the seventies and the eighties. She is the author
of the book Vittorio Orilia. Sicurezza e cooperazione negli anni della guerra fredda (‘Vittorio Orilia.
Security and Cooperation During the Cold War’, Marsilio, 2013).
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Leonardo Campus

THE SIX DAYS THAT
SHOOK THE WORLD
The Cuban missile crisis
and its international perceptions
WINNER
Friuli Storia National Prize 2015

THE WORK
A turning point of the Cold War as well as of the ongoing nuclear age, the Cuban Crisis is one of the events most-studied by international historiography.
This book – the first published in Italy on the subject
in twenty years – not only adds details to an ample
Le Monnier
and variegated production, but also implements a reHistory Papers
versal of perspective, reconstructing the events along
● Pages: XIV-546
with their international perceptions. The nuclear arm● Price: € 28,00
wrestling of October 1962 was a global shock, able
to arouse reactions in most different contexts, in● 978-88-00-74532-1
deed: among governments, public opinion, intellecAll rights available
tual, political scientists, artists, scientists, religious.
It also covers some revealing reactions, such as those of the USA and Italy. Starting with a reinterpretation of Braudel and McLuhan and employing an ample new documentation collected seven years of research (between archives of many States and
an in-depth analysis of the international press of those days), the book on the one hand shows
the nature of the crisis as a global experience, and on the other, starts to investigate its socio-cultural
side, so fare neglected, but destined to become the next frontier of the historiography on this event.

THE AUTHOR
Leonardo Campus (1980) is researcher in Contemporary History at «La Sapienza» University, in Rome.
He lectured and published many studies, in Italy and abroad, about the Cuban Missile Crisis. In 2012
he claimed the «Kennedy Grant» from the Freie Universität of Berlin. He is also the author of Non solo canzonette. L’Italia della ricostruzione e del miracolo attraverso il Festival di Sanremo (Le Monnier, 2015). He has been working for years as a Rai journalist and consultant («La Storia siamo noi», «Raistoria»).
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Federica Morelli

SPANISH
AMERICAN
INDEPENDENCE

From the crisis of the monarchy
to the new republics
THE WORK
Spanish America's transition to independence was not
simply a war of colonial liberation. It was a fragmented and complex process, characterized by continuity and discontinuity, violence and collective revenge,
in which the experiences on both sides of the AtlanLe Monnier
tic influenced each other. It was the first dissolution
History Papers
of one of the large multicultural entities known as
● Pages: VI-234
the modern imperial systems, which during the nine● Price: € 17,00
teenth and twentieth century created a number of nation-states. By bringing the focus back to the impe● 978-88-00-74498-0
rial dimension, the book offers a new interpretation
All rights available
of the independence and the birth of Hispanic-American states: the political and social revolutions are not
the cause of the collapse of Spanish monarchy, but its
consequence. Only very slowly, through violent wars
and continuous negotiations, started the process that granted the formation of the new nations.

THE AUTHOR
Federica Morelli is a researcher in Contemporary History at the University of Turin. She deals with the
history of Latin America and the Atlantic history. She is the author of Country or Territory. Reform
and Dissolution of the Imperial Space in Ecuador, 1765-1830 (Soveria Mannelli, 2001) and The Atlantic
World. A Story Without Borders (XV-XIX century) (Rome, 2013). She is also co-curator of the volumes
Entre Nápoles y América. Ilustración y cultura jurídica en el mundo hispánico (Siglos XVIII y XIX) (Bogotá, 2012) and L'Atlantique révolutionnaire. Une perspective Ibero-américaine (Paris, 2013).
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Lucio Russo

STARS, ATOMS
AND SAILING
SHIPS

Journeys of Scientific History

THE WORK
Science is often seen as a method of investigation
of natural phenomena, advanced for pure fact-finding purposes and typical of modernity. By retracing
the long history of some scientific ideas, this book explains how the history of science can only be clear if
we focus on the continuity between ancient and modern thought and examine the link – often indirect,
but always decisive – between “theoretical” research
and the need to solve real problems. The study of analogous histories of scientific ideas of various origin explains not only deep and often unexpected connections, but also the recurrence of typical phenomena,
such as the periodic loss of knowledge and the rise of
“founding myths” that attribute the result of complex
common courses of research to individual genius.

Mondadori Università
Handbooks
Pages: VIII-248
Price: € 19,00
● 978-88-6184-357-8
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Lucio Russo is an expert in statistical mechanics, calculating probability and the history of science. Among his publications: La rivoluzione dimenticata (The Forgotten Revolution) (Feltrinelli, 1996; latest
edition 2013); Flussi e riflussi. Indagine sull’origine di una teoria scientifica (Ebb and Flow) (Feltrinelli,
2003); Segmenti e bastoncini (Segments and Rods) (Feltrinelli, 1998); La cultura componibile (The modular culture) (Liguori, 2008); Ingegni minuti. Una storia della scienza in Italia (Minute ingenuities) (with
Emanuela Santoni, Feltrinelli, 2010); L’America dimenticata. I rapporti tra le civiltà e un errore di Tolomeo (When the World Shrank) (Mondadori Università, 2013).
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Gennaro Carotenuto

TODO CAMBIA

Desaparecidos’ children
and the end to impunity in
Argentina, Chile and Uruguay

THE WORK
What do Sofia Prats – daughter of a high official of
Chile – and Jessica Tapia – daughter of a communist
miner – have in common? Both their fathers were killed by Augusto Pinochet and by the state terrorism of
Latin-American dictatorship. Through oral history, the
Le Monnier
methodology that helps to understand how common
Inside history
people have faced the great passages of their epo● Pages: VI-250
chs, we read original testimonials, sometimes drama● Price: € 14,00
tic, sometimes peaceful, we will discover how children
of desaparecidos in Argentina, Chile and Uruguay ha● 978-88-00-74610-6
ve gained their lives back. By this way, historiography
All rights available
helps to dissolve stereotypes strengthened on the
Continent. «Todo Cambia», as Mercedes Soza sings.
Decades of struggles for truth and justice mean that,
at the present time, many torturers and assassins who
in the seventies split oceans of blood in Latin America – after exemplary trials, investigated in this book through new judicial sources – are paying for their crimes, healing wounds hurts of an entire society.

THE AUTHOR
Gennaro Carotenuto teaches World History at Macerata University. He has been, inter alia, Research
Fellow at the Institute of Studies on Latin America of the Paris-Sorbonne 3, and Teaching Fellow at the
University of Montevideo and at the Bocconi University of Milan. From almost twenty years he has
written about and commented on Latin-American contemporary history and politics on European and
Latin-American mass media, among which Brecha, La Jornada, Radio3 RAI, Radio Svizzera. Among his
monographies: Franco e Mussolini, la guerra vista dal Mediterraneo (Sperling&Kupfer) and Giornalismo partecipativo, storia critica del giornalismo al tempo di Internet (Nuovi Mondi).
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Laura Di Fabio

TWO DEMOCRACIES,
ONE SHARED
SURVEILLANCE
How Italy and the Federal Republic of
Germany fought national and international
terrorism (1967-1986)

NEW

THE WORK
In order to understand the strategies and the weaknesses
of today’s antiterrorism, one must look at the past,
when the institutional response to political violence
took specific shapes in Italy and in the Federal Republic
of Germany. By scrutinizing several inedited sources,
Le Monnier
this book aims to describe how the institutions faced
History Papers
the first emergence of terrorism. The Italian and Ger● Pages: XII-228
man governments and their security apparatuses col● Price: € 17,00
laborated: their exchange of information made surveillance an international issue. They had to confront
● 978-88-0074-765-3
problems that are still extremely relevant nowadays:
All rights available
the relationship between societies and the institutions that detain the legitimate monopoly of violence,
the social disciplining in order to control threats to
the established order, the balance between the State’s
need for security and the protection of the rights and liberties of the citizens. The historicization of a
securitarian Zeitgeist has a lot to say about the world we live in today.

THE AUTHOR
Laura Di Fabio obtained her PhD in History at Tor Vergata University in Rome, in cotutorship with the
University of Münster (WWU). She is currently a research fellow at the University of Siena. She has
been a DAAD scholar at the University of Trier and visiting fellow at the research centre (SFB) 1199, Processes of Spazialization under the Global Condition, of the University of Leipzig.
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Enzo Fimiani

«UNANIMITY
PLUS ONE»

Plebiscites and power, a European
history (18th-20th Centuries)

THE WORK
For the first time the complexity of the history of
the plebiscitary relationship between political power
and mass adhesion in contemporary Europe is reconstructed in its entirety. The result of decades of research and studies, this book raises crucial questions
Le Monnier
of political modernity. It recounts and interprets in
History Papers
a comparative perspective plebiscites and the phe● Pages: XII-404
nomena triggered by them, over a timespan of two
● Price: € 19,80
centuries: twenty national European areas, a series of
questions extending down to the very nature of demo● 978-88-00-74691-5
cracy (and anti-democracy), a plurality of regimes, poAll rights available
litical experiences and historical figures, from the two
Napoleons to D'Annunzio, from Mussolini to Hitler,
from Franco to Salazar, up to De Gaulle and Gorbachev. The book finally tries to explore the present situation, at a time when plebiscitarism still represents one of the most visible faces of politics in the
European context. This book deals with events that greatly affect us, as citizens of the twenty-first
century.

THE AUTHOR
Enzo Fimiani coordinates the libraries of the Gabriele D'Annunzio University in Chieti-Pescara and conducts studies into history: he is responsible for national research; is a SISSCO collaborator and works
at the F. Parri National Institute, the Abruzzo Institute, and is a university professor; he is also an advisor at national and international conferences. Fimiani is author or editor of many scientific publications including: Guerra e fame. Il secondo conflitto mondiale e le memorie popolari (Lanciano, 1997)
(War and famine. The Second World War and People’s Memories); Vox populi? Pratiche plebiscitarie
in Francia, Italia, Germania (secoli XVIII-XX) (Bologna, 2010) (Vox Populi? Plebiscite Practices in France,
Italy and Germany); Dizionario della Grande guerra (with G. Corni, L’Aquila, 2014) (Dictionary of the
Great War); Le costituzioni italiane 1796-1948 (with M. Togna, L’Aquila, 2015) (The Italian Constitutions
1796-1948); La partecipazione del Mezzogiorno alla Liberazione d’Italia (1943-1945) (with ANPI, Florence, 2016) (The Participation of the South in the Liberation of Italy 1943-1945).
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Valeria Galimi

UNDER
EVERYBODY’S
EYES
Italian society and
the persecution of Jews

NEW
THE WORK
How did Italian society react to the persecution of
Jews? Did it approve of it, did it oppose to it, was it
indifferent towards it? Did opinions and behaviors
change after arrests and deportations started in 1943?
What is the memory of such events, and how did the
Le Monnier
attitude of Italians towards the memory of the HoloInside history
caust change? Even though the image of the “good-in● Pages: VI-202
tentioned” Italians has been scrutinized, these ques● Price: € 14,00
tions remain largely unanswered. This book aims at
suggesting some answers, by means of a series of in● 978-88-0074-477-5
vestigations into the opinions and behaviors of Italians
All rights available
in relation to the racist laws of 1938, foreign Jews and
the Holocaust. In the analysis of the years after the
war, the focus is shifted to the construction of memory, the reactions to the Eichmann trial, the politics of
memory and the debate among historians.
The book leaves aside the categories of victims and perpetrators, to put the relationship between
Jews and gentiles at the core of the analysis.

THE AUTHOR
Valeria Galimi is research fellow in Contemporary History at the University of Milan. Chercheure associée at the Institut d’histoire du temps présent in Paris, her research focuses on the history of antisemitism in Europe, the history of French politics in the Thirties and Vichy France, fascism and European collaborationism, the social and cultural history of WW2 and of its heritage. She has an interest
in the communication of historical research and teaches at the Master’s programme in Public History
(University of Milan – Fondazione Feltinelli). She is the author of the book L’antisemitismo in azione.
Pratiche antiebraiche nella Francia degli anni Trenta (‘Antisemitism in Action. Antisemitic Practices in
France During the Thirties’, Unicopli, 2006, new edition 2018). She co-coordinates with Geraldien Von
Frejtag (University of Utrecht) the research group Microcosms of the Holocaust. Jewish-Gentile relations in the Modern Metropoles of Nazi Occupied Europe.
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Claudia Castiglioni

THE UNITED
STATES AND
THE IRAN’S
MODERNIZATION
THE WORK
The volume examines American politics regarding Iran
under Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi in a crucial passage for Iranian history, and the evolution of American
politics towards the Middle East. Through an analysis
of new American and British sources, this study follows
the trend of American politics towards Teheran during the so-called «decade of development», showing
the limits and contradictions of the Third World modernisation project drawn up by Washington, and the
political, social and economic transformations, that
swept Iran in the 1960s, marking the fate of the country
just a few years before revolution.

Mondadori Università
Essays
Pages: X-294
Price: € 21,00
● 978-88-6184-442-1
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Claudia Castiglioni, researcher in History of International Relationships at Florence University, is Temporary Research Associate at the Political Science
Department at the same University. She was post-doctoral fellow at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, at the Johns Hopkins School for Advanced International Studies (Washington
DC), at the London School of Economics and at the Ca’ Foscari University in Venice. She is the author
of a series of contributions on American and European politics towards Iran, which include: No Longer a Client, Not Yet a Partner: the US-Iranian Alliance in the Johnson Years, in «Cold War History».
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Andrea Guiso

THE WAR
OF ATHENA

The ‘place’ of the Great War
in the evolution of the liberal
forms of government: the United
Kingdom, France and Italy
NEW
THE WORK
This book reconstructs the impact of the Great War on
the liberal forms of government, through the study of
a wide timeframe and by the means of a comparative perspective. The main focus of the research rests
on the relationship between the principle of authority
Le Monnier
and the freedom of institutions, in a context dominaHistory Papers
ted by the extra-judicial force of the state of exception.
● Pages: XVIII-398
The resilience and adaptability of the liberal City in the
● Price: € 28,00
context of the coercitive dynamic of a regime of full
powers thus emerge. By shedding light on the ambigui● 978-88-0074-4904
ties, limits and contradictions of these processes, the
All rights available
book individuates in the dialectics between governments and parliaments, civil and military power, political leaders and institutional cultures the key to the understanding of the dynamics of legitimization and the
logics of functioning of government systems in a context of total mobilization. It is within this framework that lays one of the crucial and most complex problems of our time: the relationship between
politics and technique, between the passion for the common good and the ‘rational’ governance of
society. These issues appear sometimes allied, sometimes in contradiction with each other in the context of the organization of a mass-society; they would take their definitive shape during the years of
the war, foreshadowing the advent of an open democracy that could be resilient to any historical outcome. Observing Italy in the context of this history allows the reader to revalue several elements of
modernity of its social and political institution that neither the complicated after-war years, nor the
totalitarian fascist regime could erase completely.

THE AUTHOR
Andrea Guiso teaches Political, social and cultural history of the contemporary age at Sapienza University in Rome. His research activities focus mostly on the topic of the political and institutional history of Europe in the XX century. His most relevant works include: La colomba e la spada. ‘Lotta
per la pace’ e antiamericanismo nella politica del PCI: 1949-1954 (‘The Dove and the Sword. ‘Fight for
Peace’ and Anti-americanism in the Policies of the Italian Communist Party: 1949-1954’, 2006); La città del Duce. Stato, élites e poteri locali nella Forlì fascista (The City of the ‘Duce’. State, Élites and Local Powers in Fascist Forlì’, 2010); Il direttore e il generale. Carteggio Albertini-Cadorna (‘The Director
and the General. The Correspondence Between Albertini and Cadorna’, 2014); Declino e trasformazione dello Stato banchiere: mutamenti della costituzione materiale nella crisi politica della Prima Repubblica (‘Decline and Transformation of the Banker-State: Changes in the Material Constitution in the
Political Crisis of the First Republic’, 2016).
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Eddy Anselmi

WHITE, PINK
AND BLACK

One hundred years of Italian
history in popular news

THE WORK
The so-called white, pink and black chronicles are
often a useful tool for measuring the mood of a nation. In nearly a century, through newspaper columns,
illustrated weeklies and magazines, newsreels, television, and ultimately via website pages, blogs and social
networks, a story of Italy unfolds which is an alternative to the official one. Popular news is bound by its
very nature to require public appreciation, the ultimate
judge of the commercial success of various newspapers. It is the readers who decide the popularity of
heinous crimes and investigations, athletes and artists,
royalty and gossip, through which they can be told
and understood in a new interpretation of some of
the major changes in habits that have profoundly
transformed society, the family, work and Italian politics from the Belle Époque to the present day.

Mondadori Università
Inside history
Pages: X-438
Price: € 18,00
● 978-88-00-74508-6
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Eddy Anselmi (born Bologna, 1969), after studying law and international science in Europe and the USA,
dedicated himself to the history of costume and song. He has worked as a radio presenter, communications and image coordinator, historian and researcher. His monographs include Festival di Sanremo. Almanacco illustrato della canzone italiana (2009) (Sanremo Festival, An illustrated Almanac of
the Italian Song) Sanremo 1951-2010, 60 years of the Italian Song Festival (2010) and Rischiatutto (2016)
(Risk All). He worked as a columnist for Corriere di Bologna and as the author of TV documentaries
on popular music and history. Among his programmes are: Sanremo: zuffe e canzoni (2014) (Sanremo:
fights and songs), The Eurovision Song Story (2015) and the Italian edition of the Eurovision Song Contest 2016, under which he serves as Head of Delegation.
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Valentine Lomellini (edited by)

THE WORLD OF
THE COLD WAR
AND ITALY DURING
THE YEARS OF LEAD
An international plot
behind terrorism?

NEW

THE WORK
From the seventies and up to the present, the existence of an international plot behind Italian terrorism
has often been considered obvious. Was Italian terrorism really the result of external designs and actions?
How did foreign political agents perceive Italy during
the Years of Lead? In this book, these aspects of Italian
history are discussed for the first time in a systematic
way. Documents from American, English, French, German, Russian, Polish, Czech, Slovakian, and Yugoslavian
archives are examined. This volume offers a composite reflection on the matter, enriched by new research
perspectives; it investigates the existence of international links to Italian terrorism in the wider context of
the cold war by the means of unexplored angles and
unedited sources.

Le Monnier
History Papers
Pages: VIII-328
Price: € 23,00
● 978-88-0074-795-0
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Valentine Lomellini is associate professor at the Department of Political Sciences, Law and International Studies of the University of Padua. She teaches History of International Relations and History
of European integration. She has authored several articles and essays, published both nationally and
internationally, on the topics of the international relations of Italian and French political parties from
the Cold War to the present, the relations between the Italian Communist Party and the USA, and protest movements between the Sixties and the Nineties. She has recently published the book La grande
paura rossa. L’Italia delle spie bolsceviche (1917-1922) (‘The Big Red Scare. Bolshevik Spies and Italy: 19171922’, FrancoAngeli, Milano). In this series, she has already published L’appuntamento mancato. La sinistra italiana e il dissenso nei regimi comunisti (1968-1989) (‘The Missed Appointment. Italian Left and
Dissent in Communist Regimes: 1968-1989’).
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Lorenzo Verderame

ANCIENT
MESOPOTAMIAN
LITERATURES

THE WORK
Forgotten for centuries, the civilizations of ancient
Mesopotamia were rediscovered only in the nineteenth century. Thousands of clay tablets inscribed in
cuneiform writing have allowed us to bring to light a literary tradition that, through two languages, Sumerian
Le Monnier Università
and Akkadian, developed over three millennia. From
Syntheses
the first story of the flood and the creation of man,
● Pages: XII-196
to the descents into the underworld and battles with
● Price: € 15,00
chaotic monsters, from epic tales of mythical kings to
the exploits of their successors, from the great hymns
● 978-88-00-74644-1
to the daily prayers and incantations, from theological
All rights available
reflection on life to that of philosophical and humorous considerations, Sumerian and Akkadian compositions are among the oldest and most varied in man’s
long literary traditions. Sumerian literature of the third
millennium BC and the Akkadian (Assyrian and Babylonian) of the second and first millennium BC are
presented here through a description and analysis of varying content and reasons. To complete the
work, a choice of literary texts have been published digitally on www.mondadorieducation.it.

THE AUTHOR
Lorenzo Verderame teaches Sumerian and Akkadian Language and Literature at the “Sapienza” University of Rome. He is the author of numerous monographs and scientific articles dedicated to different
aspects of the cultures of ancient Mesopotamia, including the printed edition of the first six chapters
of the astrological compendium Enuma Anu Enlil (2002) and several volumes with the edition of Neo
-Sumerian documents. His research has focused on the administration of Mesopotamia and material
culture of the third millennium as well as on various aspects of religion and Mesopotamian literature. He conducts research and collaborates with various universities and museums, including the British
Museum and the Yale Babylonian Collection, where he directs, respectively, a publishing project of the
neo-Sumerian texts and paleo-Babylonian letters. Since 2014 he has been the epigraphist of the Italian
archaeological mission to Nina (Tell Surghul) in southern Iraq.
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Franco Vazzoler

CARLO
GOLDONI

THE WORK
The story of Goldoni is that of a modern intellectual,a
young man of middle-class origin who becomes a protagonist of European culture in the eighteenth century. Goldoni practised all forms of literature: poetry
(in language and dialect), autobiographical prose, the
novel form, and theatre, although his theatre, which
was staged and set to music, had more of a reputation with contemporaries and readers of later centuries. His importance, however, goes beyond theatrical
literature; Goldoni introduced himself as a "reformer"
and his experimentation (in the age of Riccoboni, Marivaux, Voltaire and Diderot, Lessing, the Garrik, Alfieri)
redefined the relationship between drama and the
stage, pivoting on a new sensibility, where the actors
themselves participated and were involved in assigning
a new and more complex role to the theatrical author.

Le Monnier Università
Tools
Reading the Italian classics
Pages: VIII-280
Price: € 20,00
● 978-88-00-74010-4
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Franco Vazzoler teaches Italian Theatrical Literature at the University of Genoa. He has worked on Italian literature of the seventeenth, eighteenth and twentieth centuries, and is particularly interested
in the relations between dramatic text and acting. He edited the Bompiani edition of Moravia’s plays
(with Aline Nari in 1998) and that of I due Pantaloni / I mercatanti (The Two Trousers / The Merchants)
by Goldoni, for Marsilio national edition (2001). He wrote Il chierico e la scena (The Cleric and the Scene) (melangolo, 2009) on the dramaturgy of Edoardo Sanguineti. He translated from French Memorie
del teatro di Georges Banu (Memoirs of the Theatre of Georges Banu) (melangolo, 2005).
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Michelangelo Zaccarello

THE CRITICAL
EDITION OF THE
LITERARY TEXT

A first course in Italian philology

THE WORK
If we say "I have read a book" we use an abstraction
that identifies a literary work with the set of ideas,
facts and characters that appear; but are we sure that
this convenient expression actually reflects a single reality? The reality, historical and based on documents,
Le Monnier Università
is that there is a plurality of "witnesses", each one difSyntheses
ferent from the next, which allow us to read that work:
● Pages: X-230
different editions corresponding to various projects
● Price: € 19,00
developed by the author, different ways in which the
latter's ideas were transposed and published. There a● 978-88-00-74634-2
re many grossly divergent versions of classics of Italian
All rights available
literature which have been circulating, re-written by
their authors or reworked by unscrupulous publishers to please the taste of the public. The main objective of the critical edition of a text is to rationalize and
interpret this multiplicity, to play a mediating role between the original complexity of texts and the
reading of contemporaries. This book teaches the basics of this work, a skill of particular importance in today's digital environment, which has produced further uncontrolled multiplication of texts around us.

THE AUTHOR
Michelangelo Zaccarello (born Florence, 1969) has taught in Dublin and Oxford, and since 2002 has been the Head of the Department of Philology of Italian Literature at the University of Verona. He has
published critical editions of the authors of the Middle Ages and Renaissance: le Trecento Novelle di
Franco Sacchetti (Florence, 2014) (The Three-Hundred Novelle by Franco Sacchetti), I Sonetti del Burchiello (Bologna, 2000; with commentary, Turin, 2004) (The Sonnets of Burchiello) and, with Alessio Decaria, Sonetti iocosi e da ridere by Matteo Franco and Luigi Pulci (The Iocosi Sonnets) (Florence, 2016).
Internationally, he has edited volumes on Dante: La Lunigiana e i Malaspina nella biografia e nell’opera dantesca, with H.W. Storey (New York, 2008); (The Lunigiana and the Malaspina in the Biography
And the Works of Dante), Dante in Oxford, with T. Kay and M. McLaughlin (London, 2011); Language
and Style in Dante, with J.C. Barnes (Dublin, 2013). Of particular methodological interest is REPERTA. Indagini, recuperi, ritrovamenti di letteratura italiana antica, (Verona, 2008) (REPERTA. Investigations,
Recoveries, Re-discoveries of Ancient Italian Literature) and Alcune questioni di metodo nella critica dei testi volgari (Verona, 2012) (Some Methodological Issues In the Criticism of Vernacular Texts).
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Marco Berisso

DANTE
ALIGHIERI

THE WORK
There is perhaps no better-known author about
whom there is more to discover than Dante Alighieri. This book provides an anthology of his works written before The Divine Comedy - from Vita Nova
(The New Life) to the various seasons of Rime (The
Le Monnier Università
Rhymes), The Convivio (The Banquet) to De vulgari eTools
loquentia (On elegance in the vernacular) - and, at the
Reading the Italian classics
same time, it reconstructs the path that led Dante to
● Pages: VI-266
reject the patterns of Sicilian lyric poetry and Proven● Price: € 19,00
cal through the discovery of the infinite potential of
● 978-88-00-74018-0
poetry and prose in the vernacular. This analysis comAll rights available
bines poetry and philosophy, with attention to linguistic and theoretical issues and above all, to the proud
claim of greatness and nobility and the role of the intellectual in a society undergoing profound changes
during he period between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The notes on texts synthetically
reconstruct the history of individual works and summarize the content and central themes, providing
a new commentary.

THE AUTHOR
Marco Berisso (1964) teaches Italian Philology at the University of Genoa. He is mainly interested in
thirteenth- and fourtheenth-century Italian poetry, with studies, editions and commentaries, among
which are L’Intelligenza (Intelligence. An anonymous little Tuscan poem from the thirteenth century)
(2000), Poesie dello Stilnovo (Poems in the new style) (2006) and various editions included in the Poeti
della scuola siciliana (Poets of the Sicilian School) (2008).
He has also explored issues related to comic poetry (he is editor of an upcoming anthology of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century sonnets), metre in poetry (from the sestet to the frottola), lexicography
(he has worked among other things on the online ancient Italian dictionary TLIO), the textual tradition
of the fifteenth-century poetry, as well as nineteenth- and twentieth-century poetry and fiction (he
has edited editions of Dal calamajo d’un medico (From the Inkwell of a Doctor) by Carlo Dossi, 1995,
and Io e lui (Him and Me) by Alberto Moravia, 2000).
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Massimo Arcangeli - Edoardo Boncinelli

LA FORMA
UNIVERSAL DI
QUESTO NODO
Dante’s culture

THE WORK
Italian science and literature, in more or less long periods of their respective stories, have been friends or
companions; from the 16th century humanistic and
scientific knowledge gradually moved one from the
other, and the separation of academic specializations
in the late 19th century would appear definitive. This
volume, which comes out 750 years from the birth of
Dante, is the result of a partnership between a scientist and a scholar. His ambitious goal is to somehow
mark the way, well beyond Dante's exegesis, providing
a fruitful exchange for diverse domains. Trying to bring
back Dante, even in the height and complexity of an
unparalleled art and thought, to the human measure
of more mundane experiences and knowledge, is also
a way to feel him closer, just as "one of us".

Le Monnier Università
Essays
Pages: VIII-248
Price: € 18,00
● 978-88-00-74686-1
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Massimo Arcangeli is a linguist, literary critic and communication sociologist: he teaches at the University of Cagliari and coordinates cultural events and several editorial projects. A passionate enthusiast of science, he is the Guarantor for Italian Studies in the Slovak Republic and a member of the
Doctorate Committee in Linguistics and Linguistic History of Italian Linguistics at the Sapienza University of Rome; he collaborates with the Dante Alighieri Society, the Institute of the Italian Encyclopaedia Treccani and the major national newspapers. His latest book is Biografia di una chiocciola. Storia
confidenziale di @ (Biography of a Snail. Confidential History of @, 2015).
Edoardo Boncinelli has been Professor of Genetics and Neurosciences at the Vita-Salute University of
Milan. He has made fundamental contributions to the understanding of the embryonic development
of superior animals and of man, identifying a family of genes, called homeogenes, which control the
correct development of the body, from the head to the coccyx. Passionate Greekist, he translated
classical Greek lyricists and some tragedy. Author of many popular books, he has dedicated a volume
to the characters of Shakespeare. He writes regularly in "Le Scienze" and in the "Corriere della Sera".
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Claudia A. Ciancaglini - Artemij Keidan

GENERAL
AND HISTORICAL
LINGUISTICS
For students of Oriental
languages and Classics

NEW
THE WORK
This two-volume handbook is designed for students
in Classics and for those who are interested in the
analysis of ancient and modern Oriental languages.
The reader is introduced to the most relevant issues in
Le Monnier Università
the field of contemporary linguistics. The first volume
Syntheses
is opened by a theoretical introduction to the philoVol. 1
sophical and semiotic aspects of language. It then dis● Pages: XVI-336
cusses notions of articulatory phonetics, of Trubeckoj’s phonology and of Jakobson’s binarism. The book
● Price: € 28,00
offers an introduction to the morphology of analytic
● 978-88-0074-628-1
and synthetic languages and to the typological classifications of languages. Some basic notions in the field
Vol. 2
● Pages: XII-308
of syntax and a historical-typological essay on writing
systems close the volume. The second volume com● Price: € 26,00
pletes the introduction to the most relevant problems
● 978-88-0074-629-8
in the field of the diachronic analysis of languages,
All rights available
with particular attention to oriental (Semitic, Chinese,
Japanese) and classical languages (Latin and Ancient
Greek). It analyses in full detail and with a historical
perspective the comparative-reconstructive method,
and discusses its theoretical and practical limits. Several attempts at applying the comparative-reconstructive method are presented and scrutinized, discussing both successful attempts (as in the case of
Indo-European languages) and only partially successful ones, where reconstruction remains incomplete
(such as in the case of the altaic linguistic family). Data are presented with a rich apparatus of examples.

THE AUTHORS
Claudia A. Ciancaglini is Professor of Historical linguistics at Department of Classics (Sapienza University, Rome). Her vast scientific production covers several topics, mostly in the field of diachronic
linguistics. Her main areas of expertise is historical linguistics, with particular regard to Ancient Greek,
Latin, Ancient and Middle Iranian languages, and Semitic languages (among which Syriac). She has also
focused on methodological problems in linguistic comparison and reconstruction, both from a theoretical perspective and in their application to the languages of the Far East; on derivational morphology in ancient and middle Indo-European languages; on linguistic contact among ancient Greek, Semitic
and Iranian languages; and on the history of linguistic theory in Ancient Greece.
Artemij Keidan is research fellow in Linguistics at the Italian Institute of Oriental Studies (Sapienza
University, Rome). His main areas of expertise include the history of grammatical thought in Ancient
India, Indo-european morphology (from gothic to slavic languages), philosophy of language, translation theories, and issues in synthax and semantics, both general and applied to ancient and modern
languages such as sanscrit, latin, japanese.
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Elisa Curti - Elisabetta Menetti

GIOVANNI
BOCCACCIO

THE WORK
Seven hundred years after his birth, Giovanni Boccaccio still captivates readers the reader with the seductive nature of his narratives that recount games of
chance, courtly love, earthly passions, extraordinary adventures and the most tangible daily life of noLe Monnier Università
ble knights, merchants and humble servants, bringing
Tools
to us an echo of faraway worlds, distant in time. The
Reading the Italian classics
authors propose a new interpretive synthesis of Boc● Pages: VIII-264
caccio, which accompanies a large anthological selec● Price: € 19,00
tion of his works, with clear and updated commenta● 978-88-00-74032-6
ry. The skillful artifice of the narrated word, clever use
All rights available
of the narrative plot and a creative flair are Boccaccio's inexhaustible model for the art of fiction. From
early Neapolitan poetic evidence to Decameron, to
the problematic palinode of Corbaccio, without neglecting Latin prose, this book offers the opportunity to understand the extraordinary narrative vein
of a writer who illustrates the roots of the Italian and European literary tradition.

THE AUTHORS
Elisa Curti, after completing her studies at the Scuola Normale Superiore she has worked regularly
with the Department of Italian Studies and Classical Philology at the University of Bologna, where she
is currently an assistant. Her research interests are philological and critical, focusing on Medieval and
Renaissance literature, in particular Dante, Boccaccio, Poliziano's vernacular poetry, Boiardo, Ariosto
and Pietro Bembo (Tra due secoli. Per il tirocinio letterario di Pietro Bembo) (Between two centuries.
For the literary apprenticeship of Pietro Bembo, Gedit, 2006).
Elisabetta Menetti teaches at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia. Among her studies of
short stories are: Il Decameron fantastico (The Fantastic Decameron) (Clueb, 1994) Enormi e disoneste: le novelle di Matteo Bandello (Huge and Dishonest: the Novels of Matteo Bandello) (Carocci,
2005), the annotated edition of a selection of short stories by Bandello (Matthew Bandello's novellas,
BUR, 2011) and the editing of Novelle stralunate dopo Boccaccio (Bewildering Novellas After Boccaccio) (Quodlibet, 2012). Along with Gian Mario Anselmi, she directs Griseldaonline.
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Giovanni Capecchi

GIOVANNI
PASCOLI

THE WORK
This anthology aims to give an account of the importance and the complexity of Pascoli's works, paying
due attention to the main collections of poems (such
as Myricae, Primi poemetti, Canti di Castelvecchio,
Poemi conviviali), without neglecting the early poems.
Le Monnier Università
They are analysed by highlighting elements of contiTools
nuity with the subsequent production, and their oriReading the Italian classics
ginality related to a vital and at times riotous season ● Pages: VIII-280
and the long sunset as a two-faceted poet, 'the official
● Price: € 21,00
bard' singing of the national Risorgimento, but also the
● 978-88-00-74014-2
man who experiences loneliness in the face of impenAll rights available
ding death and the vanity of all things. Through the
most significant verses written in the course of a whole lifetime, and also using some prose (of a poetic, critical and autobiographical nature), this anthology tells
the story of a literary experience that inaugurates the contemporary world, renewing the language and
structure of poetry, surpassing the nineteenth-century realism and positioning itself within the realm
of European symbolism. It gives a voice to the inner chasms, to the wounds of one's own existence, to
the uncertainty of he who moves into a reality that has become indecipherable, and to the pilgrim's
anxieties on the roads of the world.

THE AUTHOR
Giovanni Capecchi teaches Italian Literature at the University for Foreigners in Perugia. He has focused
on the work of Pascoli publishing Gli scritti danteschi di Giovanni Pascoli (Giovanni Pascoli’s Dante
Writings) (1997), and editing the volume Prose disperse (Dispersed Prose) (2004), and writing a series of
essays now collected in Voci dal ‘nido’ infranto (Voices From the Broken Nest), Studi e documenti pascoliani (Pascoli Studies and Documents) (2011). Among his other publications are: Palazzeschi e la leggerezza (Palazzeschi and Lightness) (2003) and Lo scrittore come cartografo. Saggio su Marcello Venturi (The Writer as Cartographer: Essay on Marcello Venturi) (2007). In addition to contributions on
the literature of the Risorgimento and the Great War, he has edited editions on nineteenth- and twentieth-century authors, such as Introduzione alla vita mediocre di Arturo Stanghellini (Introduction to
Mediocre Life of Arturo Stanghellini) (2007), Scritti sulle arti figurative di Aldo Palazzeschi (Writings
On the Visual Arts of Aldo Palazzeschi) (2008) and Mezzo secolo dal Gattopardo. Studi e interpretazioni (Half a Century After Leopardi: Studies and Interpretations) (2010).
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Niva Lorenzini - Stefano Colangelo

GIUSEPPE
UNGARETTI

THE WORK
Ungaretti, the pioneer, Ungaretti, the great old man.
Time and time again Italian and European poetry of
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries have re-listened to the voice of this soldier, wanderer, the experimental and wise poet. Each time new nuances, new
Le Monnier Università
layers and a new inheritance have been discovered
Tools
which are stronger and deeper. The words of UngaReading the Italian classics
retti are "carved out", as he himself wrote, from his life.
● Pages: VIII-184
His work represents, therefore, one's last chance to be
● Price: € 16,00
considered fully human, going through a whole centu● 978-88-00-74035-7
ry of trauma, changes and breakups. This book offers a
All rights available
new interpretation of the poetry of Ungaretti, firstly,
in the introductory essay by Niva Lorenzini and then
in the annotated selection of texts by Stefano Colangelo. In both parts the reader is guided step-by-step
through the difficulty and obscurity, to discover an autobiography and collective history where a voice which is still terribly tangible and strong resonates.

THE AUTHORS
Niva Lorenzini teaches Italian Poetry of the twentieth century and contemporary Italian Literature at
the University of Bologna. Her recent studies include: Corpo e poesia nel Novecento italiano (Body
and Poetry in the Italian Twentieth Century) (Milan, 2009), Sanguineti e il teatro della scrittura. La
pratica del travestimento da Dante a Dürer (Sanguineti and Theatre of Writing. The Practice of Disguise From Dante to Dürer) (Milan, 2011).
Stefano Colangelo is a researcher in contemporary Italian literature at the University of Bologna. His
publications include the volumes Come si legge una poesia (How to Read a Poem) (Rome, 2003) and
Il soggetto nella poesia del Novecento italiano (The Subject in Twentieth-century Italian Poetry) (Milan, 2009).
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Giulio Guidorizzi

GREEK
LITERATURE

From Homer to
the sixth century A.D.

THE WORK
This textbook, while retaining a diachronic format, presents a number of important methodological innovations, which reflect some of the latest developments
and guidelines of classical studies. In particular, it gives
prominence to the mode of oral communication, critMondadori Università
ical to Greek literature until the end of the fifth cenSyntheses
tury, and the impressive anthropological substratum ● Pages: 576
myth, ritual, collective imagination, social institutions
● Price: € 32,00
and other themes - which is expressed by literature,
especially in the archaic and classical periods. The au● 978-88-88-24210-1
thor also analyses the evolutionary process that transAll rights available
formed Greek culture into the culture of the book.
These are portrayed as two poles, between which the
history of Greek literature moves, i.e. oral and written
communication. In this work, aimed at both university students and the educated reader, scientific rigour is combined with a smooth and elegant style. In
the appendix a large number of insets accompany the discussion, paying special interest to anthropological and historical-cultural themes.

THE AUTHOR
Giulio Guidorizzi is Head of the Department of Theatre and Drama of Antiquity at the University of
Turin. He has edited amongst others, editions of Baccanti (1989) (The Bacchae) and editions of Nuvole (1996) (Clouds), as well as translations of Biblioteca by Apollodorus (1996) (Library), Hyginus’ Miti
(2000) (Myths) and various Greek authors (Meleager, the Anonymous of Sublime, Ion and Trojan Women by Euripides).
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Albio Cesare Cassio (edited by)

HISTORY OF THE
GREEK LITERARY
LANGUAGES
SECOND EDITION
THE WORK
From the earliest written representations, Greek appears to have been divided into numerous dialects,
sometimes very different from one other, and to have been written using different systems (local alphabets and syllabaries). In the literary variants of some
Le Monnier Università
of these dialects, texts in verse and prose were writSyntheses
ten that can be considered among the greatest cultu● Pages: XX-508
ral contributions that have been passed down to us
● Price: € 36,00
from the ancient world. This book provides an updated discussion, ultimately Indo-European, of the pho● 978-88-00-74579-6
nology and the morphology of Greek dialects in their
All rights available
historical development, until they were superseded
following the the success of the Koiné, the ‘common’
Greek, from the 4th century BC on, to become a language and dialect of the major literary genres: the epic, monodic and choral lyric, elegy, iambic, Siceliot and Attic comedy, Ionic, Attic and Koine prose.
An interesting new feature is the comparison between the literary and the epigraphic texts contained in each chapter.

THE AUTHOR
Albio Cesare Cassio has been a full professor since 1980, first at Salerno and Naples (Istituto Universitario Orientale), then, since 1997, at La Sapienza University in Rome, where he teaches classical philology. After an initial period of interest in the Attic comedy, culminating in the book Commedia e partecipazione: la pace di Aristofane (Comdey and Participation: Aristofane’s Peace) (Naples, 1985), he
has mainly studied the history of the Greek language and its dialects, publishing a long series of contributions in Italian and foreign journals and organizing conferences on these issues (Katà Diálekton.
Proceedings of the Third International Colloquium of Greek Dialectology, Naples, 1997). He has been
a Fellow of the Center for Hellenic Studies in Washington, D.C. and he has been repeatedly invited to
speak at conferences and to lecture in Italy and abroad: Pisa, Milan, Venice, Basel, Oxford, Gray Lectures at Cambridge (2006), University of California at Los Angeles (2016).
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Gino Tellini

A HISTORY
OF THE
ITALIAN NOVEL

THE WORK
The modern novel first appeared in Italy in the seventeenth century as a genre of entertainment for less
educated readers. Compared to the poem in verse,
written to entertain ladies and knights in Renaissance
courts, it involves a lowering of register and expressiLe Monnier Università
ve form - from verse to prose. A lowering of register is
Syntheses
equivalent to low-quality production, for people who
● Pages: XII-676
were not allowed at court, people who knew neither
● Price: € 42,00
Greek nor Latin. Churchmen and aristocrats, keen readers and the ruling classes, were careful about soi● 978-88-00-74755-4
ling themselves with this genre reserved for humble,
All rights available
open-minded illiterates. Thus begins the long history
of the Italian novel in the seventeenth century. It is an
arduous and troubled history, marked by the need to
recognise the right to survival, legitimacy and dignity
of a spurious, hybrid genre, both of noble origin and resolute in going against the current. It was deployed on the democratic front, since it was anti-classist, against a selective classist, elitist tradition.
This History of the Italian novel not only offers a vast repertoire of works and authors, but intends above all to trace the identity and the biographical diagram of a humiliated and offended genre, which
has come to prevail today as the more palatable, seductive product in the contemporary literary landscape. It is the story of the conquest of supremacy.

THE AUTHOR
Gino Tellini, is Professor of Italian Literature and Chairman of the Master's course in Modern Philology at
the University of Florence. He has taught at Middlebury College in the United States since 1994. He received the "Wolfgang-Paul Plakette" from the University of Bonn in 2005, for cooperation initiatives in Italo-German Studies. In 2007 he was Visiting Professor at the University of Toronto. He has also lectured
at universities in Europe (Bonn, Chambéry, Constance, Dijon, Eichstatt, Frankfurt, Klagenfurt, Poitiers, Sorbonne, Warsaw) and in the US (Columbia and Yale). Among his books are: L’invenzione della realtà. Studi verghiani (1993) (The Invention of Reality – Studies in Verga); Leopardi (2001); Filologia e storiografia.
Da Tasso al Novecento (2002) (Philology and Historiography. From Tasso To the Twentieth Century); Le
Muse inquiete dei moderni (2006) (The Restless Modern Muses); Manzoni (2007); Rifare il verso. La parodia nella letteratura italiana (2008) (Form a Verse. Parody in Italian Literature); Metodi e protagonisti
della critica letteraria (2010) (Methods and Protagonists of Literary Criticism); Svevo (2013). A collection
of Tellini’s essays has been translated into English: The Invention of Modern Italian Literature. Strategies of Creative Imagination (University of Toronto Press, 2007). He has edited scientific publications
of Alfieri, Manzoni, Leopardi, Tommaseo and Verga, Govoni, Palazzeschi (Tutti i romanzi, 2 vols. (20042005) (All The Novels).
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Gian Biagio Conte

A HISTORICAL
PROFILE OF LATIN
LITERATURE
From its origins
to the late Imperial Age
THE WORK
This Latin literature textbook is of a high scientific level and quality in a nimble and slender form, which
meets the needs of a brief and flexible study of Rome's literary history. The content and general criteria are based on: an updated periodization based on
Le Monnier Università
the latest developments in historical and literary reSyntheses
search, annotated bibliographies which take into ac● Pages: XXIV-344
count the latest innovations, the centrality of the text
● Price: € 22,30
as a message constructed in compliance with precise codes and reference areas, in a complex system of
● 978-88-00-86087-1
scraps and variations with respect to the 'model'. The
All rights available
organization of literary genres is balanced with monographic chapters, aimed at understanding the specific
nature of the literary setting, genres and styles. Particular attention is paid to style and identifying the peculiarities of the literary language of each author and their literary discourse, be it poetry or prose. The
organization into historical periods within the book, each with its own introduction is of great importance, allowing the reader to connect the literature with its historical context. The chapters on Virgil
and Ovid's poetry, and on Petronius’ prose are updated according to the latest research developments.

THE AUTHOR
Gian Biagio Conte, an internationally renowned scholar, teaches Latin literature at the Scuola Normale
Superiore in Pisa. He has studied mainly Latin poetry of the late Republican and Augustan Ages, subtly
combining the philological method with literary theory. His most notable contributions have been devoted to the problems of literary imitation and the study of poetic forms Memoria dei poeti e sistema
letterario (Memory of Poets and Literary System) (Turin, 1974); Generi e lettori (Genres and Readers),
(Turin, 1991). For several years he focused his interests on the work of Petronius; an original interpretation of Satyricon was published in 1997 in an essay for Il Mulino, L’autore nascosto. Un’interpretazione
del Satyricon (The Hidden Author: An Interpretation of Satyricon). He has recently returned to Virgil
with his essay Virgilio. L’epica del sentimento (Virgil: The Epic of Sentiment) Turin, 2003, aimed at probing the peculiar, contradictory epic form of the Aeneid.
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Giulio Ferroni

HISTORY
OF ITALIAN
LITERATURE

THE WORK
This history of Italian literature in four volumes (now
newly-bound and updated to 2012) covers the entire
tradition of Italian literature, providing all the necessary information and taking into account the results
of studies made in recent decades. It comprises a rich
panorama of experiences and texts that over the centuries have constituted Italian identity. These experiences have proposed universally different models of
existence, in dramatic relation to various international
historical situations. Ferroni’s manual is a “classic”, bridging two millennia. It is sustained by a passionate care
for the current condition of literature, and it is also a
history, built not on abstract historical patterns, but by
continuous attention to the value of the works, to the
vitality of the experiences to which they give voice.

THE AUTHOR
Giulio Ferroni (Rome, 1943), who published the first edition of this history in 1991, teaches at the Sapienza
University in Rome. He completed an extensive series
of studies of authors from different centuries and as
a militant critic, follows contemporary literary production, not without a polemical spirit. Among his most
recent books are: Ariosto (2008), Prima lezione di letteratura italiana (The First Lesson on Italian Literature) (2010), Il comico. Forme e situazioni (The Comic:
Forms and Situations) (2012).

Mondadori Università
Handbooks
Vol. 1 - From its Origins
to the Fifteenth Century
● Pages: LXXXVI-410
● Price: € 22,00
● 978-88-6184-079-9
Vol. 2 - From the Sixteenth
to the Eighteenth Century
● Pages: X-518
● Price: € 22,00
● 978-88-6184-080-5
Vol. 3 - From the Nineteenth
to the Early Twentieth
Century
● Pages: X-566
● Price: € 23,00
● 978-88-6184-081-2
Vol. 4 - The Twentieth
Century and the New
Millennium
● Pages: XII-820
● Price: € 27,00
● 978-88-6184-082-9
All rights available

ITALIAN CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE - Updated Edition
Vol. II (1946-2014)
Vol. I (1900-1945)
● Pages: XIV-370
● Price: € 22,00
● Pages: XIV-258
● Price: € 16,50
● 978-88-6184-397-4
● 978-88-6184-396-7
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Giancarlo Alfano - Paola Italia
Emilio Russo - Franco Tomasi

ITALIAN
LITERATURE

A handbook for university
students
NEW
THE WORK
These two volumes offer an account of the history
of Italian literature, from its origins to the end of the
19th century, focusing on the most relevant authors
and issues. Divided into ten periods, this book is designed as a tool for university studies. The most relevant moments in the history of Italian literature are
therefore carefully analyzed, the historical discussion
is intertwined with a close reading of the most representative texts. A significant space is devoted to the
most important texts of the canon, presented with
comments in dedicated chapters (ten in the first volume, ten in the second) and regarded as crucial texts
towards the definition of an Italian cultural identity.

THE AUTHORS
Giancarlo Alfano is Professor of Italian Literature at
Federico II University in Naples. His areas of expertise
include medieval narrative traditions, the culture of
the Renaissance and contemporary Italian literature.

Le Monnier Università
Handbooks
Vol. 1 - From the Origins
to the Early 16th Century
● Pages: XIV-722
● Price: € 39,00
● 978-88-6184-486-5
Vol. 2 - From Tasso
to the end of the XIX century
● Pages: XIV-706
● Price: € 39,00
● 978-88-6184-487-2
All rights available

Paola Italia is Associate Professor of Italian Literature
at the University of Bologna. Her research focuses on
Italian literature of the 19th century (Leopardi, Manzoni) and of the 20th century (Gadda).
Emilio Russo is professor of Italian Literature at Sapienza University in Rome. His research interests include the literary tradition of the 16th and 17th centuries (Della Casa, Tasso, Marino) and some authors
of the 19th century (Leopardi, Nievo).
Franco Tomasi teaches Italian Literature at the University of Padua. His research focuses mostly on the
Renaissance, with particular regard to the lyrical production (both in the theoretical and practical aspects of this literary genre) along with epic and chivalric poems.
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Gino Tellini

ITALIAN
LITERATURE
A method of study

SECOND EDITION

THE WORK
There are many introductory texts to literary study;
not infrequently they are obscure and verbose. This
book, however, presents the topic with rigor, clarity
and simplicity, in contrast with the current and intrusive tendency towards technical jargon. It is not true
Le Monnier Università
that complex subjects require an indecipherable lanSyntheses
guage: “Speaking to someone” - said Primo Levi – “in a
● Pages: XVI-720
language he is unable to understand is an ancient re● Price: € 38,00
pressive artifice.” The book is primarily aimed at students wishing to attain a first degree in the humani● 978-88-00-74504-8
ties faculty. This summary meets the requirements of
All rights available
teaching needs, presenting concrete and clear data on
the institutional aspects of Italian literature. More generally, the book is recommended for those seeking
an updated guide, inspired by criteria of clarity and informativeness. The work offers very selective points of reference, from St. Francis to Italo Calvino: a
gallery of highly significant writers not only for their historically realistic representation of Italian national identity, but for their role as authentic masters on the international scene. The decisive factor
is that the reader needs to rethink the entire design of Italian literary culture, from its origins to the
twentieth century, re-elaborating, from century to century, its linearity and its events, its internal connections and its polymorphic mutability, always with dynamic relevance to the political situation at
the time. “There are things,” said Calvino “that only literature can give with its specific resources.” The
printed book is integrated through a close functional relationship with four parts in the digital edition,
(The text factory; Tools; Two reading itineraries; Issues).

THE AUTHOR
Gino Tellini, is Professor of Italian Literature and Chairman of the Master's course in Modern Philology at
the University of Florence. He has taught at Middlebury College in the United States since 1994. He received the "Wolfgang-Paul Plakette" from the University of Bonn in 2005, for cooperation initiatives in ItaloGerman Studies. In 2007 he was Visiting Professor at the University of Toronto. He has also lectured at universities in Europe (Bonn, Chambéry, Constance, Dijon, Eichstatt, Frankfurt, Klagenfurt, Poitiers, Sorbonne,
Warsaw) and in the US (Columbia and Yale). Among his books are: L’invenzione della realtà. Studi verghiani (1993) (The Invention of Reality – Studies in Verga); Leopardi (2001); Filologia e storiografia. Da Tasso al
Novecento (2002) (Philology and Historiography. From Tasso To the Twentieth Century); Le Muse inquiete dei moderni (2006) (The Restless Modern Muses); Manzoni (2007); Rifare il verso. La parodia nella letteratura italiana (2008) (Form A Verse. Parody in Italian Literature); Metodi e protagonisti della critica
letteraria (2010) (Methods and Protagonists of Literary Criticism); Svevo (2013). A collection of Tellini’s essays has been translated into English: The Invention of Modern Italian Literature. Strategies of Creative
Imagination (University of Toronto Press, 2007). He has edited scientific publications of Alfieri, Manzoni,
Leopardi, Tommaseo and Verga, Govoni, Palazzeschi (Tutti i romanzi, 2 vols. (2004-2005) (All The Novels).
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Marco Fucecchi - Luca Graverini

THE LATIN
LANGUAGE

Fundamentals of morphology
and syntax with exercises

SECOND EDITION
THE WORK
Releasing a new revised edition of this manual for the
teaching of the Latin language at university level, only
a few years after its first publication, is confirmation
(although indirect) of the validity of the assumptions
out of which this project originally grew. The goal –
Le Monnier Università
from the start – was in fact to provide the reader with
Syntheses
a tool that, while remaining faithful to a simple and
● Pages: XIV-242
consolidated general methodological approach, will
● Price: € 20,00
be capable of adapting to needs of a varied public according to type, origin and starting levels. In this se● 978-88-00-74617-5
cond edition, taking into account the many suggeAll rights available
stions made by a number of university professors and
secondary school teachers who adopted the manual,
we tried to make the theory even more clear and accessible also for individual study; at the same time, the
section of exercises was re-calibrated in order to make it more useful to accompany the gradual and
conscious acquisition of language skills.

THE AUTHORS
Marco Fucecchi teaches Latin Language and Literature at the University of Udine. His main fields of interest are the authors of the Augustan age (Virgil, Ovid, Livy) and the early imperial age, with particular
reference to the epic poets of the age of Nero and the Flavians (Lucan, Valerius Flaccus, Silius Italicus
and Statius), to the works of whom he has devoted numerous studies in scientific journals and monographs. He is a member of the Réseau international sur la poésie augustéenne. He has also collaborated in the writing of the Dictionary of the Latin language. (Le Monnier).
Luca Graverini teaches Latin Language and Literature at the University of Siena, and Philology and Latin literature at the University of Bologna. His main research fields are ancient Greek and Latin narrative, with special reference to Apuleius’ Metamorphoses. He has dedicated numerous articles and books to such arguments, all of which have been published both in Italy and abroad. He is also working
on a comment to Apuleius' novel for the Valla-Mondadori series. Other recent studies address various
issues related to the Augustan poetry.
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Gian Biagio Conte

LATIN
LITERATURE

THE WORK
This two-volume manual of Latin literature is remarkable for its high quality and scientific level as well as for
having undergone thorough critical and bibliographical revision in order to meet the needs for the flexiLe Monnier Università
ble and complete study of the literary history of RoSyntheses
me. Great attention has been paid to literary genres as
Vol. 1 - From the high
a means of communicating, of building discourse and
Republic to the Age
providing the general direction and destination of inof Augustus
dividual works. The arrangement of literary genres is
● Pages: XXII-474
skillfully balanced with monographic chapters by au● Price: € 22,00
thor, aimed at taking advantage of genres and styles,
● 978-88-00-74411-9
through which to analyze the characteristics of the literary language of the individual works, whether they
Vol. 2 - The Imperial Age
be poetry or prose. Each work dialogues with other
● Pages: XII-356
texts, forms and finds meaning in relation to other li● Price: € 19,00
terary works, and this attention to intertextuality produces a series of effects that is revealed as one of the
● 978-88-00-74412-6
best incentives to deal with a history of the Latin liRights available except for
terature. The internal organization into historical peEnglish, Polish and Serbian
riods, each with its own introduction, allows the reader to trace the ancient texts back to the cultural
horizon in which they were conceived and acquired a
linguistic expression. A series of annotated bibliographical records allows the user to develop in-depth
courses that take into account the latest developments in research. The book is completed by four
appendices (Glossary of Roman culture, Glossary of rhetoric and style, Repertoire of Greek authors,
Chronological tables) in the digital edition, available online.

THE AUTHOR
Gian Biagio Conte, an internationally renowned scholar, and teaches Latin Literature at the Scuola
Normale Superiore in Pisa. He has studied mainly Latin poetry of the late Republican and Augustan age, combing philology and literary theory with a refinement of method. His most notable contributions have been dedicated to the literary imitation problems and the study of poetic forms (Memoria
dei poeti e sistema letterario, Turin, 1974; Virgilio: il genere e i suoi confini, Milan, 1984; Generi e lettori, Milan, 1991). For several years he has turned his interests to the work of Petronius; an original interpretation of Satyricon was published in 1997 in the Mill essays (L’autore nascosto. Un’interpretazione
del “Satyricon”). He returned to Virgil in his essay Virgilio. L’epica del sentimento (Torino, 2003), aimed
at probing the peculiar, contradictory epic form that is the Aeneid. In 2009 he published the critical edition of the Aeneid for the“Bibliotheca Teubneriana”. He edited, with Emilio Pianezzola and Giuliano
Ranucci, Il Latino. Vocabolario della lingua latina (Florence, 2010).
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Giuseppe Sangirardi

LUDOVICO
ARIOSTO

THE WORK
In correcting the romantic and idealistic perspectives,
late twentieth-century literary criticism has interwoven a web of historical and cultural links around Ariosto’s poetry which emphasize that his life and work
reveal the role of contemporary history, the result of
Le Monnier Università
military, religious and political crises, and extraordinaSyntheses
ry intellectual enterprises. However, such corrections
● Pages: X-278
of perspective have not yet drawn a complete profi● Price: € 19,50
le of Ludovico, nor have they filled in the entire spiral that leads from his life to his work and from his
● 978-88-00-86064-2
work to his life. This monograph uses hermeneutics,
All rights available
psychoanalytic and literary tools, in an attempt to simultaneously interpret the life and work, and to illustrate that the "distraction" of Ludovico is not just an
anecdotal mask, but one of the symptoms of a neurotic condition that breeds the need for poetry. From this symbolic repair, as beautiful in its results as
psychically necessary, runs the path from the elegiac phase of the Latin youth to the great invention
of 'paternal' irony in Orlando Furioso, invention which, however, does not cease to undergo the offensive of feelings (jealousy, envy, resentment) that emerged from a distant childhood and were easy
bait in courtesan society and within the conflicts of contemporary history, whose echo resonates more darkly in later works.

THE AUTHOR
Giuseppe Sangirardi (born Bari, 1968) studied at the Scuola Normale Superiore of Pisa. He is Agrégé
d'anglais and Maître de conférences at the University of Dijon. He has focused on Poetic metre: Introduzione alla metrica italiana (Introduction to Italian Metre) in collaboration with F. De Rosa, Sansoni, Milano, 1996; and a new abridged edition in 2002, and landscape and literature, psychoanalytic criticism, and above all he has worked on Leopardi (Il libro dell’esperienza e il libro della sventura. Forme
della mitografia filosofica nelle Operette morali) (The Book of Experience and the Book of Misfortune: Forms of Philosophical Mythography in the Minor Moral Works) (Bulzoni, Rome, 2000) and Ariosto (Boiardismo ariostesco. Presenza e trattamento dell’Orlando Innamorato nel Furioso) (Boyarism in Ariosto: The presence and treatment in Orlando Innamorato Furioso) (Pacini Fazzi, Lucca, 1993).
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Gian Mario Anselmi - Nicola Bonazzi

NICCOLÒ
MACHIAVELLI

THE WORK
Machiavelli continues to speak to a restless and lacerated modern world. Having first intuited, with disconcerting clarity, man's feral roots and the atavistic
animal instinct that guides human action and behavior, Machiavelli was also able to value this drive as a
Le Monnier Università
resource whose positive aspects should be exploited
Tools
in order to create a privileged political space, where
Reading the Italian classics
strength, intuition and instinctive decision-making a● Pages: VI-250
bilities are the elements able to determine the survi● Price: € 19,00
val of a country. Reading a work by Machiavelli, from
● 978-88-00-74015-9
the founding texts of modern political art such as The
All rights available
Prince or Discourses, or the later caustic corrosiveness of The Mandrake or The Golden Ass, means dealing with explosive matter, which can give language a
physical dimension, or even, and this may seem a paradox for the author of The Prince, endow language with that competitive and conflictual tension which
has been gradually consolidating the foundation of modern Western democracies.

THE AUTHORS
Gian Mario Anselmi teaches Italian literature at the University of Bologna. He partecipated in the
project Einaudi Italian Literature and directs the online literature magazine griseldaonline. He coordinated the works of Machiavelli for the National Edition at the publishing house Salerno, including volumes dedicated to the Florentine Histories and the historical writings of Machiavelli, which he also edited with Carlo Varotti, Le grandi opere politiche (Bollati Boringhieri, 1992-93) (Major Political Works).
Among his books are: La saggezza della letteratura (Bruno Mondadori, 1998) (The Wisdom of Literature), Gli universi paralleli della letteratura (Carocci, 2003) (The Parallel Universes of Literature), L’età dell’Umanesimo e del Rinascimento (Carocci, 2007) (The Age of Humanism and the Renaissance).
Nicola Bonazzi holds a doctorate in Italian Literature and works with the Department of Italian Studies of the University of Bologna. He has worked on 'irregular' Renaissance authors to whom he dedicated the volume Il carnevale delle idee. L’antipedanteria nell’età della stampa (Gedit, 2007). (The
Carnival of ideas: Anti-pedantry in the Age of Print). He edited with Federica Rossi the facsimile republication of Cane di Diogene (Diogenes’ Dog) by Francesco Fulvio Frugoni (Forni, 2009) and has written essays on Machiavelli, Alberti, Doni and Ariosto. He edits the online literature magazine griseldaonline with Elisabetta Menetti.
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Enrico Testa

MONTALE

THE WORK
This is new updated edition, revised and corrected
from a volume published by Einaudi in 2000, which
traces the biographical and literary path of Eugenio
Montale, articulated in three main stages: the Genoese, the Florentine and the Milanese periods. Montale’s
Le Monnier Università
poetry was something that accompanied young peoEssays
ple of the thirties and forties like a talisman, a sign of
● Pages: X-158
belonging to a new sensitivity, and not just because
● Price: € 14,00
of the linguistic and stylistic innovations which characterized “Ossi di sepia” and “Le occasioni”. The no● 978-88-00-74697-7
velty was the radical way in which, through the poeAll rights available
try of Montale, the key themes of the human condition were being questioned: life as a problem, the
relationship with the surrounding reality, the dimension of space and time. So, also with the later works of
Montale, what were once considered ‘generational’ books are now regarded as very important reference points for all the poetry of the 20th century. By tracing Montale’s biography and texts, this book
aims to restore the sense of this literary and human experience in a concise and accessible manner.

THE AUTHOR
Enrico Testa was born in 1956 in Genoa, where he teaches History of the Italian language at the university. After Le faticose attese (San Marco dei Giustiniani 1988), he published with Einaudi collections
of poetry In controtempo (1994), La sostituzione (2001), Pasqua di neve (2008) and Ablativo (2013). Also with Einaudi he edited Quaderno di traduzioni di Giorgio Caproni (1998), the anthology Dopo la lirica. Poeti italiani 1960-2000 (2005) and L'esistenza. Tutte le poesie 1980-1992 (2010). Among his essays:
Lo stile semplice. Discorso e romanzo (Einaudi, 1997), Per interposta persona. Lingua e poesia nel secondo Novecento (Bulzoni, 1999), Montale (Einaudi, 2000), Eroi e figuranti. Il personaggio nel romanzo
(Einaudi, 2009), Una costanza sfigurata. Lo statuto del soggetto nella poesia di Sanguineti (Interlinea,
2012), L'italiano nascosto. Una storia linguistica e culturale (Einaudi, 2014). He is among the authors of
Undici per la Liguria (Einaudi, 2015).
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Roberto Vecchi- Vincenzo Russo

PORTUGUESE
LITERATURE

Literary works and ideas

NEW
THE WORK
This book is an anthology of Portuguese literary texts
and essays, presented in their original language and
followed by new Italian translations. The purpose of
this book is to provide the reader with the primary
sources and the necessary context in order to think
Le Monnier Università
— and not only read — Portuguese literature under a
Syntheses
new critical and conceptual framework. The volume
● Pages: XIV-642
argues in favor of a new periodization of literary texts
● Price: € 46,00
in order to account for the relation with the new
worlds that Portugal contributed in founding — prob● 978-88-0074-735-6
lematically, in the context of a colonial relationship.
All rights available
National history is intertwined with, and defined by,
a threefold imperial theory (Asia during the 16th century, Brazil from the late 19th century to the early 19th
century, Africa from the end of the 19th century to
the majority of the 20th). Portuguese culture is always swinging between the praise of the universalism of a Nation-Empire and the historical weakness of a small and marginal European country: both
its self-representation and the dimensions and traits of colonial geographies are influenced by this
oscillation. Between Europe and the Atlantic, Portugal has found in literature, through the centuries,
the ideal archive both for the symbols of its (often imaginary) greatness and for the ruins of its history.

THE AUTHORS
Roberto Vecchi is Professor of Portuguese and Brazilian Literature at the Department of Modern Languages, Literatures and Cultures of the University of Bologna. He is also the Head of his Department. In
Bologna he coordinates the ‘Eduardo Lourenço’ Chair. In Portugal, he is a research fellow at the Centro
de Estudos Sociais of the University of Coimbra and at the Laboratório de Estudos Literários Avançados of Universidade Nova de Lisboa. In Brazil, he is CNPq research fellow. He is Honorary Professor of
Lusophone Studies at the School of Cultures, Languages and Area Studies of the University of Nottingham. Since 2014 he is the president of the Associação Internacional de Lusitanistas (AIL).
Vincenzo Russo is Associate Professor of Portuguese and Brazilian Literature at the University of Milan.
His publications include: Tenebre Bianche. Immaginari coloniali fin-de-siècle (2008); Suspeita do Avesso. Barroco e Neo-Barroco na Poesia Portuguesa Contemporânea (2008); Tabucchi o del Novecento
(2013). He has edited the Italian translations of several Portuguese authors, as well as Brazilian and African lusophone authors. Since July 2014, he is the general secretary and treasurer of the Associação Internacional de Lusitanistas (AIL).
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Caterina Romeo

REWRITING
THE NATION

Italian postcolonial literature

NEW
THE WORK
Postcolonial literature is one of the most historically
relevant, culturally significant and artistically refreshing
movement of the last decades in Italy. It offers a symbolic representation of the several social changes that
Italy has undergone since the end of the Eighties, following the global transnational migrations. Furthermore, it deals with the very concept of italian identity
and pursues the rethinking of migrants and the following generations of new Italians in ways that go beyond refusal and victimization. This book is meant as
a tribute to the cultural and artistic relevance of Italian postcolonial literature, and to its crucial role in the
context of Italian contemporary culture.

Le Monnier Università
Studies
Pages: X-182
Price: € 16,00
● 978-88-0074-849-0
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Caterina Romeo is a research fellow at Sapienza Roma University, where she teaches Literary Criticism and Gender studies. She is the author of Narrative tra due sponde. Memorie di italiane d’America (Carocci, 2005) and several articles and essays on Italian-American literature and culture, postcolonial theory and literature, racialization in contemporary Italy, feminist theory and feminist literary criticism. Her research work has been published on national and international academic journals and edited volumes. She has translated the works of several Italian-American women writers, among which
Vertigo by Louise de Salvo (2006) and La pelle che ci separa by Kym Ragusa (2008). With Cristina Lombardi-Diop, she has coedited the volumes Postcolonial Italy: Challenging National Homogeneity (Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), L’Italia postcoloniale (Le Monnier Università, 2014) and Postcolonial Europe
(2015), a monographic issue of the journal ‘Postcolonial Studies’.
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Tommaso Braccini

THE SCIENCE
OF ANCIENT
TEXTS
An introduction
to Classical Philology
THE WORK
Classical philology studies the means through which
Greek and Latin literary works have come down to us,
while seeking to cleanse them from the numerous errors and misunderstandings accumulated over the
centuries. This guide primarily exposes the concrete
Le Monnier Università
support that has been given to us by classical texts,
Syntheses
starting from papyrus scrolls to medieval codes up to
● Pages: VIII-184
the printed editions, together with a review of the wri● Price: € 16,00
tings adopted in the Greek and Latin world. A detailed
list of the type of mistakes made by medieval copyists
● 978-88-00-74654-0
is the prelude to an exposure of textual criticism of
All rights available
the scientific method (the so-called Lachmann method), accompanied by a reflection on the strategies
to be adopted when facing problems or contaminated textual traditions, and an overview of the debates that have affected classical philology in light of the latest technology. The book is accompanied
by practical advice on the preparation of a critical edition, and by an annotated bibliography to explore the topics further.

THE AUTHOR
Tommaso Braccini teaches Classical Philology at the University of Turin. He has edited critical editions
and translations of ancient texts of poetry and prose, and is particularly interested in popular works
of significant interest, folklore, as well as the survival of figures of fear from antiquity, the Middle Ages
and the modern age. Among his publications are: Carmen Choliambicum quod apud Ps.-Callisthenis
Historiam Alexandri reperitur (München-Leipzig, 2004); Come ridevano gli antichi: Philogelos (Genova, 2008) (How the Ancients Laughed: Philogelos; Prima di Dracula: archeologia del vampiro (Bologna,
2011) (Before Dracula: Archaeology of the Vampire); Flegonte di Tralle, Il libro delle meraviglie e tutti i frammenti, with M. Scorsone (Turin, 2013) (Phlegon of Tralles, The Book of Wonders, And all Fragments); Indagine sull’orco: miti e storie del divoratore di bambini (Bologna, 2013) (Survey on the Ogre:
Myths and Stories of the Devourer of Children); Plutarco, Conversazioni a tavola: libro ottavo, with
E. Pellizer (Naples, 2014) (Plutarch, Conversations Aat the Table: Eighth Book). He also edited the Italian
edition of the three volumes of The Byzantine World with Silvia Ronchey (Turin, 2007-2013).
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Giovanna Brogi - Oxana Pachlovska

TARAS
ŠEVCENKO

From tsarist prisons
to Ukrainian Pantheon

THE WORK
The latest addition to the great «Romantic Triad» of
Slavic Countries (with Adam Mickiewicz and Aleksandr
S. Puskin) Taras Ševcenko fascinates today’s reader for
verse’s musicality and measure’s variety, for clarity of
images and a disruptive satirical force, for poetic origiLe Monnier Università
nality and universality of drama that he proposes. He
Essays
combines the Cossaks' wild myth with millenarian dre● Pages: VIII-336 + 16 colors
am of nation’s rebirth, individual and collective free● Price: € 28,00
dom, revolt against the oppression of the powerful in
the name of human dignity, fight against the «blind»
● 978-88-00-74550-5
God and praise to the Lord of Davidic Psalm. Already
All rights available
an adult by the time he was freed, he became the pupil of the greatest painter in the Tsarist St. Petersburg.
A must original painter and brilliant poet, he made of
the Ukrainian people’s language the perfect tool for a
very delicate and fulminating collection of short poems in Dantesque and Shakespearean style, of revolutionary satire and universal ethics. This is a collection of essays that allows us to know and understand a classic of world literature, with a clear and synthetic description of his poetry and an analytic
exploration of the best texts anthologies compiled and translated (with translation) by two specialists
on the matter.

THE AUTHORS
Giovanna Brogi is Professor of Slavic Studies at Milan University, where she teaches Ukrainian Literary
culture. President of the Italian Association of Ukrainian Studies, she is the author of many studies on
Ukrainian literature, in addition to her work on other Slavic literature. She is foreign member of the
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.
Oxana Pachlovska is Professor of Slavic Studies at La Sapienza University, in Rome. She is the author
of many volumes related to the history of Ukrainian culture; she wrote the only history of Ukrainian literature published in the West after 1991.
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Giancarlo Alfano

TORQUATO
TASSO

THE WORK
This book presents the work of Torquato Tasso, combining a useful introduction with a wide anthology of
The Gerusalemme Liberata and his other major works.
Tasso's literary identity is analyzed along three lines: his
court life, the constant theoretical reflection on poetry and finally constructive elements and deep ambiguity of his great poem. The result is a rich journey, in
which the psychological difficulties that have turned
this poet into a character, almost an allegory for the
age of the Counter Reformation, are linked to the social model of the Italian courts and classicist culture of
the late sixteenth century. The notes to the texts emphasize their formal value, illustrating the main stylistic
devices used and proposing a critical outline of the
conceptual system and the sensitivity of the author.

Le Monnier Università
Tools
Reading the Italian classics
Pages: VI-258
Price: € 19,00
● 978-88-00-74011-1
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Giancarlo Alfano (1968) teaches Italian Literature at the Second University of Naples. He deals with
ancient and modern literature, European poetry and the history of culture. Among his recent books
Nelle maglie della voce (2006) (The Seams of the Voice), which is a study of the relationship between oral and written tradition in the Italian novella from Boccaccio to Basile; Paesaggi mappe tracciati (2010) (Plotted Maps and Landscapes), which analyses the relationship between literature and geography. Currently he is pursuing two different projects: an extensive research on war and literature in
twentieth-century Italy; and a study on Boccaccio's youth. He maintains an enthusiastic interest in the
relationship between literary representation and psychoanalytic theory.
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Cecilia Gibellini

UGO FOSCOLO

THE WORK
Ugo Foscolo was loved and hated both during his lifetime and after death, but he is a constant presence
in the Italian literary canon. He remains a crucial hinge
not only for Italian poetry, but for literary culture and
its imagery. The faces of his prismatic figure are wellLe Monnier Università
represented in the famous and less famous pages colTools
lected here. There are the well-known verses and thoReading the Italian classics
se which are disregarded but still significant; the pages
● Pages: VI-282
of the novel that allowed the reader to breathe the air
● Price: € 21,00
of Europe, the letters, the one-sided but favorable cri● 978-88-00-74008-1
tical pages, in which he reread the classical authors and
All rights available
writers of his time; and his letters, warm yet studied,
which obsessively built the myth of the free but unhappy genius. Mistaken for fragmentary expressions of
an experimentally restless mind, the writings of Foscolo appear as a moving self-portrait, aimed at constructing his own cult of personality as melancholic
genius, unhappy lover, man of three homelands yet exiled by vocation rather than necessity. The texts
are accompanied by historical, biographical, philological and stylistic notes clarifying the literal sense
and spirit of the writings that are complex in terms of both the lexicon and syntax.

THE AUTHOR
Cecilia Gibellini is a fellow at the University of Verona. Her fields of study include renaissance culture
and nineteenth- and twentieth-century literature, with particular focus on the relationship between
literature and the figurative arts. She has published articles and essays in various journals and anthologies on nineteenth- and twentieth-century authors such as Leopardi, Carducci, D’Annunzio, Giotti, Saba, Quasimodo, Pomilio. She has edited the correspondence between Antonio Pizzuto and Vanni Scheiwiller - Le carte fatate, Libri Scheiwiller, 2005 (The Enchanted Papers); the correspondence
between Umberto Saba and Vittorio Sereni - Il cerchio imperfetto, Archinto, 2010, (The Imperfect Circle); and the Carteggi e scritti di Camillo Togni sul Novecento internazionale (Fondazione Cini-Olschki,
2006) (Camillo Togni’s Letters and Writings on the Italian Twentieth Century). She has published the
monograph L’immagine di Lepanto. La celebrazione della vittoria nella letteratura e nell’arte veneziana (Marsilio, 2008, Premio CNR) (The Image of Lepanto. The Celebration of the Victory in the Literature and Art of Venice) and the monograph Libri d’artista. Le edizioni di Vanni Scheiwiller (Mart,
2007), (Artists Books. The Publications of Vanni Scheiwiller).
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Tommaso Edoardo Frosini
Oreste Pollicino - Ernesto Apa
Marco Bassin
(edited by)

FREEDOM AND
RIGHTS ON THE
INTERNET

NEW

THE WORK
What has been the impact of the Internet on human
rights? The world wide web is often described as a
new and wide space of freedom. Yet, this new technology is exposed to threats to individual rights and
social groups. It is therefore crucial to question wheLe Monnier Università
ther the advent of the digital society has widened
Syntheses
the rights and liberties that have long been gua● Pages: XIV-450
ranteed by Constitutions and international agree● Price: € 36,00
ments. This volume tries to address the issue without falling into a rhetorical understanding of the
● 978-88-0074-650-2
Internet, where control equals censorship. By a critiAll rights available
cal approach that reflects on the opportunities of
the Web as well as on its critical aspects, the Internet
is thus understood as an extraordinary and revolutionary tool that can overthrow the lives of citizens and
the very concept of belonging to a State, but at the same time must ‘be handled with care’.

THE AUTHORS
Tommaso Edoardo Frosini is Professor of Comparative Public Law at Suor Orsola Benincasa University in Naples, and he is the president of the Association for Comparative and European Public Law.
Oreste Pollicino is Professor of Constitutional Law, and teaches Media Law at L. Bocconi University in Milan.
Ernesto Apa is a lawyer and a partner of the legal firm Portolano Cavallo. He has a PhD in Economic
and Entrepreneurship Law.
Marco Bassini is research fellow in Constitutional Law at L. Bocconi University in Milan, where he
teaches Media Law.
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Nicoletta Parisi - Valentina Petralia

FUNDAMENTAL
LAWS OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION
A governing body
for states and individuals
THE WORK
This book analyzes the historical and legal aspects of
the integration process of the European continent as
is currently taking place within the European Union.
It takes into consideration the founding values of the
Union, the historical process that led to its current
Le Monnier Università
structure, the system of sources, its institutions, and
Syntheses/Law series
how European Union law is effective within the Ita● Pages: XX-348
lian legal system. The constant reference point is the
● Price: € 29,00
dual dimension present within the EU: on the one
hand, the role that Member States continue to hold in
● 978-88-00-74664-9
powering the mutual legal integration process at the
All rights available
economic, social and political levels; on the other, the
growing contribution to the development of this process that is required of individuals (nationals and foreigners) living within the Member States. The book
is distinguished from other manuals available on the market thanks to a selective use of technical information and a greater attention to the cultural aspects of a process while still analysing it from a legal standpoint.

THE AUTHORS
Nicoletta Parisi is Professor of International Law at the Department of Law, University of Catania,
where she teaches Law of the European Union. She teaches Comparative Public Law at the Catholic
University S.C. Since 2014, she has been a member of the National Anti-Corruption Authority Board,
on which she is responsible, in particular, for International Relations. She is a member of assessment
bodies for the research and management of legal journals committees. She is part of research groups
in legal internationalist matters. She has published monographs and contributions to the field of public international law, in particular: international human rights law, transnational crime, European criminal law, and European judicial cooperation in criminal matters.
Valentina Petralia is Professor of European Union Law at the Department of Law, University of Catania, and teaches European Union Law at the Department of Humanities of the same university. She
is a member of the committee that drafts the Italian legal journals. She is part of the research groups
in legal internationalist matters. She has published monographs and contributions to the field of public international law, in particular: international human rights law and European criminal procedure.
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Eva Cantarella

INSTITUTIONS
OF ROMAN LAW

THE WORK
Like all manuals on this subject, “Institutions of Roman
law” is also dedicated to private law. As usual, some introductory pages dedicated to meaning and correct identification of law are followed by several chapters
on the rights of the people, the family and kinship,
Le Monnier Università
marriage, acts and legal deeds, defence and exercise
Syntheses/Law series
of rights, legal relationships and bonds, real rights and
● Pages: XVIII-398
possession, and finally inheritance and donations. Ho● Price: € 30,00
wever, what is different here is that, in dealing with
the given subject, each chapter provides a historical
● 978-88-00-74608-3
perspective outlining the evolution over the centuriAll rights available
es of the different institutions, focusing where possible on the original context and the comparison with
other systems. This book was written with the aim of
training those who wish to devote themselves to the
legal professions; however, it also aims to help us reflect on the historicity of law and thus on the variety of its forms in time and space.

THE AUTHOR
Eva Cantarella, has been Professor of “Institutions of Roman Law” and “Ancient Greek Law” at the University of Milan since 1989 and she has taught in many Italian and foreign universities, including New
York University, the University of Texas at Austin, Granada, Barcelona, Santiago de Compostela and the
Italian Archaeological School of Athens. Among her fields of interest are the relations between anthropology and law, Homeric law, criminal law, women’s history and that of sexuality. Many of her numerous books have been translated into several languages, from English to German, French to Greek, Spanish to Turkish and Finnish. She has published over one hundred articles in scientific journals and Italian
and foreign collective works and has worked for many years on the cultural pages of the “Corriere della Sera” as well as several major periodicals. On 2 July 2001 she was appointed “Grand Officer of the Republic” by President Carlo Azeglio Ciampi.
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Manuel Jesús Arroba Conde
Michele Riondino

INTRODUCTION
TO CANON LAW
SECOND EDITION

THE WORK
The purpose of this book, primarily aimed at Law students, is to introduce the study of canon law through
the explanation of its current standards, giving priority not so much to the exegetical method, but to the
ultimate foundation of the entire system: the centrality of each person in the Church community. In this respect, from a methodological point of view, this guide to the knowledge of canon law does not match
to the classic commentaries. Indeed, the presentation
of the provisions of the canons in a systematic, organized approach aims to bring issues together and explain the legal concepts of typical of ecclesiastical law.
A rich variety of examples helps the understanding of
the various contents easier, as well as synthetic considerations that recall the main features common to the
canonical legal experience from a cultural point of view.

Le Monnier Università
Syntheses/Law series
Pages: X-230
Price: € 24,00
● 978-88-00-74624-3
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHORS
J. Manuel Arroba Conde (1957) is Professor of Procedural Canon Law at the Pontifical Lateran University where he is President of the Institutum Utriusque Juris and Director of the journal «Apollinaris». He
is the ecclesiastical Judge and Legal secretary of the Supreme Tribunal of the Apostolic Signatura. Among his many publications: Trial and Defense in the Process of Nullity of Canonical Marriage. Controversial Issues (2008), Procedural Law Canon (VI ed. 2012), Test Results and Motivational Technique
in Matrimonial Matters (2013) .
Michele Riondino (1978) is professor of Canonical Penal Law at the Pontifical Lateran University, where he also teaches Law of Minors, and a lecturer in Canon Law at the LUMSA of Rome. He is the author of: Restorative Justice and Mediation in the Canon Penal Law (2011), Family and Children. Legal
and Canonical Issues (2011) and numerous articles, published in national and international legal journals.
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Persio Tincani

THE PHILOSOPHY
OF LAW

THE WORK
The philosophy of law was established as an autonomous discipline in the nineteenth century, but the philosophical reflection on law is as old as law itself. This
book proposes a pathway for reading about that reflection, throughout critical analysis of the main schools and authors who have contributed to form the basis of the essential body of knowledge for every lawyer
and every social scientist and, of course, for those who
are working to become one or the other.

THE AUTHOR

Le Monnier Università
Syntheses
Pages: XIV-450
Price: € 34,00
● 978-88-00-74652-6
●
●

All rights available
Persio Tincani (born in La Spezia, 1968) is Associate
Professor of the Philosophy of Law. He collaborates
with "The Mill", "Politeia News," "Law and Public Issues",
"A - anarchist magazine", "Sociology of Law", "MDD Addictive Medicine," "The Politician" and other magazines. His area of interest is normative ethics and
the analytical philosophy of law. He is the author of numerous essays published in collective works
and has edited anthologies Viva la Revolution! (Milan, 2006), Diritti e culture (Torino, 2014) (Rights and
Cultures). He has published the monographs Argomenti di giustizia distributiva (Turin, 2004), (On distributive justice topics), “Ovunque in catene”. La costruzione della libertà (Milan, 2006), (Everywhere In Chains - The Construction of Liberty), Le nozze di Sodoma. La morale e il diritto del matrimonio omosessuale (Milan, 2009) (The Marriage of Sodom. Ethics and the Right to Same-Sex Marriage),
Perché l’antiproibizionismo è logico (e morale) (Milan, 2012). (Why Anti-Prohibitionism is Logical and
Moral).
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Giuseppe Campesi - Luigi Pannarale
Ivan Pupolizio

SOCIOLOGY
OF LAW

THE WORK
This book is founded on its authors’ shared conviction
that it is impossible to understand the law by observing the law alone. A jurist who limits himself to the
knowledge of “legal propositions” will never be a good jurist. The meaning of fundamental legal concepts,
Le Monnier Università
such as the state, property and human rights, changes
Syntheses
with society and, if it is true that law is a social pheno● Pages: XII-260
menon, there are no descriptions of legal matter that
● Price: € 21,00
do not imply that it should be observed from different perspectives. The nine brief chapters of the book
● 978-88-00-74711-0
discuss on the principal themes of the legal and poAll rights available
litical debate, to which the sociology of law can offer a significant contribution. Students of law will find
this a helpful book in acquiring a greater critical awareness of the legal institutions with which they will have to work. At the same time, it is of interest to all those – jurists or citizens – who wish to discover
new dimensions of the legal phenomenon, often overshadowed by the self-referential accounts of
legal science.

THE AUTHORS
Giuseppe Campesi is a research assistant at the University of Bari, where he lectures in Citizenship and
Human Rights and Theories of Social Control and Punishment. He has been a Jean Monnet Fellow at
the European University Institute. His research fields include contemporary social theory, the critical
theory of law, the relationship between migration, freedom and security. Among his most recent publications are A Genealogy of Public Security (2016) and Polizia della frontiera (2015) (Frontier Police).
Luigi Pannarale is a lawyer and Professor of the Sociology of Law at the University of Bari. As the chairman and member of associations and specialised journals, he has studied the theory of social systems,
law and literature, human rights, the organization of justice, and the family. His most recent works include La mitezza e i suoi tranelli in “Minori e Giustizia” 2015 (Meekness and its Pitfalls), Il capro espiatorio, (The Scapegoat) in P. Gonnella, M. Ruotolo, Giustizia e carceri secondo papa Francesco, 2016
(Justice and Prison According to Pope Francis).
Ivan Pupolizio is an Associate Professor of the Sociology of Law at the University of Bari, where he
also lectures on the Organization of Work and the Theory of Human Rights. He has carried out research into informal justice, social and family mediation, migration and res communes. His most recent
articles include The Right to an Unchanging World (“Vienna Journal on International Constitutional
Law”, 2/2016), Per una sociologia del diritto di proprietà (For a Sociology of Property Law, “Rivista critica del diritto privato”, 3/2016).
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Gilberto Corbellini - Chiara Lalli

BIOETHICS FOR
THE CONFUSED
A rational guide

THE WORK
Science and medicine have significantly improved human welfare. The extension and improvement of the
quality of life, thanks to discoveries and biomedical
innovations, have created new freedoms and responsibilities in clinical healthcare and research. How is it
Mondadori Università
desirable or fair to decide about the use of technoloHandbooks
gies for the control of biological processes involved in
● Pages: XVI-416
reproduction, in the prevention and treatment of di● Price: € 32,00
seases, in food production, behaviour and in death?
Bioethics began as a space for reflection on the mo● 978-88-6184-352-3
ral legitimacy and the political governance of possible
All rights available
choices. Yet it has produced inconsistent results and in
certain situations, as in Italy, it helps to reinforce preliminary resistances with respect to innovations and
the expansion of individual freedom. Why is it difficult
to use rationality in bioethical arguments? What strategies can improve the moral quality of laws and
choices regarded as controversial?

THE AUTHORS
Gilberto Corbellini teaches the History of Medicine and Bioethics at the Sapienza University of Rome. His books include: La razionalità negata (with Giovanni Jervis, Bollati Boringhieri, 2008) (The Denied Rationality); Scienza, quindi democrazia (Einaudi, 2011) (Science Therefore Democracy); Tutta colpa del cervello. Introduzione alla neuroetica (with Elisabetta Sirgiovanni, Mondadori Università, 2013)
(Blame the Brain. Introduction to Neuroethics); Storia e teoria della salute e della malattia (Carocci,
2014) (History and Theory of Health and Disease); Imperfezioni umane (with Luca Pani, Rubbettino,
2015) (Human Imperfections).
Chiara Lalli teaches Bioethics at the University of Teramo. Among her books: Dilemmi della bioetica
(Liguori, 2007) (Bioethical Dilemmas); C’è chi dice no. Dalla leva all’aborto. Come cambia l’obiezione
di coscienza (Il Saggiatore, 2011) (Some Say No. From the Stimulus to Abortion. How Conscientious
Objection Changes); A. La verità, vi prego, sull’aborto (Fandango, 2013) (A. The Truth, Please, about abortion); Secondo le mie forze e il mio giudizio. Chi decide sul fine vita. Morire nel mondo contemporaneo (Il Saggiatore, 2014) (According to my Strength and My Judgement. Who Decides On the End of
life. Dying in the Modern World); Cavie? Sperimentazione e diritti animali (with Gilberto Corbellini, il
Mulino, 2016) (Guinea Pigs? Experimentation and Animal Rights).
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Enrico Facco
con Fabio Facas

THE ENIGMA
OF CONSCIENCE
NEW
THE WORK
Conscience is still the biggest scientific and philosophical puzzle of all time. A mystery that has been analyzed and scrutinized for over two thousand years, it
has been mostly denied for the better part of the 20th
century. As of today, issues such as the nature of conMondadori Università
science, the relation between conscience, the brain
Essays
and reality, and the place of conscience in the world,
● Pages: X-294
remain unanswered. Conscience is the core enigma
● Price: € 21,00
of humanity, a puzzle from which stems our comprehension of ourselves, of nature and of the meaning
● 978-88-618-4648-7
of life. This book offers a rigorous critical analysis of
All rights available
the basic elements of the science of conscience, from
its metaphysical and epistemological implications to
the neuropsychological aspects. It discusses its possible connections to quantum physics and to the physical-mathematical hypotheses of further dimensions beyond space and time, as they are traditionally
understood. The result is a synthesis between science and philosophy that allows the reader to rediscover the inseparability of the physical and the psychological world, towards a much more complex and
fascinating understanding of reality.

THE AUTHORS
Enrico Facco is Professor of Anesthesiology and Reanimation at the University of Padua. A specialist in
neurology, he is an hypnotherapist and a member of the research group Science of the Conscience at
the Psychology Department of the University of Padua. He is the author of four books and over 350
articles (published in international medical journals, conference proceedings and edited volumes) on
the topics of anesthesia, preoperative anxiety, conscience, hypnosis, meditation, unconventional expressions of the mind, acupuncture, cephalalgies, chronic pain, palliative care, intensive therapy, coma,
near-death experiences, vegetative state, and cerebral death.
Fabio Fracas teaches Applied Physics for Radiotherapy and Radiation Protection at the Medical School
of the University of Padua, and is a member of the research group Science and Conscience at the Psychology Department of the same university. A physicist and active in scientific divulgation, he is the
author of several articles and essays. His current research interests focus on the interaction between
the brain and electromagnetic and mechanical radiation.
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Francesco Ferretti - Ines Adornetti

FROM
COMMUNICATION
TO LANGUAGE
Monkeys, hominids and humans
from a Darwinian perspective
THE WORK
According to the common opinion, language is the essential characteristic of human nature; it is what makes
humans unique and incomparable with the rest of the
animal kingdom. At the basis of a conception of this
kind is the thesis, dear to the Cartesian tradition, of the
Mondadori Università
“qualitative difference” between humans and other livEssays
ing beings. According to this tradition, expressly repro● Pages: VI-218
duced in standard cognitive science, human langua● Price: € 18,00
ge corresponds with principles which are “entirely
different” from those involved in animal communi● 978-88-6184-074-4
cation to the extent of invalidating any form of comAll rights available
parison. In this book a different tradition of thought is
appealed to against the neo-Cartesian approach prevalent today. Assuming that the differences between
humans and other animals must be interpreted in terms
of degree and never of quality, the authors offer a language model in accordance with the principles
of Darwinian evolution, providing the basis for a naturalistic perspective of human nature.

THE AUTHORS
Francesco Ferretti is Associate Professor of Philosophy and Theory of Languages at the University of
Roma Tre. He is the author of numerous works on the philosophy of the mind and language. Among
his publications are, Pensare vedendo (Carocci, 1998), (Thinking by Seeing), La mente degli altri. Prospettive teoriche sull’autismo (edited by Editori Riuniti, 2003), (The Mind of Others: Theoretical Perspectives on Autism), Perché non siamo speciali (Laterza, 2007), (Why We Are Not Special), Alle origini
del linguaggio umano (Laterza, 2010), (At the Origins of Human Language).
Ines Adornetti is a PhD student in philosophy and social sciences at the University of Rome Tor Vergata. Her research interests include issues related to the naturalization of language and the mind. Among
her publications are: Modelli e sistemi di comunicazione (with Elisabetta Gola, Editori Riuniti, 2009),
(Models and Systems of Communication), Buone idee per la mente. I fondamenti cognitivi ed evolutivi della cultura (Cuec, 2011), (Good Ideas for the Mind. The Cognitive and Evolutionary Foundations of Culture).
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Massimo Campanini (edited by)

A HISTORY OF
ISLAMIC POLITICAL
THOUGHT
From the Prophet Muhammad
to the present
THE WORK
The study of political thought is essential in understanding the characteristics of a culture, in this case Islam, where religion has obvious repercussions on
public, social and institutional spheres. The book contains fifteen essays by renowned scholars and young
Le Monnier Università
researchers from Italy and the rest of the world. TheSyntheses
se essays explore the main stages of the history of I● Pages: VIII-264
slamic political thought from the Prophet Muhammad
● Price: € 21,00
to the present. The first work of its kind published in
Italy, the book deals not only with the usual themes
● 978-88-00-74707-3
of Islamic political thought (the caliphate, the distinAll rights available
ction between Sunnis and Shiites, the confrontation
with modernity), but also with aspects not generally
explored (i.e. the relation between mysticism and politics, women and politics, and the political thought of
seemingly peripheral areas like the Turkish and Mongolian worlds). The topics are ordered thematically
and diachronically, rather than by movements or individuals.

THE AUTHOR
Massimo Campanini (born Milan, 1954) has a degree in Philosophy (University of Milan, 1977) and a degree in Arabic Language and Culture (IsMEO Milan, 1984). He has taught as an adjunct professor at the
Universities of Urbino and Milan State, has been a researcher at the University of Naples L'Orientale,
and has worked as an associate professor at the University of Trento. He has always been interested in
Koranic studies, philosophical and political medieval and modern thought, and the contemporary history of Arab countries. More than a hundred scientific papers are published in his name. He has also
published thirty-eight monographs including: Islam e politica (Mulino, 2015, 3RD edition) (Islam and Politics), Storia del Medio Oriente contemporaneo (Mulino, 2014, 4th edition) (History of the Contemporary Middle East), The Qur’an: Modern Muslim Interpretations (Routledge, 2011), Philosophical Perspectives on Modern Qur’anic Exegesis (Equinox, 2016). He has translated the works of Averroes, al-Ghazali
and al-Farabi for BUR Rizzoli and Utet.
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Giulia Belgioioso

HISTORY
OF MODERN
PHILOSOPHY
NEW
THE WORK
The history of modern philosophy shows that the
great ideals (circulation and communication of knowledge, tolerance, laicity) were born in Europe between
the 15th and 19th centuries. One must, therefore, look
into these centuries for the deepest roots of our present. Chapter after chapter, this book traces the path
from Humanism to Kant and Hegel through Descartes,
showing how mankind came to be the protagonist of
knowledge and how philosophy broke free of theology, as Aristotelian metaphysics slowly declined and
new disciplines were founded. Modern philosophy
was indeed born, ultimately, from the conflict between the defendants of Aristotelian philosophy and
those who denounced its fallacies, prospecting new
models of knowledge.

Le Monnier Università
Syntheses
Pages: XVIII-510
Price: € 36,00
● 978-88-0074-775-2
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHORS
Giulia Belgioioso is Professor of History of Philosophy. She has taught at the University of Salento and
at Paris-Sorbonne (Paris IV). She is the Head of the Research Center on Descartes and the XVII Century ‘Ettore Lojacono’ (CESDES, www.cartesius.net). With Bompiani she has published the complete edition of Descartes’ letters (Tutte le Lettere. 1619-1650, parallel text edition) and works (Opere. 1637-1650;
Opere postume. 1650-2009; René Descartes, Isaac Beeckman, Marin Mersenne. Lettere 1619-1648).
Siegrid Agostini, PhD in Philosophy (University of Salento/EPHE Paris), is the Scientific Secretary of
CESDES. In 2009 she has published Claude Clerselier: editore e traduttore di Descartes (‘Claude
Clerselier: Editor and Translator of Descartes’).
Chiara Catalano, PhD in Philosophy (University of Salento/EPHE Paris), research fellow at the University
of Salento, has published in 2016 Philosophie et philosophes dans l’Augustinus de Cornélius Jansénius
(‘Philosophy and Philosophers in Cornelius Jansenius’ Augustinus’).
Francesca Giuliano, PhD in Philosophy (University of Salento/EPHE Paris), currently teaches in secondary school. Her book Il lessico dell’apparenza in Thomas Hobbes. Questioni e sviluppi terminologici e concettuali (‘The lexicon of Appearance in Thomas Hobbes. Terminological and Conceptual Issues’) is forthcoming.
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Vittorio V. Alberti

THE JESUIT POPE
Pope Francis’s
«incomplete thought»,
freedom and secularism

THE WORK
‘Incomplete thought’ is a way of thinking that does
not close itself off, nor does it raise barriers to reflection: it is a thought that poses challenges to dialogue.
It is not definitive, static or coercive. Instead it is inquisitive, open, creative and restless. The expression was
Mondadori Università
used by Pope Francis to define a trait of the Jesuit inEssays
tellectual. But who are the Jesuits? And most impor● Pages: VIII-192
tantly, what is Jesuit about Pope Francis? This book
● Price: € 14,00
aims to answer the question, in an ‘incomplete’ manner, addressing the believer and non-believer in the
● 978-88-6184-338-7
knowledge that tackling these issues leads inevitably
All rights available
to a reflection concerning what the Church is and confronting the idea of God, whether the latter be accepted or denied. The Jesuit Pope therefore discusses
freedom and secularism, as part of a biographical itinerary by an author - layman and scholar of philosophy - who is now an official of the Holy See of Pope
Francis and who has always frequented Jesuits.

THE AUTHOR
Vittorio V. Alberti (Rome, 1978), a philosopher and writer, is a former professor of Philosophy (Pontifical Lateran University), and is an official of the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace. He works with
the Court of the Gentiles, the Sturzo Institute, the Encyclopedia G. Treccani, the TV channel Rai Educational, the Fanfani Foundation, the Baicr Consortium, the Experimental Film Centre, L’Espresso, Social
Updates, Catholic Civilization, New Contemporary History, Reset, Liberal, l’Unità and the Conquests of
Labour. He is author or editor of the following titles: Il mondo di Leone XIII (2006) (The World of Leo
XIII), La DC e il terrorismo nell’Italia degli anni di piombo (2008) (The DC and Terrorism in Italy During
the Seventies), Nuovo Umanesimo, Nuova Laicità (2012) (New Humanism, New Secularism), Il concetto di pace (2013) (The Concept of Peace).
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Maddalena Mazzocut-Mis

OUTLINES
OF AESTHETICS
Topics and Problems

THE WORK
By approaching the thematic reconstruction of crucial
questions on aesthetics with a punctual recognition
of historic dynamics that have accompanied reflection on arts, this book introduces the reader to an area
of study that would have been their origin during the
Le Monnier Università
eighteenth century, but has animated philosophical
Syntheses
reflection from the outset. The text is divided in two
● Pages:VIII-168
parts: in the first part are analyzed aesthetics’ main is● Price: € 14,00
sues, from the antiquity to the present day, especially
focusing on some concepts such as imitation and ex● 978-88-00-74525-3
pression, genius and creation, and finally acceptance
All rights available
and fruition. In the second part the text approaches
the matter of the plural universe of aesthetic categories, outlining an itinerary where the analysis progressively moves from the traditional range of beauty to
ambiguous and charming territories of the sublime, tragic, bad, grotesque and kitsch.

THE AUTHOR
Maddalena Mazzocut-Mis is lecturer of Aesthetic and Aesthetic of the Show at the University of Milan. Among her most recent publications are: Il gonzo sublime. Dal patetico al kitsch (Milano, 2005; Paris, 2010); Corpo e voce della passione. L’estetica attoriale di Jean-Baptiste Du Bos (Milano, 2010); Mostro. L’anomalia e il deforme nella natura e nell’arte (Milano, 1992; ristampa riveduta e corretta 2013).
She has published with Le Monnier: Animalità. Idee estetiche sull’anima degli animali (2003); Il senso
del limite. Il dolore, l’eccesso, l’osceno (2009; French translation: Paris, 2012; English translation, Newcastle upon Tyne: 2012); La forma della passione: linguaggi narrativi e gestuali del Settecento francese
(2014). She is one of the editors of Entrare nell’opera: i Salons di Diderot. Selezione antologica e analisi critica (2012).
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Alain Goussot - Riziero Zucchi

THE PEDAGOGY
OF LEV VYGOTSKIJ

Mediations and historical-cultural
dimension in education

THE WORK
This book reviews work and thoughts of the academic and scientist Lev Vygotskij, illustrating his contributions to pedagogy and human behavioral sciences. Talking about Vygotskij is currently of importance
because he can be considered as the real modern
Le Monnier Università
founder of a pedagogy and psychology open to disciEssays
plines such as neurology, ethnology, ethology, socio● Pages: XVIII-238
logy, history and philosophy. This book explains how
● Price: € 18,00
much the historical and cultural method is the core of
an original conception of human development and le● 978-88-00-74584-0
arning, which can help those who currently work in
All rights available
the school sector but also in the socio-educational
and intercultural domain. Vygotskij’s work brings a brilliant contribution to the importance of mediated learning and to its social and socio-historical dimension;
these aspects can currently help and inspire educators and teachers, as well as scholastic and educational psychologists. Vygotskij’s pedagogical conceptions are a truly innovative methodological base,
and topical for those who are today concerned about reforming scholastic programs and education
systems, while the historical-cultural dimension is, today, an essential aspect of most modern visions
of learning processes in the age of globalisation and multiculturalism.

THE AUTHORS
Alain Goussot was (1956-2016) educationalist, educator, historian, philosopher and teacher of special
pedagogy at the Psychology Department of Bologna University. He is the author of many books on
inclusive education, on active pedagogies, on developmental learning, on disability and interculturality; he focused his researches on the link between education, the anthropological dimension and citizenship rights.
Riziero Zucchi is an educationalist, researcher of educative processes and the founder, with Augusta
Moletto, of the parents’ pedagogic methodology. He teaches at First Education’s Science Faculty, Turin University. He has been concerned with inclusive educational practice and with family, school and
territory co-education for years. His major research topics regard the construction of the educational
pact between teachers and parents.
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Massimiliano Vignolo
Marcello Frixione

PHILOSOPHY
OF LANGUAGE
NEW
THE WORK
In everyday life, language is used for a multitude of purposes: from declarations of love to declarations of
war, from Opera singing to stadium chants. Despite
this multi-functionality, the main function of language
seems to be the communication of information conLe Monnier Università
cerning the world that surrounds us: language is the
Syntheses
most powerful tool we have to describe to others the
● Pages: XII-292
reality around us. This book offers an overview of the
● Price: € 24,00
philosophical theories that explain the descriptive and
communicative functions of language. The book choo● 978-88-0074-709-7
ses a theoretical approach over a historical one. The
All rights available
theoretical notions that analyze language as a system
are explained, from the conceptual tools used to describe formal languages (such as that of mathematics)
to fragments of natural languages. The book is designed
for students who are new to the subject; it has been conceived as an introduction to the discipline
and doesn’t require preliminary knowledge. It has been designed as a handbook for bachelor's degree
students.

THE AUTHORS
Massimiliano Vignolo is associate professor at the Department of Classics, Philosophy and History
of the University of Genoa, where he teaches Metaphysics and Introduction to Analytical Philosophy.
Marcello Frixione is professor at the Department of Classics, Philosophy and History of the University of Genoa, where he teaches Logic and Philosophy of Cognitive Sciences.
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Marco Accordi Rickards
Francesca Vannucchi
With an introduction by Michele Rak

VIDEO GAMES

The market, games and players

THE WORK
The video game has for a long time been an emerging medium because of the numbers of users (about
130 million players), the heterogeneity of the groups
that take advantage of it, its growing revenue, the variety and complexity of its texts/works, its continued
Mondadori Università
contamination of texts and genres, and for its role in
Essays
global culture. These components have aligned the
● Pages: XXXII-192
video game to the technology of communication
● Price: € 16,00
since the 1970s, and have opened perspectives for
research on simulation and enable new hypotheses
● 978-88-6184-237-3
about the increasingly blurred margins of the relationAll rights available
ship between work and leisure. This book illustrates
many aspects of video games and its criticisms. It describes the stages of their growth, reports successes
and flops of both companies and games; it demonstrates their structure, which tends increasingly to use people, plots, scripts, and landscapes from all
the other media. The video game is, along with the mobile phone, the most advanced frontier of communication and signals the limits of change which are continually being moved forward. This affects
all communities in the world who are transforming their traditions, modifying their customs, altering
their ways of learning and their training processes.

THE AUTHORS
Marco Accordi Rickards, journalist, writer and critic, is the founder and director of VIGAMUS, the
Museum of Video Games in Rome. He teaches Theory and Criticism of interactive multimedia works
at the University of Rome Tor Vergata. Among his works are, The Video Game Professions (with P. Frignani, Tunué, 2010), David Cage (with M. Romanini and G. De Gregori, Unicopli, 2012), Video Games and
Propaganda (with A. Padula, Universitalia, 2012).
Francesca Vannucchi has a Ph.D. in science of the text (literature, visual culture and communication,
from the University of Siena). She teaches Sociology of Cultural Communication at the University of
Rome Tor Vergata. Her books include: Comunicare con il libro (Communicating with the Book) (edited by M. Rak) (Mondadori Università, 2011), La promozione della lettura in Italia (The Promotion of
Reading in Italy) (with M. Savioli) (Istituto Poligrafico and Zecca dello Stato, 2012).
Michele Rak is one of the 13 members of the European Panel for the European Heritage Label (Brussels) that works on European identity. A historian and a theorist, he studies social dynamics under the
influence of the language of art and the processes of globalization. He has taught at the Universities
of Naples, Palermo and Siena and at the LUISS-Guido Carli School of Journalism.
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Tullio Gregory

WAYS
OF MODERNITY

THE WORK
This volume collects a series of studies devoted to
aspects of philosophical culture, among the Essays of
Montaigne and the mid-seventeenth century. Authors
such Charron, Gassendi, libertines and Aristotle – in
addition to Montaigne – are considered in the conLe Monnier Università
text of their extensive and diverse historiographical
Studies
perspectives. Among other aspects, the book bases
● Pages: VIII-184
itself on the 'modern outcomes' of Renaissance scho● Price: € 16,00
larship, the meaning and the importance of the discovery of skeptical and empirical reason; on the return
● 978-88-00-74761-5
– after Machiavelli – of the theory of origin and the
All rights available
political nature of religions; and on the rise of worldly
ethics, free from theological presuppositions. These themes are now widely debated, but for most of
them at the time of writing the essays that make up
this book, covering a half-century of research, their bibliography was still scarce. The book ends with
an imaginary interview with Descartes in which the theological presuppositions of doubt and Cartesian metaphysics are discussed.

THE AUTHOR
Tullio Gregory (born Rome, 1929), Academician of the Lincei, a Fellow of the British Academy, is Emeritus Professor of History of Philosophy at the Sapienza University of Rome and Scientific Director of
the Italian Encyclopaedia. His works have reconstructed the knots and moments of crisis in the history of ideas and scientific thought between the Middle Ages and the Modern Age: Anima mundi. La filosofia di Guglielmo di Conches e la scuola di Chartres (Anima Mundi. The Philosophy of Guglielmo
di William of Conches and the Chartres School) (1955); Platonismo medievale (Medieval Platonism)
(1958); Scetticismo ed empirismo. Studio su Gassendi (Scepticism and Empiricism. A Study of Gassendi) (1961); Giovanni Scoto Eriugena (John Scotus Eriugena) (1963); Theophrastus redivivus. Erudizione
e ateismo nel Seicento (Theophrastus Redivivus. Erudition and Atheism in the Seventeenth Century)
(1979); Etica e religione nella critica libertina (Ethics and Religion in Libertine Criticism) (1986); Mundana sapientia (Mundane Sapientia) (1992) Genèse de la raison classique de Charron à Descartes (2000);
Origini della terminologia filosofica moderna (Origins of Modern Philosophical Terminology) (2006);
Speculum naturale. Percorsi del pensiero medievale (Natural Speculum. Paths of medieval thought)
(2007); Principe di questo mondo. Il diavolo in Occidente (A Prince in this World. The Devil in the West)
(2013); Translatio linguarum. Traduzioni e storia della cultura (Translatio Linguarum. Translations and
History of Culture) (2016); Michel de Montaigne o della modernità (Michel de Montaigne or On Modernity) (2016). He has promoted, both on a scientific level and at an institutional level, the study of
questions of philosophical terminology, and has directed since its foundation The European Intellectual
Lexicon and History of Ideas.
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Cinzia Chiandetti - Eleonora Degano

ANIMALS

Unique and shared abilities
among species

THE WORK
The relationship between humans and other species
is a much-debated topic. Humans often (and quite
presumptuously) place themselves at the top of an
imaginary hierarchy, on behalf of their species' artistic sensibility, sophisticated architectures and techMondadori Università
nologies, and also selflessness, cooperation, and wilEssays
lingness and ability to teach. It is fundamental to un● Pages: X-182
derstand the mind of other species, through rigo● Price: € 16,00
rous academic research, both in order to have an informed opinion and to be able to relate to animals
● 978-88-6184-542-8
with greater awareness and humility. Stemming from
All rights available
both academic and divulgative experience, this volume is designed for curious readers but also for
students and scholars in different disciplines, from
biology to psychology, from philosophy to the neurosciences, who are interested in the fascinating world of animal cognition.

THE AUTHORS
Cinzia Chiandetti is research fellow at the Department of Life Sciences, University of Trieste. She
teaches several courses, including ‘Animal Cognition’. Her areas of expertise include the development of cerebral asymmetries in different animals. In 2010 she was awarded the L’Oréal Italia prize for
Women in Science.
Eleonora Degano is a scientific journalist, copywriter and freelance translator. Since 2013, she has been
writing about ethology, animal cognition and zoology for specialized magazines such as «National Geographic Magazine Italia» and «OggiScienza». After a bachelor’s degree in Biology, she studied Scientific Journalism at SISSA in Trieste. She was awarded the journalistic prizes «Riccardo Tomassetti» in 2016,
and «SID-Diabete Ricerca» in 2017.
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Gabriella Pravettoni (edited by)

COGNITIVE
PSYCHOLOGY
From theory to practice

THE WORK
This book offers an overview of the methodological
and theoretical aspects of cognitive psychology, and
of their application to pratical situations. For this purpose, every chapter contains, other than a theoretical description of cognitive functions, two sections:
Mondadori Università
“The corner of…” and “Experimenting”. The first series
Handbooks
of sections, written by expert professionals, describes
● Pages: VI-362
specific fields of application, where the cognitive func● Price: € 28,00
tion in question has a fundamental role (for instance,
memory is examined in relation to its role in court, de● 978-88-6184-505-3
cisions are examined in relation to the economy). The
All rights available
second series of sections, on the contrary, focuses on
the reader’s ability to ‘experiment’: it provides tests
and descriptions of experiential phenomena that demonstrate the abilities and the limits of the cognitive
system. Experimental psychology is too often confined to laboratories: this volume aims to illustrate
the theoretical and methodological implications that allow us to translate theoretical concepts into
everyday life, and viceversa.

THE EDITOR
Gabriella Pravettoni is professor of Cognitive Psychology, head of the Master’s Degree in Cognitive
Sciences and vice-head of the Department of Oncology and Hemato-oncology at the University of
Milan. She is the director of the Division of Psycho-oncology and of the Antismoking Center of the
European Institute of Oncology. She has been visiting professor at King’s College, London. Her research
focusses mostly on the topics of cognitive and decisional processes and error prevention with particular attention to medical implications, patient empowerment and well-being within the paradigm of
humanization of medical care.
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Massimo Turatto

GENERAL
PSYCHOLOGY
NEW
THE WORK
How does the mind work? This book discusses the established knowledge and the most recent research on
the topic of the cognitive processes of the human and
animal mind. It analyses the themes of perception, attention, conscience, memory, learning, motivation, language, thought, reasoning, and emotions. It illustrates
the general principles of the scientific method on
which psychology relies (as many other disciplines do)
and the neuroimaging techniques used to spot the
neural bases of the cognitive processes. The last chapter offers an overview of the discipline in a historical
perspective, which allows the reader to appreciate the
progress that has been made over time towards a rigorous and scientific understanding of the mind.

Mondadori Università
Handbooks
Pages: VIII-416 + 16 colors
Price: € 39,00
● 978-88-6184-578-7
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Massimo Turatto is Professor of Experimental Psychology at CIMeC (Center for Mind/Brain Sciences),
University of Trento. He also teaches General Psychology and Plasticity and Learning at the Department of Cognitive Sciences of the same university. In his research he focuses on the topics of attention and learning, and the interaction between the two. His experimental findings have been published
in international journals.
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Olimpia Pino

MENDING
MEMORIES

Memory, its disorders, evidence
of rehabilitative treatment
effectiveness

THE WORK
Memory is a crucial part of identity: we live in the present by remembering the past and projecting ourselves
into the future. It is like the soul: losing one’s memories means losing one’s sense of self. Mending Memories is a fascinating journey into the most recent disMondadori Università
coveries in the field of neurosciences, to discover the
Handbooks
inherently plastic nature of the brain. This book is an
● Pages: XVIII-318
up-to-date review of the (ever growing) tentatives in
● Price: € 26,00
treating memory disorders by restoring memories. It
therefore focuses mostly on the most treatable con● 978-88-6184-519-0
ditions, such as light cognitive impairment. Evidence
All rights available
of effectiveness in various treatment approaches is
examined; the volume also analyses prevention by
the means of life-style changes and the use of neuro-modulation, thus aiming to turn neuroscience into
an everyday practice. Memory disorders that stem from pathologies of traumatic or degenerative origin confront us not only with the frailty of humans, but also with their extraordinary resilience.

THE AUTHOR
Olimpia Pino teaches at the Medical School of the University of Parma. Her research focuses on
memory, both in the laboratory and everyday life. She also works in the field of psychotraumatology,
where she aims at integrating clinical phenomena and experimental analyses. She has authored more
than eighty publications, among which the book The Secret in the Air. She is the editor of the BAOJ
journal «Medical and Nursing». In order to understand experience-driven changes in the brain, she has
turned her research interests towards the field of Brain Computer Interface and is currently working
on projects with the humanoid robot NAO and a prototype for audiovisual entertainment.
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Angelica Arace

WHEN CHILDREN
START TO…
Childhood psychology
and the early phases in the
development of the Self

NEW
THE WORK
According to recent research in neurosciences, the
first three years in human life represent a crucial timeframe for psychological development, characterized
by evolutional challenges and growing opportunities
that deserve to be studied in their complexity. By inteMondadori Università
grating well-affirmed theoretical frameworks with the
Handbooks
most recent empirical evidence, this book aims to of● Pages: XVI-304
fer a thorough overview of the emotional, cognitive,
● Price: € 25,00
communicative and social development of children
and an account of the early phases in the develop● 978-88-6184-602-9
ment of the Self, with particular attention to the imAll rights available
plications in the fields of child education and of the
analysis of the relational, social and cultural contexts
in which children grow. This book is designed primarily for college students in psychological disciplines, but
it is also aimed to all those (psychologists, parents, educators) who are daily companions of children
in their path through childhood.

THE AUTHOR
Angelica Arace, psychologist and therapist, is Associate Professor at the Department of Philosophy
and Educational Sciences at the University of Turin. She teaches Psychology of the Early Childhood
and Observation in Educational Contexts and Developmental Psychology. Her longstanding research
interest focuses on childhood development and on training parents, educators and teachers; she has
published in national and international journals. Among her books are Psicologia della prima infanzia
(‘Psychology of Early Childhood’, Mondadori, 2010) and Attaccamenti, separazioni, perdite (‘Attachments, Separations, Losses’, Unicopli, 2006).
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SCIENZA E FILOSOFIA
Series coordinated by Armando Massarenti
THE SERIES
I think – is the moving way in which Charles Darwin first introduces his revolutionary idea of life by way
of a hypothesis to prove. It is a sketch that he calls ‘the tree of life’ and then changes to ‘coral of life’,
because the branches of coral are richer and more complex than those of a tree. In this almost childish picture, where the letters at the ends of the branches represent living creatures, some more closely
related than others, one can already see extraordinary insight into the living unit.
No other symbol could better represent the spirit of this editorial initiative and the adventure of
knowledge, whose basic ingredients are a critical spirit, open-mindedness and the ability to think
about the world in a different way from how it appears.
In an effort to render even the most advanced knowledge understandable, this series does not fail to
remind us from time to time of the humble and courageous thinkers who have brought us this far from
the most varied of disciplines, and of those who are already reshaping our future world.

THE SERIES COORDINATOR
Armando Massarenti (1961) the coordinator of this series, is responsible for the cultural Sunday supplement Il Sole 24 Ore-Domenica. He is the author of Il lancio del nano e altri esercizi di filosofia
minima (1986) (The Nano Launch and Other Exercises in Minimum Philosophy), winner of the Castiglioncello Philosophical Prize 2007 and the Città delle rose Non-fiction Prize 2007, Staminalia. Le cellule «etiche» e i nemici della ricerca (2008) (Staminalia. “Ethical” Cells and the Enemies of Research, Il
filosofo tascabile. Dai presocratici a Wittgenstein. 44 ritratti per una storia del pensiero in miniatura
(2009) (The Pocket Philosopher: from the Pre-Socratics to Wittgenstein. 44 Portraits for a Miniature
History of Thought), and Dizionario delle idee non comuni (2010) (Dictionary of Uncommon Ideas), all
published by Guanda. He also edited for Laterza Stramaledettamente logico. Esercizi filosofici su pellicola (Damned Logical: Philosophical Exercises on Film) and for Einaudi (together with P. Donghi and
G. Corbellini), Bi(blio)etica. Istruzioni per l’uso, a dictionary of bioethics on which Luca Ronconi based
a play in 2006. Both Staminalia and The Nano Launch also inspired plays and an educational experiment promoted by the Italian Philosophical Society.
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Carlo Scognamiglio Pasini

THE ART
OF WEALTH

Cesare Beccaria, economist

THE WORK
Two and a half centuries have passed since the publication of Beccaria’s On Crime and Punishments, the
masterpiece he completed at the age of 25, which
made him the most quoted Italian thinker in the history of Western thought, law, and political science, together with Machiavelli. Beccaria’s name is often asMondadori Università
sociated with the highest humanistic, enlightened
● Pages: XVIII-334
and liberal values. Catherine II the Great, Voltaire and
● Price: € 22,00
Thomas Jefferson, as well as Jeremy Bentham, Jean● 978-88-6184-359-2
Baptiste Say, Stendhal and Karl Marx considered his
works as one of the highest expressions of European
All rights available
culture. Beccaria’s principles of criminal law, together
with Montaigne’s on the separation of powers, Rousseau’s on popular sovereignty and Voltaire’s civil rights
are veritable cornerstones of the Age of European Enlightenment. In what sense was Cesare Beccaria an economist and how can he be compared to Adam
Smith, who is usually considered the founding father of Economics and the greatest thinker of his century? This biography combines scientific accuracy with historicity – it can also be read as a novel, and
it reconstructs the lesser known aspects of Beccaria’s life and works.

THE AUTHOR
Carlo Scognamiglio Pasini comes from a well-known Milanese family; he studied Economics at the
Bocconi University and at the London School of Economics. Currently, he is Professor Emeritus of Applied Economics at the LUISS-Guido Carli University of Rome, of which he’s been rector from 1984 to
1992. He’s one of the most well known spokespersons of Italian liberalism. He was President of the Italian Senate of the Republic, Minister of Defence and president of the Aspen Institute, of which he’s still
honorary president. Besides the French Academy prize for Economics (1988) he has been awarded
numerous aknowledgements for his scientific works, essays, monographs and university textbooks.
This biography of Cesare Beccaria enriches the list of the critical biographies he wrote, the most famous of which was on Smith and Keynes.
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Giovanni Bignami - Andrea Sommariva

GOLD FROM
ASTEROIDS
AND ASPARAGUS
FROM MARS
Reality and myths of the space
exploration
THE WORK
Since the end of Project Apollo (1972), no one has ever left the Earth. Those were years in which NASA’s
budget reached an incredible 4% of the United States’
GDP. Since then, the Space Station has represented
the most important enterprise of space policy, because it has taught us to work together. Together we
Mondadori Università
will return to space, away from the Earth, and towards
● Pages: XII-180
Mars. In the global, post-capitalistic future, we will cre● Price: € 16,00
ate public/private businesses to make a profit through
● 978-88-6184-418-6
spatial activity. Asteroids are fine material mines (literally), able to repay an investor better than any buyAll rights available
ers of land in Klondike before the gold-rush, but also to train men (and women) and provide means for
difficult missions in outer space. At the moment we
are studying a new propulsion system to be able, in
twenty years, to cultivate asparagus on Mars, and then, after some decades, to visit the planets of the
nearest star, where our destiny as explorers is pushing us.

THE AUTHORS
Giovanni Bignami was one of the most famous astrophysicists in Italy and Europe. An academic of France
and of the Lincei, he has been president of the Italian Space Agency, of the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) and of the National Institute of Astrophysics. He has written hundreds of publications,
and led space missions, receiving awards in the US, France (Legion of Honor) and Italy. He believed that
multimedia communication can also be a political means to connect science and citizens. He was a columnist with “La Stampa” and “L’Espresso”, and he appeared on some television channels, like SKY, RAI (in
Piero Angela’s show) and RAI Scuola. His books are translated into seven languages. With Mondadori, he
has published: Cosa resta da scoprire (2011), Il futuro spiegato ai ragazzi (with C. Bellon, 2012) e ll mistero delle sette sfere (2013).
Andrea Sommariva is an economist; after working for international agencies, he has spent many years
in the Far East, where he has collaborated as a consultant with numerous international agencies. His interest in astronautics began from a recent collaboration with Giovanni Bignami and from long discussions on the possible effects of employing space in the global economy and international relations.
Currently, he is a member of the International Academy of Astronautics. He has published two books
on Germany’s monetary history and on monetary union in Europe. Recently, he has published with
Giovanni Bignami A Scenario for Interstellar Exploration and Its Financing (Springer Briefs in Space
Development, 2013). He contributes to the magazine “Astropolitics”, which is dedicated to the analysis
of political, economic and military implications of using space.
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Luciano Maiani
In collaboration with Romeo Bassoli

THE HUNT FOR
THE HIGGS BOSON
Magnets, governments, scientists
and particles in the scientific
enterprise of the century
THE WORK
In July 2012 the existence of the ‘Higgs boson’, the smallest of all the subatomic particles so far discovered was confirmed experimentally in the CERN laboratories in Geneva; it had been theorized by Peter
Higgs as early as 1964 and was released to the world
as the ‘God particle’. This discovery is a major breakMondadori Università
through in particle physics and confirms of the stan● Pages: X-198
dard model of the universe, moving in the direction
● Price: € 17,00
of the Theory of Everything: the theory of unified
● 978-88-6184-275-5
forces which physics has been chasing for decades. It
has taken nearly 50 years of theoretical development
All rights available
to reach the first experimental confirmation and the
construction of the world’s largest machine, the LHC,
Large Hadron Collider, a-27 km-long ring located 100
metres beneath the area surronding of Geneva. The
success of this challenge was one on which at first few would bet, and it accompanies the very history
of CERN, the European Organisation for Nuclear Research of which Luciano Maiani has been director
for five years. This challenge came at the height of the Cold War when European and American scientists were on opposite sides. It was not only a scientific and engineering challenge, but also an economic and financial one: more than once during the life of CERN and the construction of the LHC, the
enormous funding that the company required was endangered, due to short-sightedness and political conflicts. Luciano Maiani accompanies us throughout this history, from the initial idea of CERN to
the exciting time of the experimental confirmation and its communication to the scientific community and the media. From personal memory, but with the objectivity that characterizes the essential attitude of a scientist, Maiani recounts the full range of illusions and disappointments, enthusiasm and
moments of despair, theoretical junctions and personal relationships that enabled them to build and
operate this unique machine, constantly inventing cutting-edge technologies and technical and managerial solutions to address and solve problems that no one had ever faced before.

THE AUTHORS
Luciano Maiani was from 1993 to 1997 president of the INFN (National Institute of Nuclear Physics) and
from 1999 to 2003 he was the second Italian to be general director of CERN, after Carlo Rubbia. Under
the leadership of Maiani, CERN made the crucial decision to switch from the physics of the Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP, with which fundamental results were obtained between 1989 and 2000) to
the pioneering of the ‘Large Hadron Collider’, currently in operation. From 2008 to 2011 he was president of the National Research Council. Since 1976 he has been professor of theoretical physics at the
University of Rome La Sapienza. He is a member of the National Academy of Lincei.
Romeo Bassoli (1954-2013), was an Italian journalist. Winner of the FAO Prize in 1990, he was head of
the Press Office at the National Institute of Nuclear Physics.
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Gianvito Martino

IDENTITY CRISIS
Unnatural or against nature?

THE WORK
Skin cells and blood cells become embryonic cells,
female mice become male and male mice become
female and species change species: there is no doubt
that we have reached the point where defining identity at a biological level is destined to failure. This is
because in nature the very concept of identity seMondadori Università
ems to make little sense. The cell may decide to
● Pages: X-174
change form and function, and therefore identity, e● Price: € 16,00
ven after taking its definitive form, which until recen● 978-88-6184-340-0
tly was considered immutable and irreversible. Gender, that is, being male or female, is also subject to
All rights available
changes that can completely distort sense. There are
organisms which are bisexual or transsexual: their dubious gender identity is essential for their own survival. Even species can change. It is precisely the lack of
identity that makes life possible, and it is the concept of plasticity, in contrast to that of identity, to
characterize nature. If we assume this outlook, developments in science may result less alarming, because they will reveal to us what nature has already known for billions of years, and the ideological issues related to sex, race or species will no longer cloak themselves in a non-existent biological reality.
And to hold up as ‘unnatural’ certain ways of behaving which are absolutely natural means to ignore
the reality of things by choosing deliberately to be ‘against nature’.

THE AUTHOR
Gianvito Martino, a doctor and neurologist, directs the Division of Neuroscience at the Scientific Institute San Raffaele University in Milan. He is currently president of the International Society of Neuroimmunology (ISNI) and Honorary Professor at Queen Mary University of London (UK). In 1999 he
founded the European School of Neuroimmunology (ESNI). He has received numerous awards for his
research, including the Rita Levi-Montalcini Prize. His studies on brain stem cells represent a real hope
for the development of new and more effective therapies for severe neurological diseases which are currently incurable. His publications include: La medicina che rigenera. Non siamo nati per invecchiare (Regenerative Medicine: We Weren’t Born to Age) (2009); Identità e mutamento. La biologia in
bilico (Identity and Change. Biology in the Balance) (2010, Fermi Prize City of Cecina 2011 for the dissemination of science) and Il cervello gioca in difesa: storie di cellule che pensano (The Brain Plays
in Defence: Stories of Cells that Think) (2013, Popular Scientific Book Prize from the Italian Book Association and CNR).
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Gilberto Corbellini - Elisabetta Sirgiovanni

IT’S ALL THE
BRAIN’S FAULT

An introduction to neuroethics

2nd PLACE
Popular Scientific Book Prize 2014

THE WORK
This book discusses the impact that research on the
brain is having in several areas, not just in biological
and medical health fields, but also in the broader social
domain. For a decade, neuroscience and neurotechnology have resulted in a field of study called ‘neuroethics’. This term refers both to the investigation
Mondadori Università
of the ethical implications of research and clinical pra● Pages: XX-252
ctice in the field of neuroscience, and the ability
● Price: € 18,00
to better understand how the brain processes mo● 978-88-6184-288-5
ral judgments. Following a historical reconstruction of
the origins of neuroethics, the authors illustrate the
All rights available
problems relating to the dissemination of technology which more than anything else represents the
advancement of knowledge and the applicative implications of neuroscience, that is neuroimaging. The
book then addresses the key issues of neuroethics, from the impact that neuroscientific knowledge
and technologies are having on the study and treatment of psychiatric illnesses, to the controversial
topic of cognitive capacity, i.e. the ability to use drugs, devices or neurotechnological procedures on
the brain in order to improve its performance. Lastly, starting from certain rulings issued by the Italian
courts, the terms of the debate are reconstructed on the relevance of the use of data and neuroscientific topics within judicial procedures. This book aims to place neuroethical and bioethical issues in a
perspective that is philosophically consistent, overcoming biases that have fueled confusion and misunderstandings.

THE AUTHORS
Gilberto Corbellini teaches Bioethics and History of Medicine at the Sapienza University of Rome.
He has written in a national and international context on the history of immunoscience, neuroscience,
epistemology and medical ethics, and the relationship between science and politics. Among his most
recent publications are La razionalità negata. Psichiatria e antipsichiatria in Italia (2008) (Rationality
Denied. Psychiatry and Anti-Psychiatry in Italy); Scienza, quindi democrazia (2011) (Science, Therefore
Democracy); Scienza (2013) (Science).
Elisabetta Sirgiovanni is a researcher in neuroethics at the CNR-unit of ethics of research, bioethics,
biolaw and biopolitics. She collaborates with the unit of Medical History and Bioethics at the Sapienza University of Rome. Sirgiovanni has a PhD in Cognitive Science and has published scientific articles
and essays on neuroethics and philosophy of cognitive neuroscience.
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Pier Luigi Luisi

ON THE ORIGIN
OF LIFE AND
BIODIVERSITY

THE WORK
This book is a long narrative covering three and a half
billion years, from the dawn of the primordial cells to
the wealth of shapes and colours that characterizes
present-day biodiversity. It is a long journey rich with
scientific data, detailing the discovery of the genetic code and the power of biotechnology. It is a narrative dotted with poignant questions of a philosophical nature, for example, “Was the origin of life a forced
process?” or “Was it due to chance?”, “Is there a plan
to nature and biological evolution?”, “Are we really our
genes?”, “Can one create life in the laboratory?”. The
narrative then reaches the final stage of the relationship between biodiversity and ecology and asks: why
are there 25 thousand different species of fish and
over 15 thousand different species of butterfly? And
is all this biodiversity truly destined to perish?

Mondadori Università
Pages: XII-276
Price: € 18,00
● 978-88-6184-295-3
●
●

All rights available

THE AUTHOR
Pier Luigi Luisi is graduated in Chemistry at the Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa and has taught at
ETH Zurich since 1970. He has published works in the fields of the origin of life and of synthetic biology. Since 2003 he has been at the University of Roma Tre. He is author of over 500 articles and twelve
books. Luisi has been at the Mind and Life Institute since 1987 (the dialogue between science and
Buddhism); and is the founder of Cortona Week, established in 1985 at the ETH Zurich, in charge of the
dialogue between science and secular spirituality.
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Sergio Giudici

TAKING STOCK

A story in reverse of localization from
the GPS to Ptolemy

THE WORK
How do you answer the question ‘Where are we?’ Once it has been understood that the correct way is to
provide a couple of latitude and longitude angles, the
problem is how to measure them. Over the course of
history various solutions were devised: Ptolemy observed the shadow of obelisks and lunar eclipses, in GaMondadori Università
lileo's time one scrutinized Jupiter's moons, we now
● Pages: XII-148
connect to a satellite system and read the answer on
● Price: € 13,00
the screen of a GPS receiver. But how does a locator
● 978-88-6184-381-3
work? If we try to dismantle the system we find an antenna and some electrical circuits, but above all, we diAll rights available
scover a great wealth of ideas and scientific knowledge, where today's atomic clocks are combined with
the ancient sphere of the fixed stars. The conceptual
richness contained in the GPS system is not only a useful accessory to smartphones and automobiles, but also a fascinating subject of study.

THE AUTHOR
Sergio Giudici was born in Turin in 1967 and graduated in Physics completing the postgraduate course
at the Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa. His research concerned Elementary Particle Physics and he
was a contributor on some experiments at CERN in Geneva. He has published about eighty articles in
national and international journals. In recent years he has intensified his teaching commitments, producing educational courses for the National Plan for Scientific Degrees, for the Pianeta Galileo initiative on the Regional Council of Tuscany and as Coordinator of the Scientific Ludoteca in Pisa. He is
currently a researcher at the Enrico Fermi Department of Physics, at the University of Pisa, where he
teaches two courses: Monte Carlo Methods for Experimental Physics and Physics Laboratory for teaching. He is a sailing enthusiast.
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Giorgio Vallortigara

THE SWINGING
MIND
Tales of animals and brains

3rd PLACE
Galileo Literary Prize 2013

THE WORK
There are two views on minds and brains that we take
for granted. The first stems from the notion that there is a sort of ascending scale of living creatures, which
sees less complex and less evolved creatures placed
on the lower rungs and the more complex and advanced at the top. This hierarchy would also apply to all
Mondadori Università
elements of the body, including the brain. There
● Pages: VIII-216
would therefore also be an ascending and progressive
● Price: € 18,00
scale of mental functions, with the top occupied by
● 978-88-6184-191-8
our species. The second is the idea that brains serve to
give us a truthful representation of reality. The author
All rights available
believes that the two notions have in common various
aspects, including the fact that they are both wrong.
Biologists know that to regard living organisms as more or less evolved species is meaningless. All living species are equally evolved. The prevailing idea is that evolution is a history of the increasing complexity
of structures which thus become better and better. It is easy to demonstrate that things are not so
simple. It is a common misconception that evolution leads to an increase in order and complexity,
a straining towards the “Omega Point”, as Teilhard de Chardin called it. This is not the way in which
modern biology conceives evolution. Evolution implies change, but not necessarily progress. Therefore evolution by natural selection does not imply the construction of more and more complex brains,
because complexity of structure is not the criterion upon which natural selection operates, but rather
selective survival and reproduction. Whoever said that organisms reproduce more easily with a more complex brain? This leads to the second point. The complexity of mental life is traditionally associated with the fact that humans have a better, more easily complete representation of reality. There is no doubt that a comparison of the different species reveals different capacities. But ethologists
have made great progress in the study of animal communication when they recognised the falsity of
the assumption that communication is used to transmit truthful information. In nature, animal communication serves mainly to deceive and trick. Perception should therefore be considered in the same
manner: our perceptions have not been shaped by natural selection to give us a truthful picture of the
world, but rather to deceive us well enough to survive in the world.

THE AUTHOR
Giorgio Vallortigara is Professor of Neuroscience and Deputy Director of the Centre for Mind/Brain
Sciences at the University of Trento. He is also Adjunct Professor at the School of Biological, Biomedical and Molecular Sciences at the University of New England, Australia. He is the author of over 170
scientific articles in international journals (with over 3,000 citations) and of some books for the layman.
He is on the editorial board of some international journals.
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Lucio Russo

WHEN THE WORLD
SHRANK
What Ptolemy’s error tells us
about the contacts between
civilizations

THE WORK
Almost all scholars have up until now denied the existence of ancient contacts between America and the
Old World, but this book which investigates a seemingly minor issue in the history of geography (the
origin of a gross error of Ptolemy) demonstrates that
the sources of the ancient Hellenistic geographer weMondadori Università
re aware of the latitudes and longitudes of locations
● Pages: XII-284
in Central America. This discovery forces us to review
● Price: € 18,00
many aspects of history in a new light. On the one
● 978-88-6184-320-2
hand, it shows how the collapse of knowledge that
swept through the Mediterranean world at the time
English version yet available
of the Roman conquest was far deeper than is generally believed. On the other hand it opens potential
new long-term scenarios, revealing the possibility of
replacing today’s dominant idea of the independent
and parallel evolution of civilizations, with a single history, which has been linked since ancient times.

THE AUTHOR
Lucio Russo is an expert in statistical mechanics, calculating probability and the history of science.
On the latter subject he published La rivoluzione dimenticata (The Forgotten Revolution) (Feltrinelli, 1996), edited in English (Spring, 2004), German (2005) and other languages. Flussi e riflussi (Ebb and
Flow) (Feltrinelli, 2003) and, with Emanuela Santoni, Ingegni minuti (Minute Ingenuities) (Feltrinelli 2010).
He is also the author of several pamphlets, such as Segmenti e bastoncini (Segments and Rods) (Feltrinelli 1998) La cultura componibile (The Modular Culture) (Liguori 2008).
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FORMA MENTIS
Series coordinated by Michele Di Francesco
THE SERIES
How do we develop understanding? How do knowledge technologies modify our minds? How do we
make a judgement and take decisions? How does language work? And what is its relationship with
thought? How do we understand others? How are memories fixed and recalled? Does ‘I’ exist or is it
just an illusion? Are we really free in our actions, or do we merely dream of being so?
These are the questions that philosophy has always posed; today cognitive science and neuroscience
offer unexpected and increasingly articulated answers. Today we are beginning to understand the neural bases of reasoning, consciousness, emotions and their relationship with the origin of the social and
spiritual world. The bases for a new vision of the human being in his cognitive, emotional and behavioural structuring have now been put forward.
The series, which combines philosophy, cognitive science and neuroscience, wishes to make available to
students, scholars and the general public interested in these issues the results of these studies, addressing the various issues involved in volumes that take stock of the state of the most advanced research.

THE SERIES COORDINATOR
Michele Di Francesco is Rector of the Higher University School IUSS of Pavia and Professor of Logic
and Philosophy of Science. As President of the European Society for Analytic Philosophy, he contributes to the cultural pages of Il Sole 24 Ore. Di Francesco was the former president of the Italian Society for Analytic Philosophy and is a member of the Board of Directors and on the Scientific Committee of the Carlo Erba Foundation in Milan. He is one of the founders of the National Coordination of
philosophy of the mind and cognitive science.
Among his publications: Che fine ha fatto l’io? (What Happened to the ‘I’?) (with Edoardo Boncinelli), 2010; Introduzione alla filosofia della mente, (Introduction to the Philosophy of the Mind) 2002; La
Coscienza, (The Conscience) 2000, second edition 2005; L’io e i suoi sé. Identità personale e scienza
della mente, (The ‘I’ and Itself. Personal Identity and Science of the Mind) 1998.
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Gianvito Martino

THE BRAIN
PLAYS IN DEFENSE
Tales of thinking cells

PRIZE-WINNER
Popular Scientific Book Prize 2013

THE WORK
We exist only because we interact favourably with the
environment and the ecosistem that surrounds us. Environmental pressure organizes the evolution of living
beings. Environment is, by definition, variable and in
its mutability is often “polluted” by unexpected and
unpredictable dangers that threaten our balance and
Mondadori Università
our “biological self”. Due to this vulnerability to the
● Pages: VIII-200
environmental changes, living organisms have develo● Price: € 15,00
ped for billions of years a sophisticated defense me● 978-88-6184-310-3
chanism, the immune system, which makes them able
to face promptly forseen and unforseen dangers. An
All rights available
impressive and articulated machine which works constantly in order to share what is necessary or not. Why
do we fight a pathogen but we do not treat as intrusive a growing fetus in the womb having paternal genes foreign to the mother's body? Which are the friends and enemies of our body? How can the immune system recall and fight an antigen with the known strategies when it faces that antigen again?
(Vaccinations, for example, work in this way). A dangerous and sophisticated game, a network based on the synergistic action of all organs and tissues that make up our body, especially the brain.
This book intends to focus on the interactions between brain and immune system. It is nothing new
that the brain should be defended, but it’s amazing to explore the mechanisms the brain uses to defend
itself and to fight back. A powerful war machine which uses not only atoms, molecules, cells and organs in cooperation, but also good or bad past experiences, which can be remembered in order to retrace or avoid. This amazing book combines different disciplines both in biology and neuroscience in
order to show how the cooperation between different parts is winning in the environmental balance required for our survival.

THE AUTHOR
Gianvito Martino, a doctor and neurologist, directs the Division of Neuroscience at the Scientific Institute San Raffaele University in Milan. He is currently president of the International Society of Neuroimmunology (ISNI) and Honorary Professor at Queen Mary University of London (UK). In 1999 he
founded the European School of Neuroimmunology (ESNI). He has received numerous awards for his
research, including the Rita Levi-Montalcini Prize. His studies on brain stem cells represent a real hope
for the development of new and more effective therapies for severe neurological diseases which are currently incurable. His publications include: La medicina che rigenera. Non siamo nati per invecchiare (Regenerative Medicine: We Weren’t Born to Age) (2009); Identità e mutamento. La biologia in
bilico (Identity and Change. Biology in the Balance) (2010, Fermi Prize City of Cecina 2011 for the Dissemination of Science) and Il cervello gioca in difesa: storie di cellule che pensano (The Brain Plays
in Defense: Tales of Thinking Cells) (2013, Popular Scientific Book Prize from the Italian Book Association and CNR).
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Massimo Reichlin

ETHICS AND
NEUROSCIENCE

Vegetative states, self-awareness
and personal identity

THE WORK
This book addresses three major issues that arise from
developments in neuroscience and which pose to us
all fundamental questions of a philosophical, moral
and legal nature. The first concerns vegetative states,
the emblematic case is represented by Eluana Englaro,
the second issue is neurodegenerative diseases and isMondadori Università
sues related to personal identity and self-perception,
● Pages: VI-202
but also to the possibility of cure through stem cells;
● Price: € 16,00
the third aspect deals with the philosophical problems
● 978-88-6184-227-4
specifically linked to the idea, now widely called into
question, that we are our brains and the ethical and leAll rights available
gal problems that arise with loss of identity and personal autonomy. Can we really talk when referring to vegetative states (PVS) of a total lack of conscience and
electrical activity in the cortex? Studies in recent years
seem to prove the contrary, and that the situation is much more complex, to the point that we have
introduced a new diagnostic category, that of the minimally conscious state (MCS). This naturally has
consequences about what we consider morally or legally appropriate for these patients, both in relation to the definition of death - to the point of questioning the very diagnosis of brain death - and the
issue of early directives on treatment and their difference from the idea of legalizing euthanasia. The
author therefore takes into account certain degenerative neurological diseases: from multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis to dementia, focusing on the effects that they have on personal
identity and self-perception, and even ethically analysing the main hypothesis of care.

THE AUTHOR
Massimo Reichlin is a professor of moral philosophy at the Faculty of Philosophy, University Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, where he also teaches the Ethics of life, Theoretical ethics and History of
moral philosophy, and he is adjunct Professor of Bioethics at the Faculty of Medicine and Surgery at
the Vita-Salute San Raffaele University. Among his publications: Etica della vita. Nuovi paradigmi morali, (Ethics of Life. New Moral Paradigms) Bruno Mondadori, Milan 2008; Aborto. La morale oltre il diritto, (Abortion. The Moral Beyond the Right) Carocci, Rome 2007; Fini in sé. La teoria morale di Alan
Donagan, (Ends in Themselves. The Moral Theory of Alan Donagan) Trauben, Turin 2003; L’etica e la
buona morte, (Ethics and the Good Death) Edizioni di Comunità, Turin 2002; Introduzione all’etica contemporanea, (Introduction to Contemporary Ethics) Europa Scienze Umane, Milan 2000; Bioetica della generazione (with P. Cattorini) (Bioethics of the Generation, Sei, Turin 1996; Introduzione allo studio
della bioetica (Introduction to the Study of Bioethics) (edited by P. Cattorini, R. Mordacci, M. Reichlin),
Europa Scienze Umane, Milan 1996.
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Michele Di Francesco - Giulia Piredda

THE EXTENDED
MIND

Where does the mind end
and the rest of the world begin?

THE WORK
‘Where does the mind end and the world begin?’ This
intriguing and slightly enigmatic question describes in
one sentence the subject of the book, identifying an
issue on which philosophy has not stopped reflecting
since Descartes. The question is at the basis of some
of the most important reflections on the nature of
Mondadori Università
thought, reasoning, and of human nature that have be● Pages: VIII-280
en recently proposed in the field of cognitive science
● Price: € 21,00
and neuroscience. If Descartes’ ego was ideally separa● 978-88-6184-192-5
ted from its world and ‘worked’ according to its own
logic, based on an idea that also largely corresponds
All rights available
to our common sense, contemporary science is rapidly dispelling many clichés, by asking completely new
questions. Should the mind be conceived as an internal space where information is processed and the
world is represented? Or should we think of it as immersed in the physical and social world? Is human
thought bound by the biological properties of the brain, or to some extent can it transcend them?
Does technology transform our minds? Should we conceive of ourselves as ‘neuronal men’ or were human beings ‘born cyborgs’? This book addresses these issues from a philosophical point of view,
in which the traditional reflection on human nature, on the relationship between nature and culture,
between ‘matter’ and ‘spirit’ is interwoven with attention to the most recent scientific investigation
into thought, rationality and action.

THE AUTHORS
Michele Di Francesco is Rector and full professor of Logic and Philosophy of Science at the Scuola
Superiore IUSS of Pavia. As President of the European Society for Analytic Philosophy, he contributes to the cultural pages of Il Sole 24 Ore. Di Francesco was the former president of the Italian Society for Analytic Philosophy and is a member of the Board of Directors and on the Scientific Committee of the Carlo Erba Foundation in Milan. He is one of the founders of the National Coordination of
Philosophy of the Mind and Cognitive Science. Among his publications: Che fine ha fatto l’io? (What
Happened to the ‘I’?) (with Edoardo Boncinelli), 2010; Introduzione alla filosofia della mente, (Introduction to the Philosophy of the Mind) 2002; La Coscienza, (The Conscience) 2000, second edition
2005; L’io e i suoi sé. Identità personale e scienza della mente, (The ‘I’ and Itself. Personal Identity and
Science of the Mind) 1998.
Giulia Piredda obtained her PhD in Philosophy at “La Sapienza” University of Rome. At present, she
teaches Pedagogical Communication Process, at the Science of Communication course of the University of Cagliari. Her fields of study are philosophy of language and of mind, with particular reference
to the hypothesis of the Extended Mind, to its theoretical accuracy and to the connected evaluation
of anthropological philosophy.
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Alberto Oliverio

IMAGINATION
AND MEMORY
Fantasy and reality
in mental processes

THE WORK
Since the times of Greek philosophy sensations, images, imagination, the imaginary and memory have been
the subject of reflections and theories. Today these issues are dealt with by cognitive psychology and
neuroscience: it is the latter, with its ability to view
the cerebral territories in which specific functions aMondadori Università
re performed, that tells us that there are areas which
● Pages: VI-250
overlap between these mental processes and that
● Price: € 18,00
their boundaries are often variable and uncertain. Al● 978-88-6184-292-2
though we believe that experiences leave an objective and immutable trace in the mind, there is an inAll rights available
tense underlying activity, mostly unconscious, which
constantly reshapes the meaning of the experiences
and their rendering at the level of our neural networks. Mental images, imagination, and memory: on the one hand, as pointed out by Borges, the memory is the guardian of distant forms that we have perceived in the past, on the other hand we may imagine something that does not closely match a previous
experience and so discloses new scenarios. Can we then say that imagination is a window to the future while memory addresses the past? In fact, there is no imagination without memory but neither can
memory exist without imagination, without a memory of what our mind imagines about the memories, unguarded by the support of that vast population of mental images that populate our neural networks. Today the massive bombardment of images that takes place with the spread of new media makes the imaginary media and the continuous flow of images render uncertain the boundaries between
direct experience and mediated experience: between our ability to discriminate between the real and
the imaginary, between what is personally experienced or enjoyed in a virtual way. The gap between
the power of the word and that of the image is continuously increasing; the individual and collective
memory is colonized by images. With this one does not want to demonize a form of experience that
is steadily growing, even at school, but rather one should reflect on the ways in which the mind is constructed today, on the attraction exerted by quick and emotionally seductive messages which begins
in infancy: an age in which the imagination is important but imagining is even more so, that is, performing active mental work which is the basis of creativity.

THE AUTHOR
Alberto Oliverio works in the field of the biological bases of behaviour, and is Professor Emeritus of
Psychobiology at the Sapienza University of Rome. He has worked in several international research institutions, from 1976 to 2002 he directed the Institute of Psychobiology and Psychopharmacology of
the National Research Council and from 2007 to 2009 at the “Daniel Bovet” Center for Neurobiology
at the Sapienza University in Rome. He is on the editorial board of several scientific journals and he is
author of more than 400 scientific and professional teaching and dissemination papers.
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Andrea Lavazza - Silvia Inglese

MANIPULATING
MEMORY
Science and ethics
of the removal of memories

THE WORK
To obtain oblivion as and when required is as delicious as it is dangerous; it is a scenario described in
The Odyssey. The unpleasant memories are the ones
which Macbeth would like to remove from the mind
of his wife, who is tormented by remorse. But literary fiction also shows that too much memory literally
Mondadori Università
prevents one from living. Thanks to electronics, today
● Pages: X-326
we can preserve all our experiences and have them
● Price: € 23,50
at the click of a finger. And the spectre that worries
● 978-88-6184-226-7
the elderly is Alzheimer’s disease, which literally robs
us of our past. Yet for many, a painful memory is what
All rights available
poisons our lives, it provides physical and psychological disorders severe enough to prevent normal activity. For this reason scientific research is committed to
an attempt to actually delete certain traces from our
minds and our brains. This goal which we are today closer to raises questions not only of a technical
nature. The first results are starting to come in: in animals it is possible to remove learned fear and humankind seems to be faced with new scenarios. In an era in which everything can be stored on digital
media, paradoxically the ancient dream of manipulating what little is written in our minds is becoming
concrete. But could we take a “pill of forgetfulness” with a light heart? Do we have a duty to remember both to ourselves and to others? These are the ethical questions that experimental developments
arouse. For the first time, this book takes stock of the state of knowledge concerning the manipulation
of memories; an on-going debate is reconstructed, and we show how our culture is divided between
aspiring for all that is new and the desire to preserve everything that has happened. This is a short circuit that neuroscience serves to highlight.

THE AUTHORS
Andrea Lavazza is a scholar of Cognitive Science and Neuroethics, and one of the promoters of this
discipline in Italy. Affiliated to the International Academic Centre in Arezzo, he has published among
other titles, L’uomo a due dimensioni (the Two-Dimensional Man) (London, 2008) and Il delitto del
cervello. La mente tra scienza e diritto (The Crime of the Brain. The Mind Between Science and Law)
(with L. Sammicheli, Turin, 2012).
Silvia Inglese graduated in Clinical Psychology at the Sapienza University Rome, and conducts clinical
psychology and neuropsychology at the IRCCS Foundation Hospital Maggiore Polyclinic in Milan. She
mainly focuses on cognitive processes and degenerative diseases in the elderly.
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Cristina Meini

OUT OF ONE’S
MIND

The social bases of the self

THE WORK
The book examines the problem of the construction
of personal identity in the multidisciplinary perspective
typical of cognitive science. We are now far from thinking of self-knowledge as something completely transparent to ourselves, upon which we can base our
knowledge of the outside world. The analysis conMondadori Università
ducted by the author emphasizes the importance of
● Pages: X-230
relating to the social world and the cultural objects
● Price: € 18,00
that surround us, from the first months of our life. The
● 978-88-6184-255-7
psychology of the development of the individual is identified in the quantity and quality of our first relaAll rights available
tionships, the basis on which children gradually come
to recognize themselves as a separate entity from the
physical world with a mental state that, in the continuity of its succession, will compose the sense and the
perception of the child as an individual. This thesis is now widely confirmed by experimental and clinical
psychology. Today, the use of language itself, of writing and computers and iPads with Internet connections seem to greatly expand our cognitive faculties. In examining these issues in a rigorous tone while
remaining accessible for an educated but non-specialist public, the book is careful to illustrate theoretical arguments through concrete examples from experimental literature and clinical observations.

THE AUTHOR
Cristina Meini teaches Cognitive Psychology in the Faculty of Literature and Philosophy at the University of Piemonte Orientale and runs a course on Cognitive Psychology in the Faculty of Literature at
the San Raffaele University in Milan. She is a member of the Interdepartmental Centre for Neuroscience in Turin and the Cognitive Science Centre at the University of Turin, the University of Piemonte Orientale and the Turin Polytecnic. Among her publications: Gli autismi e la musica. Il modello Floortime nei disturbi della relazione e la comunicazione (with M. T. Sindelar and G. Guiot), Trento, Erickson,
2012; Psicologi per natura. I meccanismi cognitivi della psicologia ingenua, Rome, Carocci, 2007; Psicologia evoluzionistica (with M. Adenzato), Turin, Bollati Boringhieri, 2006; La mente sociale. Le basi cognitive della comunicazione (with M. Marraffa), Rome-Bari, Laterza, 2006; La psicologia ingenua. Una
teoria evolutiva, Milan, McGraw-Hill, 2001.
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Massimo Marraffa - Alfredo Paternoster

PEOPLE, MINDS
AND BRAINS

History, methods and models
of the sciences of the mind

THE WORK
This book is an introduction to the scientific study
of mental processes (‘cognitive science’), with particular attention to the theoretical and methodological foundations of the discipline. The authors reconstruct the birth of cognitive science and recount the
transformations it has experienced in the last thirty
Mondadori Università
years. During this time, the discipline has on the one
● Pages: VIII-296
hand expanded vertically, studying the brain and gi● Price: € 21,00
ving centrality and great development to neuroscien● 978-88-6184-090-4
ce, on the other hand, it has extended horizontally
to the study of the body and the environment. The
All rights available
impetus for this second expansion was originated
by the need to ‘reincorporate’ and ‘place’ cognitive
processes in the complexity of the environment in
which they operate, gathering as a common factor
the results of robotics, from cognitive modelling based on mathematics and other areas of research
gathered together under the label of ‘post-classical cognitive science’ or ‘new cognitive science’. This
text gives an account of these changes and assesses the impact that they have produced on the conceptual landscape of cognitive science, and it questions the future prospects of this research programme.
The first part presents in detail the conceptual paradigm of classical cognitive science, computational functionalism and the most important theories centred on it. The second part discusses the crisis
of functionalism, illustrating how each type of ‘philosophical’ criticism faces a corresponding research
programme that aims to correct the inadequacy of functionalist approaches. The third part gives an
account of the recent tendency of cognitive science to step out of its boundaries, in order to explain
the sphere of subjectivity and socio-cultural phenomena.

THE AUTHORS
Massimo Marraffa is a researcher in Logic and Philosophy of Science in the Department of Philosophy at the University Roma Tre. He is the author of among other titles, Filosofia della psicologia
(2003) (The Philosophy of Psychology); La mente sociale (with C. Meini, 2005) (The Social Mind) and
La mente in bilico. Le basi filosofiche della scienza cognitiva. (The Mind in the Balance. The Philosophical Foundations of Cognitive Science). Together with M. De Caro and F. Ferretti he edited the volume Cartographies of the Mind. Philosophy and Psychology in Intersection (Berlin 2007).
Alfredo Paternoster teaches Philosophy and Theory of Languages in the Faculty of Political Science
at the University of Sassari. Among his publications: Introduzione alla filosofia della mente (2010) (Introduction to the Philosophy of the Mind); Il filosofo e i sensi: introduzione alla filosofia della percezione (2007) (The Philosopher and the Senses: an Introduction to the Philosophy of Perception) and
he edited, with Massimo Marraffa, the collective volume Scienze cognitive. Un’introduzione filosofica
(2011) (Cognitive Sciences. A Philosophical Introduction).
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Claudio Faschilli

UNDERSTANDING
WORDS
Introduction to the
Lexical Semantics

THE WORK
In a single day we encounter thousands of words that
are printed in books and newspapers, but also on the
screens of televisions, cell phones and computers.
Thousands of words are uttered by the people we
meet, and in turn we produce just as many. Extremely precise mental processes trigger to produce each
Mondadori Università
term known to us and to enable us to understand its
● Pages: XII-244
meaning. But then what happens in our minds when
● Price: € 18,00
we grasp the meaning of words? And what is that
● 978-88-6184-348-6
which we call ‘meaning’? This book aims to provide an
answer to these questions, accompanying the reader
All rights available
on a journey that begins with the reflections of twentieth-century philosophy of language up to the most
recent theories proposed by linguists, psychologists
and neuroscientists. This journey will take us into the
heart of contemporary cognitive science, dealing with questions about the nature of concepts, their
relationship with language and the way we perceive the world around us.

THE AUTHOR
Claudio Faschilli obtained his PhD in Philosophy of Language and the Mind at the University of
Turin. Currently he is the Coordinator of didactic and educational activities at the Liceo Classico San
Raffaele Hospital in Segrate (Milan), where he also teaches philosophy and history. He is also subject-matter expert in Philosophy of Language and Philosophy of the Mind at the University of Bergamo. His research activities focuses primarily on cognitive and lexical semantics and its interaction with
philosophy, linguistics, psychology and neuroscience.
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